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1997 Collector's Edition Stratocaster features
Vintage '62 body and neck style

• Pearl dot inlays

Nitrocellulose lacquer finish
Tinted neck
Medium jumbo frets

• Special oval-shaped pearl

inlay "1997" at 12th fret
• Brown shell pickguard

• Three Texas Special™
single-coil pickups

• Serialized neck plate:
"1 of 1,997," etc.

Gold hardware
Brown tolex case and
brown leather vintage strap
3-color sunburst finish
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PROMOTONS

Full Steam Ahead
t's 10:40 p.m. The team is working diligently on the expanded
new Gear section, and the office is running at a fever pitch.

I

Our supply of chocolate is dangerously low, and the coffee
machine has been working overtime.
Yet we can't quit.

Why?
We have to finish adding all the latest models to this magazine,
because the Fender marketing and R&D departments are busy
inventing more!
You can see some of the more recent innovations in

the New Products section starting on page 34, but the
fact is there were too many to be contained on those
three pages.

A look at the Sound Waves column will reveal
two new sound systems that are user-friendly, bud-

This issue's focus on

get-conscious, and substantially easier on your back
than most P.A.s. In Power Points you'll find some revo-

country players under-

lutionary models that may change your concept of

scores the impact they've

lector's Edition Stratocaster—shown in the fold out

had on current popular

ware and pickups.

music.

in the lineup. Like the GR Ready Stratocaster (see Play-

"small" amps. We've introduced the first annual Col-

poster—complete with custom inlays and deluxe hard-

And don't forget about all the great products currently
back on page 27) which allows you to play guitar and
keyboard parts all from the comfort and safety of your
Strat. Or the DG-10CE—a very affordable acoustic-electrie guitar with a comfortable satin-finished neck, resonant mahogany body and spruce top, and a sweet-

sounding transducer pickup system with
onboard volume and tone controls.
Every issue we cram in as much as pos-

sible, and still we wish we had more
room. But if the work is hard, the rewards

are great as well: such as the opportunity
to interview talented artists who have had
such a great effect on so many lives.

This issue's focus on country players
underscores the impact they've had
on current popular music. Legends

like Merle Haggard and Buck Owens

IMPORTANT INFORMATION

formed the foundation on which

Fender®, Squiei^, Frontline,
TelecasterTTele®, Stratocaster^
Strat®, Precision Bass®, P Bass®,
Jazz Bass®, J Bass®, the head pro-

files of FMIC's classic guitars &
basses, Bassman®, Deluxe Reverb®,
Dual Showman® Princeton®
Showman®, Super Reverb®

Tone Master Twin Reverb® Vibro
Champ® Vibro-King® Vibrolux®,
Dynamaxx, Sunn® Super Bullets®,
are all trademarks of Fender

Musical Instrument Corp; (FMIC).

the "new" country is based,

spawned country-rock (the Eagles,
et al), and even impacted rock and
roll! (Early Beatles music drew much
TrytheD'C-IOCE—
a very affordable
acoustic-electric model...

from '60s country tunes.)

Between the products, the artists, the tech
tips, and all the rest, we hope there's something here for everyone.

If not, write us with your request—we'll try to fit it in!

^uJkJLC^
Michael Caroff, Editor
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Thanks for your
mail! To write, just
address your letter
to Frontline Letters,

Mail Call From The Frontline
IIMI THAT AXE;

CHILD PRODIGY

Congrats on the Jimi Hendrix Tribute Strat. Are you going to

I'm 12 and have been

11999 San Vicente

make a Strat with a large headstock and rosewood fret-

playing guitar for eight

Blvd., Suite 401,
Los Angeles, CA
90049. If we can,
we'll print it and

board—like a '69 or '72 Strat?

years. I love my Squier

answer your ques-

Products section (starting on page 34) for the new '69 Custom

tion so everyone
can benefit. So
write us already!

Hercules Krobas

Tele and wonder if

Corinth, Greece

you'll ever release a

Hercules, don't rip the pages looking for it, but check out our New

Squier Jazzmaster?
Aryn Carkeet
New South Wales,

Shop Strat. It's everything you've asked for!

Australia

CAT SCRATCH FENDER?

After 13 years playing Fender I was thrilled to discover your
magazine. I only wish you had more frequent issues. So does

Vinnie, whose favorite thing to sleep and
scratch on are my Tweed amp and guitar
cases. Unfortunately for Vinnie, he's
declawed.

Steve Viscosi
Deltona, Florida

Eight years? Yikes! Silverchair and jonny Long,
look out. Aryn, check out

the Squier Vista Series
]agmaster. I think you'll
want to play it heaps.
SENSOR DEPRIVATION

What exactly are Lace

Good move with the declaw, Steve. Now, can

Sensor pickups?

Vinnie change your strings?

What's the difference

ie lucky winner in
Mir Hot Rod Deluxe
Amp Contest from
issue #20 was
13-year-old Randy;
Brandau from
Sussex, New Jersey
Congratulations

Randy!

between the colors,

SHADES OF PURPLE

In a recent issue of Guitar Player, Ritchie
Blackmore said Fender was making a

can you mix and match them and are they easy to install?
Can you help me?
Chris Chan

Ritchie Blackmore guitar. Is this going
to be available to the public?
Craig Wilson
Victoria, Australia

Middletown, NJ
We've published several articles about Lace Sensors in Frontline.
Check out the In The Mix column from issue #19.

Look for the Ritchie Blackmore Limited Edition
Stratocaster at your Fender dealer now — and

an interview with the legend himself in the
next issue of Frontline.

Attention Frontline and Fender fanatics: We enjoy printing your
photographic contributions to Frontline. Get out those cameras
and send us something outrageous!

L EG E N
Ul|iping^lassic Performances by

Ueff Beck
Dick Dale

Buddy Guy
Buddy Holly
Bonnie Rai'tt

50th
Anniversar
itar Les

Keith Richards
The Vaughan Brothers

^,

and many more!

Order Now! Call Toll Free:

1-800-926-2651
S12.99 plus S3.00 shipping & handling. AZ residents add 7% sates tax.
Visa/Mastercard accepted. U.S. order only.
Outside U.S., contact your local Fender Distributor.
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For more ii
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.Fender Electi^

agctric Guitars

^d handling to:
•den Rd.. Scottsdale,ftZ 83258 www.fender.com

His Own
Words
BY SHANE NICHOLAS
Buck Owens is more than a legend. Today's

popular today. Tragically, he lost his life in a

"hot country" with its characteristic Tele

1974 motorcycle accident at age 32. Buck was

twang owes more to him (and contemporaries
like Merle Haggard) than most folks realize.

ing and recording, preferring to co-host TV'S

Throughout the 1960s and early '70s, Buck

long running show "Hee-Haw."

so deeply affected that he lost interest in tour-

Buck Talks About:
Early Days
We were farmers (in Texas) when the Dust

wrote and recorded dozens of chart-topping

These days, the 67-years-young Mr. Owens

records like "Tiger By The Tail" and "Together

Bowl came along and it all blew away. I was

still records occasionally—most recently a duet

part of the "Grapes Of Wrath" migration west.
All the family did farm work. By age 13 I was

Again" in Bakersfield, California, with his own

with Ringo Starr on "Act Naturally" (a hit for

band, The Buckaroos. This unpretentious

each of them in the early '60s). Buck is also a

doing a man's work and getting a man's pay.

approach (unlike most Nashville acts who

very successful businessman, owning several TV

When I was a little kid I used to say, "When I

relied on outside writers, musicians and string

and radio stations. His latest venture is a dinner

get big I ain't gonna be cold, and I ain't gonna

orchestras) proved to be a primary influence

theater and museum in Bakersfield called The

be hungry" and it turned out that way. I was

on the country rock movement which

Crystal Palace, where he performs regularly. Our

lucky.

spawned such lasting acts as the Byrds, the

interview took place here, where Buck's person-

Eagles and later, Dwight Yoakam.

al collection of mementos, classic photos and

Essential to Buck's self-contained, high-

even that famous gold sparkle Telecaster are on

octane sound was his co-guitarist, co-writer,

display. Friends such as Dwight Yoakam and

harmony singer (and right arm) Don Rich. After

Marty Stuart often drop by to sit in with the cur-

meeting Buck in 1958, Don quickly became

rent line-up of The Buckaroos (some of whom

one of the acknowledged pioneers of the

have been with Buck for decades) and hear that

exhilarating, string-bending Tele sound still

legendary voice and guitar.

His Musicians
Some of them were not what you would call
top drawer, but it was very important to have
musicians that were good enough to play on
the records. Then we could reproduce it out
on the road. Most of us on the West Coast did
it. It was a different sound—not smooth and
VOLUME 22 • FENDER FRONTLINE ^

silky. Like the Stones or the Beatles. I might
forego a little ability on an instrument to
avoid a person who'd imbibe too much of the
refreshments.

Don Rich
He was 16 when I first met him. He played fiddie. The next thing I know, he has a guitar on
stage along with the fiddle. It didn't take him
long before he superseded what I could do,
and he took that style and improved on it
immensely. You can't just play it, you have to

hear it before you can play it.
Don was the nicest person you'd ever want
to meet. One year, after I had given him a coupie of raises, I said to him: "Don, you've never
asked me for more money." He said, "Aww,

Chief, I just figured that I like what we're
doing, and if I do the best job I can, the money
will come." And it did. This was when he was
about 21 years old. He was like a brother, a son

and a best friend, and since he died I never
quite got over it.

Bluegrass
The country music I heard growing up was
from the Mexican border stations. I heard a lot
of bluegrass, and I am a great bluegrass lover. I

Shane Nicholas is Fender's

am amazed to find so many guys that are, like

Vince Gill and Ricky Skaggs.

Buck with Fender Amp Guru Shane Nicholas

new traveling Amplifier
Product Specialist. He will
conduct clinics around the

Guitars
You just can't beat the Teles. I did play a Stra-

amplifier. Some people think it does, but it

tocaster for awhile, then I tried Jaguars. I even

don't.

globe, educating consumers and answering

There were even times when Don and I

questions about the fea-

always back to the ol' Telecaster. I like my new

played through the same amp. Believe it or

tures, tone and value

[Custom Shop] Telecaster a lot. If you play a

not it would carry the two of us! Unison

inherent in Fender's wide

Tele then you know what I mean!

things and harmony things.

range of amplifiers.

played Mustangs on some shows, but I'm

Playing Style
Most of the lead things up to 1964-65 with

Jja-^dllJ±Lasajffl^sL.aj3jJUdllJ±Las£Ljca^

KffilSBEERBBCTiMllUUffirHK^i^y^jE^m
were going to work. I always thought of them

me and Don were on the "E," "A" and "D"

as something like an anvil, that the airlines

strings. Most people play up higher, so I had

couldn't break.

Shane is an accom-

plished guitarist with
numerous albums and

commercial jingles to his

Pete Anderson introduced me to the Dual

credit, as well as writeups

About 1965 Don started putting on light

Professional. He knows what I like an amplifi-

in Guitar Player and other

strings—the rock boys and some of the coun-

er to do and I think he shares some of that. I

guitar magazines. An avid

try boys were doing that. For my part, I like

also like the Hot Rod DeVille a lot. I like the

collector, he has personal-

the big thick sound of the old raunchy bass

Fat button (on the Dual Professional) and the
overdrive on the DeVille.

ly refurbished many of the

strings. I always hit the strings pretty darn

this unique kind of style on the bass strings.

hard. I attack the strings, and that tells me
pretty quick whether the amp needs work or
not!

Amplifiers
True story: My Super and Bassman were sitting
here for 30 years, and when we pulled 'em out
they worked and didn't even blow a fuse. I

His Gig at the Crystal Palace
Playing here is the most fun I've ever had in
^^^Sasi^s.i^.stws&aw'tsa^a-g^^^^^

Ud^8i>ilshhidbllKUlii!iBKdintlSHiyi(46BfcKiSS3
town; I like the people.

Fender

pieces in his impressive
collection of Fender guitars and amps. In addition
to his many years of

recording and live playing
experience, Shane has an
extensive background in
retail sales, musical equipment repair and training.

love Fender amplifiers! The first second I pluck

It seems like a company gets too big and some

a string I know this is what I'm looking for. I

of the personal touch is lost. I'm beginning to

Watch for Shane's fun

used Twin Reverbs for a lot of years, and liked

find a lot of that personal touch again at Fend-

and informative Fender

the Super Reverb a lot, too. I think Fender

er. I see this company becoming a great thing

clinics coming soon to

amps have great reverb. You know, a Tele

again with the pickers and singers.

doesn't sound the same with another kind of

your nearby Fender dealer.

Fender—what a great legacy!
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IKenny Wayne

^.'ss.

F/

^ J>
By Adam St. lames

:rt9St new guitars come with light gauge strings,

discs of the year in 1996. He was voted "Best

^yhen a young Kenny Wayne Shepherd first heard

New Guitarist" by the readers of Guitar, "Best

he'd get better tone with heavier strings, he

Blues Guitarist" by the readers of Guitar Player

went right out and got himself a set. Was he in

and "Best New Talent" by the readers of Gui-

fox a big surprise.

tar World.

"The first pack of strings I went out and

Plus, he toured with the likes of B.B. King,

bought was a set starting with '13s. Can you

Bob Dylan, The Eagles and as the opener on last

imagine trying to go from '9s to '13s?"

fall's G3 guitar extravaganza. This year Kenny

Since that stiff lesson, of course, life has

graduates from G3 opener to co-headliner

^heen considerably less callous to Kenny

with Steve Vai and Joe Satriani, replacing Erie

Wayne.

10 FENDER FRONTLINE • SUMMER 1997

charts and was one of the best-selling blues

Something in the vicinity of an .008 or .009.

Johnson.

Consider the highlights: Ledbetter Heights,

Only 20 years old, this Shreveport,

his impressive debut album, hit No. 1 on the

Louisiana, native found enlightenment early

Kcnny Wapc's l;tlar:
GUITAR: 1961 Fender Stratocaster, stock, except for graphite bridge
saddles and "the biggest frets you can find"; Custom Shop
'62 Vintage Relic Stratocaster; Guild JF55 Acoustic-Electric.
STRINGS: .012 to .058
PICKS: Fender Premium Celluloid Heavies, Snakeskin pattern with
Custom Shop logo.
PEDALS: Vox wah-wah, Ibanez Tube
Screamer, Univibe,
Octavia, Centaur overdrive.

AMPS: "A Twin and a Vibrasonic
and a Tone Master head. The
volume's on 10, always! I
plug the Tone Master head into
a Twin cabinet with two 12"
EVs.

"Bright switch off. Sometimes I
put the Fat switch on. The treble
somewhere between "5" and "7,"

usually about "5y2"-depending
on what the room sounds like. Twins
are real clean amps, so I usually crank
the mid (about"8") to get more feedback and drive. But then I put the bass
on about "3," because I've got '58s on my
low "E" string. The reverb usually on "1" or "2."

"I've got an A/B box, so we run the amps in a series. The
Twin always comes first, then the Tone Master, then the Vibrasonic. We don't run them in a series like one into the otherI've got a splitter. My A/B box plugs into a splitter that has
three different outputs. Each one goes to an amp, so each
amp is getting one signal from my guitar, but I run them all at
once. The amps aren't affecting each other at all."

in life after Stevie Ray Vaughan—performing at a

background. Obviously, the blues was in his

day," he says, "and that's great because I think

concert Ken Shepherd Sr. was promoting—

blood.

music in general is looking for something

picked Kenny Wayne up and set him on the
side of the stage.
I saw him play—I can't count how many
times," he told Frontline, "but not enough to
satisfy me."

"That's what got me interested in music,"

right now—something to grab onto. Alterna-

he admits. "I definitely couldn't see myself in

tive stuff has become mainstream. Every-

a grunge or heavy metal band or anything

body's looking for something else."

like that."

Not Kenny Wayne, though. He stands firm-

What you will see this summer is a veteran

ly behind his style, understandably proud of

After taking inspiration from Vaughan,

Kenny Wayne Shepherd—presumably with

his accomplishments. And he sees himself car-

Kenny Wayne wisely went on to study the

the follow-up to Ledbetter Heights flying off

rying the blues torch for the long haul.

^vorks of other masters.

record store shelves—leading a new blues

"My music isn't like straight blues as it is—

The music of Albert King, Albert Collins, B.B.,

brigade, bringing the music to a new and per-

it's got a lot of other things incorporated into

Howlin' Wolf, John Lee Hooker, Lonnie Brooks,
Muddy Waters, Buddy Guy and Jimmie Vaughan—

haps younger audience than has ever

it. But there's no doubt that blues influence

to name just a few—all provided essential

"It's getting more and more popular every

embraced it before.

and all the blues that you hear in my music
today will be there from now on."
VOLUME 22 • FENDER FRONTLINE U

ON TOUR WITH MERLE HAGGARD

HonkyTonk
Night Time

Man
^
ROAD TRIP! Those simple words will

than 50 BMI songwriter awards, a

raise t^e pulse of any musician. After

Gram my, 38 No. 1 singles and more

a Custom Shop Tele for caun-

try le^nd Merle Haggard, Tender <2us
torn SHbp Master Builder Mark KeridriGk i
got tl-ii^call: "Come on out on tMe road
with^tJsfor a week." Think Mark hesitated^on't count on it^" 'i',i:^ ;:111^1.:(::;:1^^
:^

!

.'::l-ll\llllln'l';^-:;'.1

than 600 original songs. In 1994 Merle
became the youngest musician ever to

be elected into the Country Music
Hall of Fame.
Tearing throu.gh one hit after
another, Mlerle's sbrtgs ride on The
Strangets' lean sound. -

DAY 1: I meet Merle and his band
The Strangers at a venue in Las

DAY 2: On the bus I talk to band

Vegas,.|Btage Manager 6reg McGill

teacler Norm Hamlet; Recalling the

inside as the band mein-

.early days of the Ba^rsfield sound,

bers ti

in: Joe Manuel, guitar; Abe

names like Billy Mize and Buck Owens

Manuelj
Adams,

:ordion and fiddle; Biff

are tossed around. He tells "rrie the

ims; Norm Hamlet, steel

guitar;

Markham, horns; Bonnie

first time he ever recorded at Gapito I Records 'wi^th the "Parmej

escoj

Owens, be k-up vocals.

At 8 p ^the lights dim and a
Bob Wills ^e pours through the
mains. T^band files out and
segues in^the song. Strutting
out witti sa;'Hp of his hat, Merle
makes liis v^&y to his guitar.
Haggard has received so many
awards during his 32-year career

Bpys" ttieywM^ecl in:v^tH ^
Fender Bass and stunned ttie

m
mi

s.

^

l^i

engirieei-s: they had never seen
: such a fhiftg. If was the first time
aP;Bassw€nttp,tapeatC;apn^
back to the/50s,:,: :

mn

Everyone exits the bus to eat
, in Albuquerque.. Metle tells rrie
Robert Duvall will executive pro-

one can hardly keep track of
them all: six Country Music
Association and 18 Academy of

•l3iogtaphy,;WSiiag;Me^
Home "Billy Bob Thprnfonaic^

Country Music awards, more

^.•direct,';1-, .•:.;1;11;;/^1^.1/^11,;;.1.11; '.1:

duce the bio-pic based on his

by Mark Kendrick
12 FENDER FRONUINE • SUMMER 1 997

i^E

1^1

lerle worked with

|»sh|" Shop Master
ujiaiw Mark
Kendrick on the
design of the
Merle Haggard
Tribute Telecuster. I
Originally unveiled
at the Nashville

NAMM Show,
Merle's Custom

Shop Tribute Tele—
u modified Tele
Thinline— features

u laminuted figured
maple solid top.
set neck with deep
curved heel. Ivoroid

piclcguard and
binding, gold
hardware, ubulone

"Tuff Dog Tele"
pegheud inluy,
Texas Special neck
Pickup and custom
wiring with a four
way Tele switch.

just the way Merle
likes it.
VOLUME 22 . FENDER FRONTLINE
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DAY 3: 4:30 a.m. Norm is at the

venue. He plugs in Merle's guitar and

wheel again. We talk about the old

says, "Here you play it."
"I don't know man," I reply.

days at Fender. At a gas station in r'^
Amarillo, Texas, I board Merle's bus for

"Merle won't mind," he assures me.

awhile, slightly nervous. I try to keep

I play until Norm and Biff show up,

up with class clowns Eddie and Abe,

then decide to quit while I'm ahead.

but they've taken jesting to a new

Merle steps up to the stage and starts

level. We laugh through Oklahoma,

^ calling out songs. As Merle and Joe solo
through a call and response, Merle pulls

into Arkansas.

off a lick that turns my head.

Later Merle wakes up and comes to

"Wow," I say to Steve. "That was

the front of the bus. "Mornin'." he

something."

says. It's 5:00 p.m. We small talk, then

"He can play," Steve answers.

the subject of 'Satchmo.' comes up.

"Sometimes I think deep down inside

Soon Louis Armstrong is blowing

he'd rather be a picker than a singer."

through the bus. The band members
hit their bunks; I'm left alone with

Tonight there's two shows. By 8

Hag, discussing his new Tele. He looks

p.m. the first crowd begins to get rest-

across at me, raises his eyebrows and

less. On stage Hag can do no wrong. He

pulls all the good ol' boy tunes out of

says, "I think we've kicked about as

high on the fence as we can with this guitar.
"I've always played a Tele and no matter
how many times I try a different guitar, I

the simplicity of the Tele. A Tele is a no-non-

his pocket. The second crowd is really fired up.

sense instrument. You plug it into a good amp

Merle plays fiddle; the fans can't get enough.

and it's there."

The crowd backstage has doubled. Hag stops

always come back to a Tele. They're simple,

"What was your first amp?"

to sign a guitar and take a picture, then he's

but real pure. I think we've really got some-

"It was a Fender Pro with one of those metal

rushed back to the bus.

thing here."

"When was the first time you saw a Tele?" I
ask.

strips runnin' down the middle.

"What kind of amp do you use now?"

DAY 5: Meet the buses at noon for a three

"I use two '59 Bassman Reissues. I plug

hour tour. Tonight's gig is a hit and run. The
bus must park three blocks away. The hosting

"About '48 or '49. It was the craziest thing

straight into them with a little reverb. Some-

anybody had seen at that time. I thought it

times I use some chorus, but not very often.

crew there is not very experienced and the

was wonderful. A lot of guys didn't want to

They sound good just like that. I've tried other

band is left wandering the halls like a country

accept it, but I wanted one. It was almost Buck

amps too but I always wind up coming back to

version of "Spinal Tap."

Rogers."

Fender. I use a Twin Reverb too."

"Yes, but they were too much for me. I liked

As far as the fans are concerned the show

goes off without a hitch. We run for the buses

"Did you ever try a Strat or Jazzmaster?"

DAY 4: Memphis. Joe and I check out the

and hit the road again.
DAY 6: In New Orleans, Joe invites me down
to the French Quarter where he and Abe had a
gig in their teens. At 6 p.m. the buses arrive at
the House of Blues for soundcheck. Everyone

gathers in the patio to eat and Merle joins the
band for dinner. Hag's wife Theresa flew in this
morning to join him. It's his 60th birthday.
At 8:30 p.m. the Wills tune fires up again.
Hag takes the stage and the crowd is lit. At the
end of the first song the audience sings
"Happy Birthday." Every song brings a standing ovation, the most appreciative crowd yet.

After a few greetings we're back on the road
and headed to Nashville.
DAY 7: Theresa has decided to throw a surprise birthday party for Merle. We arrive at the
club at 6:30 p.m. and 30 minutes later the
guests begin to arrive: Marty Stuart, Steve

Wariner, Tanya Tucker, Jimmie Dickens, Delbert
McClinton, Porter Waggoner, Tammy Wynette, James
Burton—the list goes on and on. Everyone

jumps on stage to do Hag tunes and pass along
birthday greetings. Merle is truly surprised.
James Burton gets up to do "Working Man
Blues" with Merle. Steve Warmer and I look at
each other and shake our heads in disbelief. I
don't know how I'll ever top an event like this.
In fact, I don't know how I'll ever top a

week like this!
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One^thing ^g ^ Qgpgg Q^ is our

Two great new amplifiers from Fender, each with five push-button
presets programmed by the Fender Tone-Team. The Automatic SE
is classic Fender all the way: from the traditional silver grill cloth on
the outside to the rich, clean and overdrive tones on the inside.

The GT version with its accentuated highs and pummeling bass is voiced
for flat-out anarchy. But it doesn't stop there; both Automatic amps
feature Fender Reverb, Chorus and highly effective tone controls that
let you further tailor your Automatic to your own personal signature.

•^

^,'S ^ vt^i*;SS%^

^

mm

ft^^W^lSSifllMBSI^
i:i'<^^w^S:i^3sK<l^^!:S'a^^

^^^^^M^^'s^S'sissSS^S^SS^

So no matter which side of the fence you're on,
with these two new Fenders... Great Tone is Automatic.
For more info on Fender Amps, send $3 shipping & handling to: Fender Amplifiers, 7975 N. Hayden Road, C-100, Scottsdale, AZ 85258 www.fender.com

Deana Carter
Country music fans always seem to be up in arms over
"traditional" vs. "non-traditional" music. Then along

comes someone like Deana Carter to stir things up again.
Though her hits "Strawberry Wine" and "Did I Shave
My Legs For This?" walk a fairly traditional line, Deana's
live shows often cross over into other musical territory. For

this she blames (or credits) her father, renowned studio
musician Fred Carter Jr, and her brother Jeff Carter, who
plays guitar in Deana's band.

"My father worked with everybody major in Nashville,"
she says, "but he also worked with everybody major in
Mussel Shoals, New York and L.A., so we had eight million
influences."

In fact, people like Levon Helm, John Anderson, Gordon

Lightfoot Willie Nelson
and Waylon Jennings were

GALLERY

not only inspirations, they
were family friends. In
addition, Deana grew up

listening to Bruce Springsteen, Kenny Loggins and

Carter with her
JFSOand brother Jeff

other rock artists. Younger

brother Jeff was a big fan

on his D55.

of skateboard music and

Van Halen.
Understandably,
Deana's band likes to cut loose live, which confuses a few
people. Deana's not worried though.

"I honestly think if people are given something really

Kim Thayil shows off his

Gernold Linke jazzes

great that isn't cookie-cutter, that's artistic and credible

favorite guitar, a Guild S-100,

it up in Germany on
a Guild X700 Stuart

and stands out—they'll welcome it. Country's great, but

at an in-store in Australia.

we've got to be open-minded and let country grow."

Bryan White and
band members

Brinson Strickland
(on right) and
Derek George (on
left) play both kinds
of Guild acoustic:
dreadnoughtand
jumbo.

Bryan
White with
his Guild
Custom

Shop F30R
in concert
in Canada.
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Guild Guitars-A Brief Histoiyj ^3%|
Manhattan, 1952. Two guitar enthusiasts--one a^|u^|bQie^wi^^
manufacturing exec—form a sinalL,compaiiy/SQ|3nliiye^{teg|^^:l^
loft, begin to turn out acoustic guitars^ln
:SsiG-yaz^ss;
or to custom order.

Before long the little comgany and its guu!|j|^^fie|?3
old-world, hand-crafted quiffity'in ans^^S^^^^^^

loft got cramped .andthecom|ti^S||^r&o^^<3i|^^^^|^|
then in 1967 to the comgaay'S '•cmre;t^g@%iq^Bm|n.;J

Guild's tiadition-ofb^d^gl!be^3S^^e^^!^^
ingrained in.thejcoiM|a|p

hardwoods, 'mstalli^lp||cisi<^|gaf^ggr(i^^g^,j|^^^^rl.ap|
touches to one moreinc|g^ibl^i|ta^^^t}^iFfi®dJ^^
Building the finest gufjars aj^|||it)l|?a®d^ff^ligy§xoe^

cornerstone onrwhich tBus ^^stc^iflencalEi^
dealer to see how that sdundsf

(Left to right) Only the
finest hardwoods go into a Guild guitar;
Each Guild guitar takes six weeks to make;

Guild's JF65 six-stringjumbo may be new

Necks, bodies, hardware-all are designed
and built to exacting standards; Guild
solidbody electrics-like the Bluesbird
(shown here) or the S-100-are popular

to the line-up this summer, joining the
already popular JF6512, but it is not

among top players.

which Buddy Holly wrote rock classics,
the JF65 offers fine craftsmanship, good

unfamiliar to vintage guitar enthusiasts.
Modeled after the beloved Guild F50 on

looks and a brilliant, booming voice.

Comfortable,
durable and
stylish, Guild
guitar straps
work well with
both electric
and acoustic
guitars. Sewn

from the softest
leather and
strongest cotton
weaves,these

straps are built
to last.

Two favorites of studio players and
touring artists for decades, the Xl 70
Manhattan and X700 Stuart electric
jazz archtops combine rich hollowbody
tone with classic styling.
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Jonny lang
fhere the cold wind blows, that's where you'll find the hottest
f blues. Hence Jonny Lang, a newcomer carrying on the grand tradition of Midwestern-styled American blues.
He's got it all: deep, growling vocals, a searing guitar style and a
great new album, L/e To Me, out in time for his 16th birthday.
"I started playing when I was 13," he says. "I went out and saw a band
who later became my band. The guitar player, Ted Larsen, really inspired me."

It didn't take Lang long to catch fire. As Kid Jonny Lang and the Big
Bang, he released Smokin' on a small label and hit the clubs. Then he signed
with A&M.
Since the early days-back in
1993 or '94-he's been invited

...the band recently

played the historic

onstage by B.B. King, Lonnie
Brooks, Luther Allison,

Jimmy Thackery and Syl Johnson. Jonny credits Albert
Collins, Albert King and B.B.

)

as his main inspirations and he's

picked up career advice from Buddy
Guy.
N, "He just kind of said, 'Keep
^\ on keepin' on,'" Jonny

recalls. "Just keep doin'

cintya bheda bheda Tattva? What? Sanskrit, on
rock radio?
"I thought it would be such a gas to put
something like that in a pop song. No one would know what it

meant." That's Crispian Mills-leader of Kula Shaker-joking about
the ancient Indian Sanskrit he wrote into his band's hit "Tattva."
He doesn't have to joke about K, the group's debut album,
though it does have that Eastern mysticism thing going. It's even
a bit psychedelic, a tad retro-with enough Santana and Yardbirds influences to return all of us to Haight-Ashbury, circa
1969. So it's fitting that the band recently played the historic
Fillmore West in San Francisco.

Jonny credits
Albert King and
B.B. King as

his main
inspirations...

"We were having kittens," Mills says of the show. "I love
that whole psychedelic culture: the imagery, the posters."

Before finding psychedelia, Mills enjoyed The Kinks, Sex
Pistols and guitar heroes Ritchie Blackmore and Jimi
Hendrix Now he'll inspire a new generation with his own
musical magic, performed on a mid-'70s Fender Strat and
Squier Venus XII through a Fender Twin.
"I got my first Squier when I was like 14. I got a Fender
when I was 16. Blackmore and Hendrix played the Strat, so
for me that was my goal, to get one of those guitars."

fi'»(%;'&

Robby Takac

Years studying legends
like the Beatles,B.B.

,00 Goo Dolls bassist Robby Takac puts a lot of demands on his 74 P
1 Bass.

"It's been thrown at about 200 drum sets," he says with a laugh, "as
well as lofted in the air as high as I possibly could 10 or 20 times."
Despite the abuse, that old P Bass has survived four albums and 10 years

King and John Mayall
with Eric Clapton left him
well-prepared.

of touring. Preparing for the follow-up to A Boy Named Goo, Robby wonders
whether to continue with his old favorite, or his new '62 Reissue P Bass. That
old 74 just won't quit though.

"I figured the final demise of it would have been the MTV Spring Break. I
threw it off a tower into a 10-foot-deep pool," Robby muses. "I figured it was
pretty much done at that point. Then we did "Take Me Out To The Ballgame"

for Major League Baseball and I brought it along, directly out of the poolsame strings and everything. I plugged it in and I used it on the recording, and
I could probably move on and use it on the next record as well."
Cool, but don't try the pool thing at home.

"[My 74 P Bass has] been
thrown at about 200 drum
sets, as well as lofted in the
air as high as I possibly
could 10 or 20 times. I
threw it off a tower into a

t CHf

10-foot-deep pool."

uitarist Dan Vickrey was a rare figure in recording studios before Countl ing Crows began Recovering The Satellites. The San Franciscan was
lenlisted after the band's August And Everything After was finished,
recording previously only with unsigned artists. Still, Vickrey handled his first
major-league sessions like a pro.
was really happy with how the record turned out," he says. "I kind of
thought, never having made a record before, 'I'll be satisfied if I'm really
happy with six songs.' Looking back on it I'm happy with everything."
Of course Dan had the tools for the job. Years studying legends like the

Beatles, B.B. King and John Mayall with Eric Clapton left him weli-pre

9ftf

pared.

"I've always liked different kinds of music," he
says. "I got into Dire

' Straits. Then I got into
Buck Owens, Merle

Haggard and Dwight Yoakam. Then l
found Tom Waits. Rain Dog is one of my favorite guitar records."
To go with his taste for vintage music and Fender Tele's, Vickrey loves vintage Fender amps.
"I've got a Tweed Deluxe, a '69 Tweed Twin, a Fender Bassman and two
Vibroluxes. That's got to be my favorite amp."
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It might have been a long
December, but Counting

Crows bassist Matt Malley is
having a great year on the
road with his Fender P Bass.
It's no secret anymore:

Patrick Dahlheimer of Live
swears by "Lakini's Juice" and
his Fender Jazz Bass.

Shannon and Chris Layton.
Also with ties to Stevie Ray

Vaughan, Doyle Bramhall II (whose
father co-wrote some of Stevie's early

hits) flipped his Strat and laid down

For their 20th anniversary, the

original members of the Sex Pistols, including bassist Glen

Matlock with his P
\'^ Bass and Rumble
Bass amps, circled the

globe on their longest trek
ever.

'y

Hey, Hey...
it's the Monkees: Michael Nesmith
grabbed his GR Ready Strat earlier
this year and joined bandmates

a soulful groove in Austin.

Jagori Tanna of I Mother

Micky Dolenz, Davy Jones and
Peter Tork for the band's 30th

they don't flip the guitar,

anniversary.

reverse headstocks are gaining

Meanwhile, guitarist David Holt
played his Custom

Shop Strat in Storyville, featuring
former Double
Trouble rhythm
aces Tommy

Earth suggests that even when

popularity.

What if Joan Osborne
was one of us? Surely, she'd still have
that great sense of
vocal melody, and
her

trusty Tele and Fender Twin.
And that other Osbournethe one and only Ozzy-still has
his great sense of metal mayhem
This page, clockwise from top
left: Monkee Michael Nesmith;
Doyle Bramhall II; Jagori Tanna of

as he takes guitarist Joe Holmes
along to headline this
summer's Ozzfest.

I Mother Earth; Joan Osborne;

Then there's

Joe Holmes; and Storyville gui-

the love-fest that

tarist David Holt.

surrounds
perennial hip-

BRIGADE

New Releases:
Legends young and old-Tommy

Emmanuel and Chet Atkins-

Last year Cordell Crockett

joined together to record The

supported Van Halen in
Europe, this year Ugly Kid Joe
is touring behind its latest,

Day Finger Pickers Took Over
The World. Pure pickin' pleasure.

Motel California.

More brilliance from the

Is it country? Is it grunge? Is
it punk? Ask Seattlite Mark
Deutrom of the Melvins
Govinda jaya jaya: Kula

vaults: Buddy's 6/ues, part

of the new Chess Records
50th Anniversary series, _
Ctockwise from top left: Counting Crows' Matt Malley; Cordell

Shaker bassist Alonza Bevan
puts the touch to his favorite
four-string on this sum-

features classic early '60s

Crockett of Ugly Kid Joe; Alonza Bevan of Kula Shaker; Mark

recordings from a

Deutrom of the Melvins; Sex Pistols' bassist Glen Matlock;

youthful Buddy Guy.
Updating those

Patrick Dahlheimer of live.

same '60s to create a

modern Yardbirds
meets-Santana psyche-

delic groove is Kula
Shaker, checking in with
a hot debut, K.
He was already a superstar in
the '60s and he's still smokin'

today: Ritchie Blackmore
returns with Rainbow and
Stranger In Us All.
Edgier, heavier and just
about as phat as a moshers
bloody lip: that's Fluf's
scalding new release
Waikiki.
Guitar-hero-in-the-wings John

Erskine Riley bends, taps and
Garbage isn't a Strat or a Tele, it's

amazes on a six-song EP titled

his Red Jaguar.

Erskine.
16-

Still feeling blue? Check out

r-old blues wiz-

Discovering The Blues, a 1972

Though

aid Jonny Lang
might have the
spotlight, Paul

Diethelm gets his

live recording of a young

Robben Ford showcasing his
mastery of both guitar and sax-

ophone, or Torn Principato's

licks in too, picking

really tasty Really Blue on the

blue notes as the kid's

aptly-titled Voodoo Records.

right-hand man.

a triumph of heroic

proportions, MCA and

pie Lenny Kravitz. If you're gonna go

Experience Hendrix have

Lenny's way, watch for him to tear it

re-issued Are You Experi-

up on a painted-head-

encecf, Axis: Bold As Love,

stock

Electric Ladyland and

Strato-

Jimi Hendrixs final

caster.

tapes in a 17-track opus

Of

titled First Rays of the

course

New Rising Sun. True to

some people just
have to be different: the guitar of

choice for Duke

Erikson of

the guitar god's creative
This page, clockwise from top left: Lenny Kravitz;
Paul Diethelm; and Duke Erikson of Garbage.

^:;l",?...fe<-

ideals and remixed
from the original mas-

ters by Eddie Kramer,
this collection is a
must-have for any

;\

—^

Hendrixfan.
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No V-chip Necessary
Who says

Hollywood
has no sense

of values?

Check out

Peer Gynt, Norway's "King of Mountain Blues," regularly
heats things up across the continent with an arsenal of

these box-

Fender amps, Strats-and an occasional can of lighter
fluid.

office celebs k

Robin Trower discards his plectrum and singer and
puts a more intimate touch on Somecfay 6/ues. For more

and their

info and a free newsletter, write: Robin Trower, P.O. Box
27670, Los Angeles, CA 90027-0670.

Fender gear.

As always, the stars turned out for Fender during the

annual Musik Messe in Frankfurt, Germany. Robben Ford

iy
Top to bottom: Tommy Chong on the set of his upcoming movie "Best Buds"; Bruce
Willis and his band The Accelerators at the opening of the Vancouver Planet Hollywood; the stars of Torn Hanks' "That Thing You Do."
^'

'^..-.^

^^/i

^.".^ fH^

'^ ^ ^-
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bassist Maurizio Drovandi of Italian rock group
Stadio away from the recent Rimini MUSIC Show
in Bologna, Italy.

of the Sydney Opera House
in Sydney, Australia. Fender
endorses Dave McCorm-

ack and his pop group
Custard played to more
showed up. Likewise for the Scorpions' Mathias
Jabs, Jerry Donahue of the Hellecasters and

than 300,000 as a supporting act.

Jimi Hendrix Experi-

Even mama's special

ence bassist

sauce couldn't keep gui-

Noel
^ Redding.

tarist Andre Fornili and

Hits like "Ballroom
Blitz," "Fox On The Run"
and "Love Is Like Oxygen"
are the reason English rock-

ers Sweet have sold millions
of albums worldwide since the early

1970s. Guitarist Andy Scott and bandmates plan to get "Unplugged" by MTV
Europe this summer.
It was indeed-ahem-a crowded house at the

final performance by Crowded House on the steps

Clockwise from left: Peer Gynt calling up spirits; (1-r) Robben Ford, Noel Redding, Jeriy Donahue and Mathias Jabs show off their signature model Fender
instruments; Dave McCormack sported sunglasses, a '69 Tele Thinline and RocPro 1000 amp; No angel hair, please: Stadio members Fornili and Drovandi
hoist their favorite stringy stuff; Squier endorsee Andy Scott of Sweet.
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A Pacific paradise, Santa Catalina Island, California is
the ideal setting for a unique Blues event! Twenty-six
miles off the coast of southern California, Catalina has
been a luxurious escape since the roaring twenties.
Island amenities include; deluxe accommodations, fun
shopping, championship golf, historical tours and, of
course, sun, sand and surf.

Co-sponsored by Guitar Player magazine, The First
Annual Fender Catalina Blues Festival featuring Jimmie
Vaughan promises to be a memorable event. The
concert will be held in the fabulous Catalina Casino
Ballroom and coincides with Fender's premiere of the
new Jimmie Vaughan Signature Stratocaster™. Make
plans now for this first-class Blues concert by the sea!
Concert Information
Date:
Saturday, August 2nd, 1997
Place: Catalina Island,
Catalina Casino Ballroom
Performing Artists:
Jimmie Vaughan, and
very special guests
Jimmie Vaughan

Ticket Information

Ticket Price: $60.00 (table seating)
$50.00/$40.00 (floor seating)
For concert tickets, call:

(888) 25-EVENT

Catalina Island Visitors Bureau for on-island sales:

(310)510-1520
Cross Channel Boat Transportation
Catalina Express from San Pedro, CA, call:

(800) 995-4FUN

Catalina Cruises from Long Beach, CA, call:

(800) CATALINA

^

Sponsored by:

THE PlAYiR'S GUITAR MAGAZINE

music, I sit there for a while and try to
get my angle on it. Sometimes I drive
the song, while other times I sit back
and let the other guys take over."
Shanahan's eclectic musical taste
is reflected in his influences, which

include Paul McCartney, Sting,
Motown session ace James Jamer-

th Band
BY BRUCE BRITT

son, XTC bassist Colin Moulding,
and jazz/fusion guru Percy Jones.
Shanahan's bass collection
includes a 1962 Reissue Jazz Bass. "It
wasn't until I began playing Jazz Basses that I found my voice," he says.

Patti Smith

discs like Radio Ethiopia, Wave and
Faster. Unlike Smith's early record-

Growing up in suburban New York

Fusing evocative poetry with primitive

ings, recent albums like Dream of

City, Kaye subsisted on a musical diet

rock 'n' roll, Patti Smith helped draft

Life and Gone Again boast a more

the blueprint for alternative pop.

spiritual, introspective sound.

of "garage" bands like The Seeds
and The Standells. in 1972 he pro-

"The two-pickup configuration really

you've never tried before."

Declaring war on art-rock and laid-

Smith, who still plays that '57

duced a garage-rock singles compila-

back California pop in the '70s,

Duosonic through a Twin Reverb ampli-

tion titled Nuggets, which became a

Smith was instrumental in creating a

fier, continues to evolve. "I've always

cult classic. "At that point in history, a

confrontational new sound dubbed

viewed the guitar as a sound instru-

lot of rock musicians prided them-

punk. Her influence can be heard in

ment, as opposed to a solo instru-

selves on being well-schooled," Kaye

the music of U2, Henry Rollins,
Sonic Youth and many others.
Teaming with guitarist Lenny
Kaye, Smith first began performing in

ment," she says. "I'm more interested

says. "Nuggets celebrated a rougher,

in feedback and texture, and using the

do-it-yourself ethic."

New York in 1971. The duo gradually
recruited a band that included drum-

mer Jay Dee Daugherty,
guitarist/bassist Ivan Kral and keyboardist Richard Sohl. Creating rawnerved rock 'n' roll laced with r&b,

guitar as an extension of myself."

Kaye has produced acclaimed record-

Lenny Kaye

ings by Suzanne Vega, Soul Asylum

Like Keith Richards, Joe Perry and
Mick Ronson before him, Lenny
Kdye has earned a place in rock's
pantheon of great Right Hand Men.
From the outset of her career, Patti

the Patti Smith Group became the

Smith has relied on Kaye to provide

toast of the New York club circuit.

the propulsive guitar rhythms and

Around this time Smith purchased
her first guitar, a '57 Fender Duoson-

Besides performing with Smith,

jagged solos that have become
benchmarks of her sound.

and James. He currently plays a Stratocaster of indeterminate vintage.
"The Strat is a very favorable instrument," the guitarist says. "I like the
styling, the way it cradles against my
hip, and its sway bar. I've never found
another guitar as versatile as a Strat."

Tony Shanahan

gives you the ability to cut through."

Oliver R"y
A self-taught musician with an intu-

itive approach to the guitar, Oliver
Ray is living testament to Patti
Smith's devotion to the minimalist
punk ethic. Smith overlooked Ray's
lack of formal musical knowledge,
and hired him on the basis of his
innocence, enthusiasm and his will
to experiment.
Shunning guitar heroics, Ray creates textures with feedback, volume
swells and distortion. "My goal with
the guitar isn't to reach some high
level of proficiency, but to play with
feeling," he says.
Ray was recruited by Smith almost
by accident. A former employee for
an independent publishing company
that distributes some of Smith's
books, Ray first met Smith during a

ic with a maple neck. According to

"Commitment, intensity and belief

As bassist for punk icon Patti Smith,

1995 Michigan performance. Intro-

legend, the instrument had been

are the requirements for playing with

Tony Shanahan holds one of the

duced back stage, the two clicked.

owned by Jimi Hendrix, who traded

Patti," Kaye says. "We've never been

most demanding jobs in contempo-

When Smith heard Ray's original

it in during the'60s. "I paid $110 for

a band that prized musical chops. To

rary pop. Whether performing live or

composition "Fireflies," she supplied

it, which was a lot of money for me

play with Patti you must enjoy

in the studio, Shanahan must supply

lyrics and included the tune on her

improvising, and doing things within

solid, r&b-inspired grooves, as well

1996 Gone Again album.

the course of every performance

as improvisational flourishes.

back in the 70s," Smith recalls. "I
had to pay in weekly installments,
but I really wanted that guitar."

In 1975 the band released
the now-classic album, Hors-

es, which many pundits cite
as a seminal punk

Ray also composed "Walking

"Playing with Patti involves a lot of

Blind," a track performed by Smith on

listening," Shanahan says. "When

the Dead Man Walking soundtrack. "I

anyone brings in a new piece of

think Patti sensed something of herself in me," Ray says. "We both have

•i

a philosophical belief in the ability to

recording. The

express one's self without having to

band refined

be a virtuoso."

its style on < ;;

The guitarist achieves his
dense sound with a

subse- -::,tyB: -.

quent ^|

1965 Strata- ,. »-;.

caster. i*

^ It

"The

I

L-R:Tony,

Lenny, \
Patti, Oliver

r^i

Stratocaster
is the only electric
guitar I've owned that
responds the way I want it
^" to," he says. "It's almost as if

there's some kind of intel.•f

/"'

ligence inside the guitar."
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Quirk: This calls for evasive action. With the

Guitar

Artist Relations Director
Del Breckenfeld's
experience includes more
than a decade on the road
with his own bands, as well

dare I say, go where no band has gone before!

recent Starfleet budget cuts, we can't afford a

Del III: Precisely. You're limited only by your

lot of new gear. And we've got the upcoming

imagination. It will even electronically bring

battle with the Cleans for the opening slot of

your guitar back in tune in the middle of a

the Pat Boone "Metal Memories Tour."

song.

Mr. Schlock: If I may interrupt sir, we are close

Quirk: Perfect for you Schlock. (Aside: Don't

enough to Earth Fender, who just celebrated

let the big ears fool you, he's tone deaf.)

their 100th anniversary and are the universe's

Mr. Schlock: Humorless, captain. (To Del III):

#1 manufacturer of guitars and amps. Maybe

This technological breakthrough must be

they can help.

brand new.

Quirk: Right. Beam us down.

Del III: Actually my grandfather, Del I, had it

(Quirk, Splotty and Schlock find themselves

back in 1997 when he was AR Commander.

in an alien territory known as Fender's Artist

When I was small, he'd recall the popular

Relations Department. They are greeted by

artists of his era: Mike Rutherford of Genesis,

Del Breckenfeld III, who listens to their prob-

John Shanks with Melissa Etheridge, Aero-

lem.)

smith's Brad Whitford and Davey Johnstone

Del III: I think I may have an answer. Fender's

with Elton John. They all used it. U2's The

American Standard GR Ready Stratocaster

Edge recorded one of the most popular

os years of daily contact
with numerous players.

includes a special Roland GK2 pickup system

albums of the '90s with it. Even Mike

on board to link with astounding units like

Nesmith used one exclusively for The Mon-

Captain's log, Stardate 2047: Captain Quirk is

the Roland VG-8 and other Roland guitar-syn-

kees' 30th anniversary reunion tour to re-cre-

interrupted by a distress signal from the engine

thesizers. With this exceptional guitar your

ate their many orchestrations.

room.

musical boundaries will expand by light

Splotty: Hey, we jammed with The Monkees'

Splotty: Captain Quirk, I can't get enough

years. You'll beam up sounds and textures

clones on their 75th intergalactic tour.

power.

you've only imagined before, all from the

Quirk: It's perfect. We'll take it.

Quirk: The....reactor?

comfort and safety of your Fender Strat.

Mr. Schlock: One more thing, Dell III. Do

Splotty: No, my amp and guitar rig.

Quirk: Amazing. This unit will allow us to...

you have any Fender swag?

Squier's New Vista
At this point, I couldn't resist joining the
fray. "Mind if I butt in here?" I asked the
sales guy, for which I received a grateful nod.
Then I directed my attention to the son.
"Are you into the band Hole?" I asked.
"Yeah," he replied cautiously.

"What do you think of Courtney's guitar?"
I queried.
"It's cool!" he replied. "Now there's a raucous sounding axe."
Fender Guitar Product Specialist fack Schwarz hosts
in-store clinics worldwide, demonstrating or working
on Fender and Guild guitars. A guitarist since age 1 0,
he enjoys teaching people how to get the best possible
performance from their guitars.

"And did you catch Kula Shaker on tour
last month?" I followed.
"You were there?!" he said, stunned, his

"Just hanging backstage for a while," I
tossed off modestly—a statement which

|hile setting up in a music store for a

caused near convulsions in my listener. "Did

'clinic last month, I overheard a three-

you see Crispian Mills' 12-string electric?"

way conversation.
"Ah, dad. Don't be such a drag!" said a

young man, who looked to be about 16.

Super-Sonic

eyes bulging out of his head.

He grinned in response. "Now that's quality!"

"Is there any artist that both of you listen
to?" I asked the pair.
"We dig Hendrix," they chorused.

"The same as Courtney's, but a 12-string

"Funny you should mention him," I

version, right?" he enthused, getting into the

mused, reaching for the Squier Super-Sonic

spirit.

on the guitar wall. "This guitar was conceived

from a picture of Jimi playing a right-handed

"Look," said his father, in an exasperated

"That's the one," I continued. "It's called the

tone of voice, "I want my son to have a quali-

Venus, and it was co-designed by Courtney. It's

ty instrument. Not some no-name, flavor-of-

part of the new Vista series by Squier, which

With a look of delight on his face, the son

the-month guitar that will fall apart in a

also includes the Jagmaster (vintage vibe, but

plugged the Super-Sonic into a Roc-Pro amp

year."

with a twist) and the Musicmaster bass.

and launched into a blistering rendition of

"Man, I just don't want a guitar like my

"By the way," I explained to the father,

dad's," countered the son. "I need tone that's

"Squier products are designed and manufac-

aggressive and mde—no holds barred."

tured by the folks at Fender."

Jaguar upside-down."

"Voodoo Chile" as the father beamed with
Looks like Squier saved the day!
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Noise to the Grindstone
eed some help solving that annoying noise
problem all guitarists have experienced at one
time or another? Read on!
First, let's define the types of noise, and the

A Final Test*
Note: Handy for guitars with shielding that sometimes
experience noise problems.

Set the ohm meter

two basic forms of shielding:

to "ohms" and the

"Buzzing" or high frequency noise (above 500

selector on the 10 or

Hz.), against which electrostatic (the most wide-

20K scale. Place one

ly used) shielding is effective; and

of the probes on the

"Hum" or low frequency noise (60 Hz.), for

pickguard foil shield

which electromagnetic shielding is necessary.

and the other probe

There are no simple methods to shield against

tip into any of the

hum in single-coil pickups.

pickup cavities in the

Second, be aware of tonal problems:

body. Push the probe

pickups shielded with copper tape or
Prior to joining Fender's R8fD team,
Bill Turner had 20 years experience
in pickup, electronic, and mechanical
engineering, and is the designer of the
L5R ball bearing roller nut.

foil, or wired with shielded cable, will lose high end
response.

NOTE: Fender-Lace Sensors maintain the Strat and Tele single-coil
sound with significantly reduced hum, and other new hum-cancelling single-coil pickups for Strats and Teles are in the works.

* Undertake the
processes detailed
here with caution.
Ask an authorized
Fender technician for

For The Best Noise Protection
Most effective is a shielded pickguard (one-piece
laminated aluminum foil sheet) combined with
pickup/control cavities coated by carbon shielding
paint. A ground wire connects the volume control

to a screw inserted into the body (for contact with
the shielding paint). The resulting fully-shielded
enclosure virtually eliminates electrostatic noise
from the signal chain, and is in place on the American Standard Strat and other Fender models.

help if you're not cer-

tain of your abilities!

Are You Already Covered?*
Remove the pickguard,
turn it over, and verify

that about 90 percent

TOOL KIT:

of the back surface area
is covered with alu-

tip into and through
the top paint coat (you may have to apply a little
force on the probe tip to make contact through the
paint).
Meter reads open: no shielding in the body, or a
poor connection between body and pickguard
shielding (which will actually increase noise).
Meter reads a direct short (needle swings close to
zero ohms): shielding is working correctly.

Do It Yourself*

1

Stir the carbon shielding paint thoroughly. Apply
the paint soon after mixing—the carbon particles
will quickly settle to the bottom of the can.
Paint the bottom
and side walls of
the pickup and
control cavities in
the body. Avoid
splashing paint
on the exposed
areas of the guitar
finish! Evenly
coat all areas, and don't leave any unpainted

</ Ohm meter

minum foil. Does a wire

•/ Carbon shielding paint

run from the casing of

^ Paint stick

the volume control

A second coat is a good idea. Let the paint dry

,/ Paint brush (1/2" with soft bristles)

(ground) to a lug and

about thirty minutes after the final coat.

wood screw anchored

Solder one end of

*/ Soldering iron, solder
</ 8" of 22-gage insulated wire
^ Wire cutters
'/ #4 x 3/8" pan-head wood screw

•/ Shielded pickguard (available via
Fender authorized dealers)

in the body cavity ?

surfaces, gaps or thin spots.

the 22-gage wire
to the bottom
casing of the volume control on

the pickguard,
and the other end
to a terminal lug.

Fasten the wood screw through the terminal lug
into one of the forward side walls of the control
cavity. The screw and lug must make good con-

tact with the shielding paint. Don't interfere
with the wires, switch or controls on the
pickguard.
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Body Maintenance
there's something I want to share with you that you probably already know:
We are all aging! Getting older! Crusty! And the years have a nasty way of
catching up with those musicians who don't warm up before their sessions,
gigs, jams, etc.

It is so important to stretch the hands and forearms before and after every
gig that you do—and I'm not just talking to bass players here, either. After suffering with tendonitis in both arms for a number of years, I'm here to tell you
that you'd rather warm up.

Following are a few exercises to help maintain healthy playing conditions.
Please do them slowly.
To work the forearms, put your hands together near the top of your
abdomen (get a Buddha thing going). Point your fingers toward the ceiling
while keeping your forearms horizontal with the floor. While in this position,
slowly move your hands toward your navel, hold for 10 seconds, then move
back to their original state. Repeat five times. This exercise should also be prac-

ticed without the palms of the hands touching.
Scales and arpeggios practiced slowly can act as great warm ups,too.
Example 1 is a cool Jaco Pastorius exercise that I find serves many purposes.
Reggie Hamilton currently records and tours
with Seal and has recorded with Babyface, Whitney Houston, Stanley
Clarke, Boyz II Men,
Ton! Braxton, Bette
Midler and many others.

GmH

^-4

^

EDITORS NOTE: There are many excellent
resources on the Web containing information
on tendonitis and related conditions. A great
place to start is:
http://www.engr.unl.edu/ee/eeshop/music.html
which is maintained by Amazon Books.

^

It's great for practicing positioning, stretching and intonation.
Example 2 is a series of exercises I still find very helpful after 20 years of use,
which are known to me as the "Spider Exercises." They're excellent for coordination and intonation. I like to invert and experiment with this warm up. Take

your time with these, and when executing any of the musical examples try
playing with a pick or your thumb as well as your fingers. Use your imagination
and I'm sure you can create a routine suited to you.

Abmaj9+11
-t-

^ SE SE

-5—+-

21 421412

f

-7-^-

-^—>-

left
hand

AmH

~etc7

-^—&-

41 2214 31

4134 1221

etc.

Example 1: This is
an ascending/
descending Gmll

Try these with a pick or with your fingers.

arpeggio that
moves up one half
step to an
Abmaj9+ll arpeggio which moves to
Amll, Bbmaj9+ll.
Bmll, Cmaj9+ll,
etc., up to Gmll
and back down an
octave.

Example 2: This
exercise can also

be executed on
one string. Digit
variations can
be:1324, 1432,
1423,1342,
etc., etc.

left
hand

1 3241324

13241324

etc.
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Up Your Sound With DeltaTone
B§i81B?8®

BSSSiSSilli®.?

R

eader Doug Weyrick

I also noticed the tone control had what felt like a

'recently wrote to

detent at the end of its travel. I called the Fender

ask if I had any sug-

boys. They laughed. "Don't you read Frontline?"

Igestions that would

help him whip his guitar
sounds into shape. He wants his guitar to sound

The tone control does have a detent, and the gui-

more like Keith Richards or "that guy in the Wallflow-

tar does sound better. Why? Because Fender has

ers."

made it so that when you're cranked to "10," you're

Doug went on to ask which mic, limiter, outboard

essentially going through straight wire—not rolling

mic pre-amp or eq he should be using to get that

around in the tone control losing signal. That's an

"clear, but punchy, almost biting sound."

just as we thought, Fender confirmed that a hotter

get the same sound those guys get, look to the

bridge pickup and new neck pickup completed the

source. What are they playing? That's where the

upgrade.

amps, and tubes in the world won't make your gui-

So when you listen to the great tones you hear on

same guitar as them. You don't have to have Jakob

your favorite records, remember: the sound you get

Dylan's actual guitar in your hands, just a reasonable

is mostly determined by

facsimile.

the source, and if you're

So what does Jakob Dylan play? And what does

using the new American

Keith Richards usually play? That's right. The vener-

Standard Telecaster with

THE Mill
tenure as an engineer/producer, he
worked with Crosby, Stills, Nash,
and Young, Eric Clapton, Cheap

the DeltaTone system in

er. And what does our friend

it, the source is going

Mr. Weyrick play? Brand X.

to sound great.

Read my lips folks! If you want to get the same
sound you hear on a record, it's always a smart bet

to match the instrument and the amplifier if possi-

Trick, and countless others. He's also

ble. I know it's often hard to know what the actual

the founder of TAXI, an independent
A&R company that links record labels
with unsigned artists and songwriters.
You can reach TAXI at 800-458-2111

it's not impossible. Read Guitar Player, Guitar World,

or on the Web at http://www.taxi.com.

They call this new package the DeltaTone™ system, and it is definitely all that.

tar sound like someone else's unless you've got the

able, and currently very fashionable Fender Telecast-

During Michael Laskow's 20-year

oversimplified view, but hey, I'm a simple guy. And,

Geeesh Doug! Save your money. If you want to

"sound" really comes from. All the limiters, eq, pre-

^

"Yeah, I love the pictures," I responded. This time

nobody laughed.

settings may be that a particular player favors, but
Guitar or Guitar Shop. Hey, I've got a better idea!
Keep reading Frontline to find great tips from your
favorite Fender players.
Since I don't own a Tele, the folks at Fender were
nice enough to send me a new American Standard

If you want to get the

model to use while writing this article. It's a nice
guitar. Teles always feel so solid to me. There's

something special about the way their weight distri-

same sound you hear

bution makes them feel when you strap one on.

on a record, look to

better than I remember from other Teles that I've

When I plugged this puppy in it sounded even
played. So I had my buddy, recording studio owner

the source. What are

Kurt Saxonmeyer, bring his older American Standard Tele over for comparison.

they playing?

We noted that the bridge pickup on the new
model was hotter, and the neck pickup had a little
extra "oomph" as well. With the tone control
turned to "10" the guitar sounded very "live," for
lack of any better word. The difference was noticeable.
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fakob Dylan, Keith Richards
and Tom Petty all play Teles.
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Can-o-matic Amps?
y buddy George is one of the best amp techs

amplifiers, each with its own personality. While the

Sunn? Nah.) While at his bench one day, I

Automatic SE has classic Fender tones in its presets,

saw what appeared to be a paint can with a

the Automatic GT is the over-the-top-destructo-master.

speaker where the lid should have been. Hmmm.

Both offer chorus and Fender Reverb, 25 watts of

Almost afraid of what the answer would be, I asked

Fender Tube Emulation power and five distinct

anyway. "Hey, George, this looks cool. What is it?"

Fender's amp man, Ritchie Fliegler,
is the author of numerous books and
articles on amps and guitars, and has
toured and recorded with a wide range
of artists including fohn Waite, Tom
Verlaine and Lou Reed.

Chorus" Desiderio, we developed two entirely new

on the third rock from the Sun. (Did I say

sounds, sharing two clean presets and diverging on

"It's my amp-in-a-can," he replied. "I take it

the remaining three crunch, lead and volcanic emp-

^V^SSyS^'^ camping and plug in

tion blast tones. Cool hieroglyphics directly from

'S.^^Sl.^h my Strat where the

Nefertiti's Funky Pyramid of Love identity each pre-

deer and the antelope play."
Cautiously, I bit. "You've got to be kiddin' me,
George. What's in it?"

set and a footswitch can take you between any one
of the four rhythm/crunch sounds and the lead
sound. (See Gear section for full details.)

He told me it was a hurricane light battery and a
little amp he designed. No dummy, that George. I
informed him that, being the friend that he is, he
had to let me "steal" his homemade rig for R & D.
(Hey, if for no other reason than I could have one
for myself.)

With the Amp Can,
you can take your
music with you! It'll
handle keyboards,
guitar, vocals or what-

ever for up to six hours
per charge of its
rechargeable battery.

Well, transforming George's "Bambi Blaster"

into the new Fender Amp Can required some
changes. The original concept is still intact, but
it gained a channel, switchable distortion and
other features. (See Gear section for full details.)

Auto-

'It'll handle keyboards, guitar, vocals or whatever

matic

for up to six hours per charge of its rechargeable

GT

battery and sound's amazing. With the Amp Can,
you can take your music with you!
In another recent moment of revelation, I dug up
a dusty, old pushbutton-preset Fender J.A.M. amp

while clearing out some old R & D samples. In its
day, it was pretty cool, but like the Super Twin, the

So, whether you need the portability of the Amp

Quad Reverb and the Pharoahs, its time had passed.

Can or the added power of an Automatic SE or GT,

Still, I couldn't help but think how cool it was and

you get real Fender clean sounds, crushing crunch

wondered how we'd do it today, with ten more

and over-the-top musical distortion. With any one

years of successful amp design under our belts.

of these three new Fender amps, great tone is

So, along with Fender engineer Bob "Princeton

...Automatic!
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Affordable Portables
Jeek cargo transports, a road crew and truck -

PowerStage 100 with

loads of sound equipment. Sounds great, huh?

PowerStage Xpander

I But, unless your act is booked for Dream Tour
''97, what you probably need is an affordable,
portable sound system.

You say you want a revolution? Well, here it is!
The new Fender Passport is a rugged, polypropyleneencased complete sound system (including two
mics and speaker
cables) with suitcase convenience and serious sonic performance. At

Fender P.A. man Richard McDonald
has toured and recorded with world
beat artists The Morning Star Band

about 50 Ibs., Passport is a kinder, gentler schlep

for 75 years, and has played guitar
for 23.

minutes. It has a four-channel (8 input) mixer,

from car to club and is ready to work in just a few
digital reverb and delivers 250 Watts of clean
power from two 125W @ 80 amps. And for quick
setup, a simple and innovative one-knob EQ.

adjusts both bass and treble. (See Gear section for
more product details.) For the ultimate in
portability the Passport can also
function with an optionEight speakers (four in
each enclosure) working
in concert with the 250W
(12SWx 2) power amps
and digital reverb deliver
impressive sound.

al 12V DC converter,
50 beach parties and
camping are no
longer "unplugged"

'ru»S£?ll
^2^fel
•'"fro/.

events!

Amazingly, this breakthrough system is about the same
price as an American Standard Strat.

Stage Too
Anyone who performs knows monitors aren't a luxu-

ry, they're a necessity! A good monitor system with
personal controls will save you from desperately waving hand signals at an otherwise-occupied engineer.
Enter Fender's new PowerStage 100 and PowerStage
XPander.
Each has a built-in/ ultra-clean 100W power amp
and a unique full-range coaxial transducer that
reproduce guitar, vocals, drum machines or key-

boards with terrific clarity, dispersion and volume.
The PowerStage 100 also has a three-channel preamp with a Hi-Z instrument input and two phantorn powered (for condensor mic fans) XLR-balanced mic inputs. A detachable remote control
mounts on your mic stand, giving you total control
over volume, feedback attenuation and stage rumble
(high-pass filter). Very cool.
And you thought you'd need a Swiss bank
account and an 18-wheeler to get quality sound!
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Got Stars in
Your Eyes?
"Wow! Look at that! Over there in the corner—what is that thing?" Imagine: with its
flashing multi-colored lights and its robotic
arm shuffling 7" singles like some sci-fi fantasy, people must have been amazed by the first
Rockola jukeboxes. They were certainly a
spectacle. And with the gritty sounds of the
latest hits pouring from high-fidelity speakers, offering musical joy for mere pocket
change, the jukebox has been everyone's best

As American institutions
go, the Rockola jukebox
ranks right up there with
the cheeseburger, the
Fender Strat and rock (n'
roll. Now two icons come

friend at one point or another.

together in the Fender

ACCESSORIZER

Jukebox by Rockola. For

As American institutions go, the Rockola
jukebox ranks right up there with the cheeseburger, the Fender Strat and rock 'n' roll. In
fact, few icons have represented America's

pop culture during the past 50 years like
Fender musical instruments and Rockola
jukeboxes. Finally those icons have met:

more info, contact BMJ

Promotions at (800) 9262651. (Outside U.S., con-

tact local distributor.)

introducing the Fender Jukebox, by Rockola.
This is the real thing too. Hand-crafted in
California—just like many Fender instruments—and built to last, it is solidly constructed from walnut, satinwood, alder,

poplar and oak. High-quality sound reproduction is a given with features like a 100-CD
changer, dual amplifier with surround sound,
360 watts of power, 5-speaker sound system
and even a 27-button remote control.

Home enthusiasts can set their Fender
jukebox up for free play; entrepreneurs will
appreciate the unit's ability to accept money
in five different currencies. This baby will
work just about anywhere in the world too,
accepting current from 90-250 volts.

No one will be disappointed by the classic
good looks of the Fender Jukebox either. Both
beautiful and historically accurate, it's deco-

rated with images from Fender's 1955 catalog
and sports four acrylic tubes bubbling with
scintillatlng light and color. The '50s Fender
catch-phrase "Fine Electric Instruments"

adorns the unit's top while additional '50s
and '60s styling is evident in the vintage
Fender logo on the front panel and the
"wheat" grillcloth: a nod to vintage Fender
amps. It's got sparkle too—the metal trim is

die cast and triple-plated with copper, nickel
and chrome.
Fender and Rockola—two giants of modern
music—together at last. Go on, be a Jukebox Hero.
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Down Home Tone
Acoustic tone doesn't get any
better than that from an allwood guitar. That's why Fender

developed the affordable new
DG9 and the exotic DG24,
both featuring satin-finished
mahogany bodies (the DG9 has
a select spruce top) for exceptional tone and resonance. Two

more good looking, great
sounding acoustic guitars from
Fender. Make them sing!

Take Your Passport!
As easy to use as it is to
carry. Fender's Passport is
the world's most intelligent-

ly designed, portable, selfcontained P.A. At 250 watts
and about 50 Ibs. it's per-

feet for any professional or
social group, small hall or
venue, musical combo or
solo act. Passport sets up in

minutes, allows multiple
inputs (up to
eight, including
CD/tape, musical instruments
and other external sources),
and covers a
room with rich,
clean sound.

SRM 6302

Channel Your

Aggressions!

.^^
•i!ft%B
itt»vt»-

Ideal for live music
or vocal performances, churches,
auditoriums, or
conference applications, the

^1 ©!©|^

rugged, versatile

SRM 6302 and
SRM 8302 (six and
eight channels, respectively) represent the next generation of compact powered mixers. Features include clean

dual 150-watt power amps that run main/main or main/monitor with the push of a
button, footswitchable spring reverb, assignable 9-band EQ and much, much more.
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NEW PRODUCTS

ii

Want Jimmie Vaughan's Guitar?
You should! Three Tex-Mex single-

ii

coil pickups (the bridge is a hot
model with its own tone control),
•• ^

U.S. vintage hardware, a single-ply

white pickguard and other cool
features were all chosen by )immie
to re-create his legendary Texas

blues tone on his new Signature
Stratocaster.

Great Tone Is Automatic!
That's right: getting your tone
is as easy as pushing a button
with the new Automatic series
amps. Extended high and low
frequencies make the Auto-

matic GT perfect for hard rock and metal style, while the Automatic
SE is voiced to produce a wide array of classic Fender tones—from
clean to overdrive. Both models are 25 watts with one 12"speaker,
and include mono chorus and Fender Reverb.

Jazz Bass Lover?
Don't Fret.

Summer of '69

Now you can have

everything you've
always loved about

With its late '60s-style
large headstock, maple
neck (maple or rosewood
round lam fretboard) and

jazz Basses in an
affordable fretless ver-

custom-wound '69 single-

sion with the Standard

coil pickups, this guitar
took us from Woodstock

jazz Bass, Fretless. Rose-

to a new era. Own a piece

wood fretboard with
20 fret-line inlay

of history—and keep the

markers. Standard

tone alive!—with the Cus-

jazz Bass pickups,
white/black/white

torn Shop '69 Strat.

pickguard.

^..1 a..j aj aj a... I ^

SRM

A Kick In The...
Low end! That's what the 115sA (15" speaker, 700 watts program powerhandling) and 118sA (18" speaker, 900 watts program power-handling)
subwoofer enclosures give you. And with their unique bandpass design
there's no need to use a crossover network in multi-speaker systems.

On The Go?
Get ready to take your act
to the streets, the park,
the beach—anywhere you

.®J ®..l ®..l ®..

"^-.1 ^..

.^..LalAj.alA JGU^I 61 .^
t. .^...

@|©|@|©| ©|©[0

I I ©1©1©

want to jam! The Amp
Can is a mighty little 15watt guitar amp with a
six-hour rechargeable bat-

tery, two independent
channels, pushbutton distortion, 6" speaker and a
rugged PVC-cylinder case.

Safe at the pool, cool at
the campsite—it's a Fender Amp in a can. Grab
yours today.

NEW PRODUCTS
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Shine On!
Leave your old T-shirts at home and bring this pro-looking
Fender polish cloth to your next gig. Made from soft-woven
non-treated cloth and emblazoned with a stylized Fender
Strings logo, it's the most guitar-friendly polishing cloth in
town.

Give Me An "E"!

Hold Your Guitar Up...

Stylish and multi-functional, the Fender

Fender's durable, two-inch-wide poly gui-

AX-12 chromatic auto tuner features a

tar straps with a bright Fender "spaghetti
logo embroidered in red, white, pewter
and yellow. Affordable, quality guitar
straps for the discerning player.

highly visible LED "needle/" three tuning
modes, low-battery warning light, easy
re-calibration and optimal in-line
operation. Don't be left flat without one.

^

^
You Can See Clearly Now...
You asked for it! Fender guitar
picks in six exciting, translucent
colors: Lake Placid Blue/ Candy
Apple Red, Shoreline Gold, Shell
Pink, Surf Green and Burgundy
Mist. Buy 'em individually or by
the dozen in the handy new
California Clears Pick Packs.
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Check out Deana's double-platinum debut,

Did I Shave My Legs For This?
On Capitol Nashville Records

For more information on Guild Acoustic Guitars, send $3 shipping & handling to:
Guild Acoustic Guitars, 7975 North Hayden Road, Suite C-100, Scottsdale, AZ 85258

JFmSTS IN FENDER'S CUSTOW SHOI
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A complete guide to Fender products

I Strings I
Electric Guitar String Sets
Original 150's: Pure Nickel Wound

Stainless 350/s: Stainless Steel
Roundwound

Original 150's are the traditional electric guitar
string, with a pure Nickel cover wrap—lightly rolled
to reduce finger noise. Available in standard ball or
Fender's exclusive Bullet end.

073-0150-002
073-0150-003
073-0150-004
073-0150-005
073-0150-006
073-0150-008
073-1550-000

Ball End Sets:
073-0150-001 150SL, Super Light 008/011/014/022/030/038
150XL, Extra Light 009/011/015/024/032/040
1 SOL, Light 009/011/016/024/032/042
150LR, Light Regular 009/011/016/026/036/046
150, Traditional 010/013/015/026/032/038
150R, Regular 010/013/017/026/036/046
150M. Medium 011/014/018/028/038/048
1550, Medium 011/015/022w/032/040/048

073-3150-001
073-3150-002
073-3150-003
073-3150-004
073-3150-005
073-3150-006

3150SL, Super Light 008/011/014/022/030/038
3150XL, Extra Light 009/011/015/024/032/040
31 SOL, Light 009/011/016/024/032/042
3150LR, Light Regular 009/011/016/026/036/046
3150, Traditional 010/013/015/026/032/038
3150R, Regular 010/013/017/026/036/046

Bullet End Sets:

Brilliant tone, longer string life. Stainless steel wrap
stands up to vigorous playing; resists humidity, perspiration, skin oils, acids, without losing punch or
superior magnetic qualities.

Ball End Sets:

073-0350-001
073-0350-003
073-0350-006

350SL, Super Light 008/011/014/022/030/038
350L, Light 009/011/016/024/032/042
350R, Regular 010/013/017/026/036/046

073-3350-001
073-3350-003
073-3350-006

Bullet End Sets:
3350SL, Super Light 008/011/014/022/030/038
3350L, Light 009/011/016/024/032/042
3350R, Regular 010/013/017/026/036/046

Stainless Flats: Stainless Steel Flatwound
TIS/<!&
STAINLESS FLATS

Ball End Sets:

073-0050-003 50L, Light 012/016/024/032/042/052
073-0050-008 50M, Medium 013/017/026/034/044/054

Super 250/s: Nkkelplated Steel
Super 250's make any guitar come alive! The nickel
plating is carefully applied to the steel cover wrap
allowing greater volume and superior high-end
response.

073-0250-003
073-0250-004
073-0250-006
073-0250-007
073-0250-008
073-0250-009

Ball End Sets:
073-0250-001 250SL, Super Light WWWW22WWBS
250L, Light 009/011/016/024/032/042
250LR, Light Regular 009/011/016/026/036/046
250R, Regular 010/013/017/026/036/046
250RH, Regular Heavy 010/013/017/032/042/052
250M, Medium 011/014/018/028/038/048
250H, Heavy 012/016/024/032/042/052

073-3250-001
073-3250-003
073-3250-006
073-3250-008

Bullet End Sets:
3250SL, Super Light 008/011/014/022/030/038
3250L, Light 009/011/016/024/032/042
3250R, Regular 010/013/017/026/036/046
3250M, Medium 011/015/022/032/040/048

The choice of many jazz greats and studio musicians.
Flat winding reduces finger noise, gives a silky
smooth feel.

80/20 Bronze Wound

^.as^
HO/.'O BRONZE
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Special hexagonal steel core for brighter, more consistent, longer lasting, lush overtones.

Ball End Sets:
073-0070-002 70XL, Acoustic Extra Light

010/014/022/030/040/048

073-0070-003 70L, Acoustic Light ^
073-0070-008
073-0070-123

^
8

012/016/026/0327042/052

70M, Acoustic Medium 013/017/026/036/046/056
70-12L, 12-String Light

010/014/024/0307038/048/010/014/009/01 2/017/028

Bullet End Sets:
073-3070-002 3070XL, Acoustic Extra Light 010/014/022/030/040/048
073-3070-003 3070L, Acoustic Light 012/016/026/032/042/052
073-3070-008 3070M, Acoustic Medium 01 3/017/026/036/046/056
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Stainless Steel Roundwound

Acoustic Guitar String Sets

Ball End:
072-0350 Gauges: -018, -020, -022,-024,-026,-

Phosphor Bronze Wound
PHOSPHOR BRONZE

028,-030,-032,-034,-036,-038, -040,
-042,-044,-046,-048,-050, -052,.054,

Get ready for rich, warm tone with brilliant highs
and a long life from the ultimate Phosphor Bronze

Bullet End:

string.

072-3350 Gauges: -018, -020, -022, -024,-026,-028,
-030,-032,-034,-036,-038, -040,-042,
-044,-046,-048,-050,-052, -054,-056

Ball End Sets:

073-0060-002 60XL, Acoustic Extra Light

oT'd7dl^022/630/(l40/048

Stainless Steel Flatwound

073-0060-003 60L, Acoustic Light _
073-0060-008
073-0060-123

073-3060-002
073-3060-003
073-3060-008

-056

012/016/026/0327042/052

Ball End:

60M, Acoustic Medium 013/017/026/036/046/056
60-12L, Acoustic Light

072-0050 Gauges:-024,-032,-034, -040,-044

Bullet End Sets:
3060XL, Acoustic Extra LightOI 0/014/022/030/040/048
3060L, Acoustic Light 012/016/026/032/042/052
3060M, Acoustic Medium 013/017/026/036/046/056

80/20 Bronze Wound

010/014/024/030/03^/048/010/014/009/01 2/017/028

Ball End:

Classical Guitar String Sets

80/20 BRONZE

072-3070 Gauges: -018, -020, -022, -024,-026,-028,
-030,-032,-034,-036,-038, -040,-042,
-044,-046,-048,-050,-052, -054,-056

Nylon cores are wound with silver-plated copper.
The three treble strings are available in either clear
or black nylon.

Phosphor Bronze

Tie End Sets:
073-0100-000 100,(Clear/Silver)
073-0120-000

120, (Black/Silver) 028/032/040/029/035/043

Ball End:
PHOSPHOR BRONZE

Ball End Sets:
073-0130-000

-030,-032,-034,-036,-038, -040,-042,
-044,-046,-048,-050,-052, -054,.056

Bullet End:

Nylon Classical

028/032/040/029/035/043

072-0070 Gauges: -018, -020, -022, .024,-026,-028,

072-0060 Gauges:-022,-024,-026, -028,-030,•
032,'-034,-036,-038,-040,-042, -044,046,-048,-050,-052,-054, -056

Bullet End:

130, (Clear/Silver) 028/032/040/029/035/043

072-3060 Bauges:-022, -024,-026, -028,-030,-032,
-034,-036,-038,-040,-042, -044,-046,
-048,-050,-052,-054,-056

Individual Strings - Guitar

Tie End:
072-0100-028
072-0100-032
072-0100-040
072-0120-028
072.0120-032
072-0120-040
072-0100-029
072-0100-035
072-0100-043

Last three digits in each Individual string part number
indicates gauge of string. For example: 072-3250026 is a ,026 gauge; -032 would be a .032 gauge.

Plain Gauged Singles
Ball End:

^

072-0000 Gauges:-008,-009,-010, -011,-012,
-013, -014,-015, -016, -017, -018, -020

Ball End:
.028 Clear
.032 Clear
.040 Clear
.028 Black
.032 Black
.040 Black
.029 Silver
.035 Silver
.043 Silver

072-0130-028
072-0130-032
072-0130-040
072-0130-029
072-0130-035
072-0130-043

.028 Clear
.032 Clear
.040 Clear
.029 Silver
.035 Silver
.043 Silver

Bullet End:

^

072-3000 Gauges: 008,-009,-01 0, -011, -01 2,
-013, .014, .015, -016, -017, -018, -020

Electric Bass String Sets
Original 7 ISO'S: Pure Nickel

Pure Nickel Wound

Roundwound — Long Scale (34")

Ball End:

Offer excellent tone and long sustain.

072-0150 Gauges: -018, -020, -022, -024, -026,-028,
-030', .032, •634, -036, -038, -040,-042,
-044,-046, 048,-050,-052,-054,-056

Ball End Sets:

Bullet End:
072-3150 Gauges: -018, -020, -022, -024,-026,-028,
-030,.032,-034,.036,-038, -040,-042,-044,
-046,.048,-050,-052,-054, -056

073-7150-006
073-7150-008

Super 7250's: Nickelplated Steel

Nickelplated Steel Roundwound

Roundwound — Long Scale (34")

Ball End:

Nickelplated Steel Roundwound bass strings
increase maximum volume and give effortless, even
response for all playing styles.

072-0250 Gauges:-018,-020, -022,-024,-026,-028,
-030, •032,-034,-036,-038, -040,-042,044,.046,-048,.050,-052,-054,-056

Bullet End:

Ball End Sets:

072-3250 Gauges: -018, -020, -022,-024,-026,-028,
•U39'-03?'-°34>-036,-038, -040, -042,044,
-046,-048,-050,.052,-054; .056
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073-7150-002 7150XL (Extra Light), 040/060/075/095
073-7150-003 7150L (Light), 040/060/080/100
073-7150-005 7150ML (Med. Light), 045/065/080/100
7150M (Medium), 045/065/085/105
7150HM (Heavy Medium), 050/070/085/105

073-7250-005
073-7250-006
073-7250-008
073-7250-009

073-7250-003 7250L (Light), 040/060/080/100
7250ML (Med. Light), 045/065/080/100
7250M (Medium), 045/065/085/105
7250HM (Heavy Med.), 050/070/085/105
7250H (Heavy), 050/070/090/110

Super 5250/s: Nkkelplated Steel

Super 8250's: OEM Bass Set (V) —
NPS Roundcore Taperwound

Nickelplated Steel Roundwound bass strings

Specifically designed for Fender's new American
Basses. Nickelplated Steel Roundwound bass strings
increase maximum volume and give effortless, even
response for all playing styles. Taperwound "E" and
"B" strings provide a super smooth low end.

Roundwound — Short Scale (30")
increase maximum volume and give effortless, even

response for all playing styles. Fits Mustang,
Bronco, Musicmaster and other short scale basses.

Ball End Sets:

073-5250-002

5250XL (Extra Light), 040/060/075/95

Super 6250/s: Nickelplated Steel
Roundwound — Medium Scale (32")

073-6250-006

073-8250-503
073-8250-506
073-8250-556

Ball End Sets:
8250-5 OEM, L (Light), 040/060/080/105TW/125TW
8250-5 OEM, Bfl (Medium), 045/065/085/11 OTW/130TW
8250-5 OEM, M135 (Medium-135), 045/D65/D85/110IW/135TW

Nickelplated Steel Roundwound bass strings
increase maximum volume and give effortless, even
response for all playing styles.

9120/s: Nylon Tape Wound

Ball End Sets:

tape cover for warmer tone, more sustam.

073-6250-003 6250L (Light), 040/060/080/100
6250M (Medium), 045/065/085/105

Unique pure Nickel roundwound string with nylon

Ball End Sets:

073-9120-000 9120, 058/072/092/1 10

Super 7250/s:

V/VI String Sets — NPS Roundwound

7120/s: Nylon Filament Roundwound

Nickelplated Steel Roundwound bass strings
increase maximum volume and give effortless, even
response for all playing styles.

A black roundwound string designed specifically for
acoustic/electric bass.

Ball End Sets:

073-7250-506
073-7250-556
073-7250-515
073-7250-606

073-7250-503 7250-5L (Light), 040/060/080/100/1 15
7250-5M (Medium), 045/065/085/105/125
7250-5M130 (Medium 130), 045/065/085/105/130
7250 5 030ML, 030/045/065/080/100
7250 6M, 030/045/065/085/105/130

Stainless 7350's:
Stainless Steel Roundwound
Provide great punch and high output.

Ball End Sets:

Bajo Sexto Telecaster
Nickelplated Steel gauged for Fender's Bajo Sexto
Telecaster.

Ball End Sets:
073-1090-000 1090(A-Tuning),

016P/U26P/TO6W6/056/U66
073-1091-000 1091 (E-Tuning), 022/032/042/052/062/072

073-7350-003 7350L (Light), 040/060/080/100
073-7350-005 7350ML (Medium Light),

Phosphor_7060_/s:
Acoustic Bass (BG-29) Phosphor Bronze

7350M (Medium), 045/065/085/105
7350HM (Heavy Medium), 050/070/085/105
7350H (Heavy), 050/070/090/110

Gauged for Fender's BG-29 four-string acoustic

045/065/080/100

073-7350-006
073-7350-008
073-7350-009

Ball End Sets:
073-7120-000 7120, 070/080/090/1 00

Stainless 7350/s: V/VI String Sets
Provide great punch and high output.

Ball End Sets:

073-7350-506 7350 5M, 045/065/085/105/1 25
073-7350-606 7350 6M, 030/045/065/085/105/1 30

bass. 30" scale.

Ball End Sets:
073-7060-000 7060,045/055/075/095

Bass VI - Stainless Steel
Gauged for Fender's Bass VI reissue.
Ball End Set:
073-5350-000 5350,025/035/045/055/075/095

^

9050/s: Stainless Steel Flatwound
Flat winding for less finger noise, smooth feel.

Ball End Sets:

073-9050-003 9050L (Light), 045/060/080/095
073-9050-005 9050ML (Medium Light),

050/065/085/100

073-9050-006

9050M (Medium), 055/070/090/105

.®

Individual Strings - Bass

0

Last three digits in each Individual String part number
indicates gauge of string. For example: 072-3250-026
is a .026 gauge; -032 would be a .032 gauge.

Super 8250's: OEM Bass Set —
NPS Roundcore Taperwound

Pure Nickel Roundwound — Long Scale (34//)

Specifically designed for Fender's new American
Basses. Nickelplated Steel Roundwound bass strings
increase maximum volume and give effortless, even
response for all playing styles. Taperwound "E" string
provides a super smooth low end.

072-7150 Gauges: -030, -035, -040, -045,-050, -055,

Ball End Sets:

073-8250-003 8250 OEM, L (Light), 040/060/080/105TW
073-8250-005 8250 OEM, ML (Medium Light), 045/065/080/105TW
073-8250-006 8250 OEM, M (Medium), 045/065/085/110TW

Ball End:
-060,-065,-070,-075,-080, -085,-090,
-095, -100, -105, -120, -125, -130

^
^
0)

w
w

^
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Nickelplated Steel Roundwound —

Long Scale (34")

Ball End:

072-7250 Gauges:-030,-035,.040,-045, -050,-055,
-060^ -065, -070, -075, -080, -085,-090,-095,
-100, -105, -120, -125, -130
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Individual Strings - Bass
Stainless Steel Roundwound —

Long Scale (34//)

Ball End:
072-7350 Gauges:-030,-035,-040, -045,-050,
-055, -060,-065, -070,-075, -080,-085,
-090, -095, -100, -105, -120, -125, -130

Picks

^.^

Classic Celluloid
Celluloid is the premier pick material.
Celluloid picks give the traditional
feel, with a smooth striking surface
and a warm, round, musical tone.

They are also very durable.

Stainless Steel Flatwound —

Long Scale (34//)

358 Shape
098-0358-100 Shell, Thin
098-0358-300 Shell, Medium
098-0358-500 Shell, Heavy
098-0358-180 White, Thin
098-0358-380 White, Medium
098-0358-580 White, Heavy

^

Ball End:
072-9050 Gauges: -045, -050, -055, -060,-065,-070.
-075,-080,-085,-090,-095, -100, -105

451 JR Shape

346 Shape
Nickelplated Steel Taperwound —

Long Scale (34//)
Ball End:
072-8250 Gauges: -105, -110, -125, -130, -135

098-0346-100 Shell, Thin
098-0346-300 Shell, Medium
098-0346-500 Shell, Heavy
098-0346-600 Shell, Extra Heavy
098-0346-180 White, Thin
098-0346-380 White, Medium
098-0346-580 White, Heavy
098-0346-680 White, Extra Heavy

098-0451-300 Shell, Medium
098-0451-500 Shell, Heavy
098-0451-600 Shell, Extra Heavy

551 JZ Shape
098-0551-300 Shell, Medium
098-0551-500 Shell, Heavy
098-0551-600 Shell, Extra Heavy

Nickelplated Steel—Short Scale (30//)
Ball End:
SHORT SCALE BASS

072-5250 Gauges:-040,-060,-075, -095

351 Shape

Nickelplated Steel—Medium Scale (32//)
Ball End:
072-6250 Gauges:-040,-045,-060, -065,-080,
-085, -100, -105

Phosphor Bronze—Short Scale (3(T)

098-0351-106
098-0351-306
098-0351-506
098-0351-606
098-0351-150
098-0351-350
098-0351-550
098-0351-650
098-0351-100
098-0351-300
098-0351-500
098-0351-600
098-0351-180
098-0351-380
098-0351-580
098-0351-680

Black, Thin
Black, Medium
Black, Heavy
Black, Extra Heavy
Confetti, Thin
Confetti, Medium
Confetti, Heavy
Confetti, Extra Heavy

Shell, Thin

Shell, Medium
Shell, Heavy
Shell, Extra Heavy

White, Thin

White, Medium
White, Heavy
White, Extra Heavy

Ball End:
072-7060 Gauges:-040,-060,-075, -095

^^
Black Nylon Filament Roundwound

Long Scale (34//)
Ball End:

072-7120 Gauges:-070,-080, -090,-100

347 Shape
098-0347-300 Shell, Medium
098-0347-500 Shell, Heavy
098-0347-600 Shell, Extra Heavy

354 Shape
098-0354-180 White, Thin
098-0354-380 White, Medium
098-0354-580 White, Heavy
098-0354-680 White, Extra Heavy

330 HP Shape
098-0330-300 Shell, Medium
098-0330-500 Shell, Heavy
098-0330-600 Shell, Extra Heavy

Premium Celluloid
Celluloid picks with unique materials displaying the Fender Custom
Shop logo. (346 picks do not have

the Custom Shop Logo)

Black Nylon Tape Wound — Long Scale (34//)

351 Shape

Ball End:
072-9120 Gauges:-058,-072, -092,-110

355 Shape
098-0355-100 Shell, Thin
098-0355-300 Shell, Medium
098-0355-500 Shell, Heavy
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098-0351-105
098-0351-305
098-0351-505
098-0351-108
098-0351-308
098-0351-508

White Moto, Thin
White Moto, Medium
White Moto. Heavy
Ocean Turquoise, Thin
Ocean Turquoise, Medium
Ocean Turquoise, Heavy

098-0351-143
098-0351-343
098-0351-543
098-0351-157
098-0351-357
098-0351-557

Black Moto, Thin
Black Moto, Medium
Black Moto, Heavy
Abalone, Thin
Abalone, Medium
Abalone, Heavy

098-1831-049
098-1832-049
098-1829-049
098-1830-049
098-1831-049
098-1832-049
098-1629-049

098-1351 -557 Surf Green, Heavy
098-1351-166 Burgundy Mist, Thin
098-1351 -366 Burgundy Mist, Medium
098-1351 -566 Burgundy Mist, Heavy

Delrin™-

White, Heavy
White, Extra Heavy
White, Thin
White, Medium
White, Heavy
White, Extra Heavy

Shell, Thin

Molded Knife Edge
Delrin, created by DuPont, is strong,
resilient and very long lasting.
Molded with a knife edge for clean
attack and sharp, vibrant tones.

346 Shape
098-0346-105
098-0346-305
098-0346-505
098-0346-108
098-0346-308
098-0346-508
098-0346-143
098-0346-343
098-0346-543
098-0346-157
098-0346-357
098-0346-557

White hfloto, Thin

White Moto, Medium
White Moto, Heavy
Ocean Turquoise, Thin
Ocean Turquoise, Medium
Ocean Turquoise, Heavy
Black Moto, Thin
Black Moto, Medium
Black Moto, Heavy
Abalone, Thin
Abalone, Medium
Abalone, Heavy

Thumb Picks - Celluloid
^ ^-

^

Shell, Medium
Shell, Large
Confetti, Medium
Confetti, Large
White, Medium
White, Large

California Clears
Cool, clear and colorful. California
Clears are available in six transparent
vintage style colors.

351 Shape -

NEONPICTNeon")

098-5351-100
098-5351-200

Orange .60mm

098-5351-300
098-5351-400

Yellow .73mm (Medium)
Lime ,88mm

098-5351-500
098-5351-600

Melon ,50mm (Thin)
(Thin/Medium)

(Medium/Heavy)
Pink 1.00mm (Heavy)
Grape 1.14mm

(Extra Heavy)

098-1351-502
098-1351-109
098-1351-309
098-1351-509
098-1351-144
098-1351-344
098-1351-544
098-1351-156
098-1351-356
098-1351-556
098-1351-157
098-1351-357

351 Shape—

Phosphorescent (//GLO//)

098-6351-100 GLO .50mm (Thin)
098-6351 -300 GLO .73mm (Medium)
098-6351 -500 GL01,00mm (Heavy)
098-6351-600 GLO 1.14mm

(Extra Heavy)

(Thin/Medium)

(Medium/Heavy)

Blue 1.00mm (Heavy)
Purple 1.14mm

(Extra Heavy)

Nylon is strong and smooth, for fast
licks. Molded with a knife edge for
clear, vibrant tones.
See next issue for photo

098-1630-049 Shell, Medium
098-1631-049 Shell, Heavy
098-1632-049 Shell, Extra Heavy

Fender PkkpucksCalifornia Clears
Packs of 12 each of colorful California
Clears picks.

^^f^

HEAVY ' '^'aS>f'

HEAVY

351 Shape
098-4351-100
098-4351-200

Red .46mm (Thin)
Red .58mm

fThin/Medium)
Red .71mm (Medium)
Red .88mm

(Medium/Heavy)
Red .96mm (Heavy)
Red 1.21 mm (Extra Heavy)

Pkkpacks
Packs of 12 each of these classic
celluloid picks.

351 Shape
098-1029-049 Confetti, Thin
098-1030-049 Confetti, Medium
098-1031-049 Confetti, Heavy
098-1032-049 Confetti, Extra Heavy
098-1829-049 White, Thin
098-1830-049 White, Medium

351 Shape
098-1351-702
098-1351-802
098-1351-902
098-1351-709
098-1351-809
098-1351-909
098-1351-744
098-1351-844
098-1351-944
098-1351-756
098-1351-856
098-1351-956
098-1351-757
098-1351-857
098-1351-957
098-1351-766
098-1351-866
098-1351-966

Lake Placid Blue, Thin
Lake Placid Blue, Medium
Lake Placid Blue, Heavy

Candy Apple Red, Thin
Candy Apple Red, Medium
Candy Apple Red, Heavy
Shoreline Gold, Thin
Shoreline Gold, Medium
Shoreline Gold, Heavy

Shell Pink, Thin
Shell Pink, Medium
Shell Pink, Heavy
Surf Green, Thin
Surf Green, Medium
Surf Green, Heavy
Burgundy Mist, Thin
Burgundy Mist, Medium
Burgundy Mist, Heavy

Guitar and
Vintage Hardware

Candy Apple Red, Thin
Candy Apple Red,

Surf Green, Thin
Surf Green, Medium

Red .50mm (Thin)

Boss Parts

Lake Placid Blue, Thin
Lake Placid Blue,
Medium
Lake Placid Blue, Heavy

Shell Pink, Thin
Shell Pink, Medium
Shell Pink, Heavy

Yellow .73mm (Medium)
Green .88mm

098-4351-500
098-4351-600

Delrin, created by DuPont, is strong and
resilient—extremely durable. Die cut and
tumbled for a smooth, rounded edge
resistant to chipping. Matte finish
improves grip, even after hours of playing.

Medium
Candy Apple Red, Heavy
Shoreline Gold, Thin
Shoreline Gold, Medium
Shoreline Gold, Heavy

098-7351-300
098-7351-400

098-4351-300
098-4351-400

Matte Rounded Edge

098-1351-102
098-1351-302

Orange .60mm

Nylon

Delrin™-

351 Shape

098-7351-100
098-7351-200

098-7351-500
098-7351-600

Heavy gauge celluloid thumb picks
in two sizes and three colors.
098-1002-300
098-1002-500
098-1002-350
098-1002-550
098-1002-380
098-1002-580

351 Shape

Bridge Kits

346 Shape
098-7346-100
098-7346-200
098-7346-300
098-7346-400
098-7346-500
098-7346-600

Red .50mm (Thin)
Orange .GOmmfIliiiilVtediim)
Yellow .73 MM (Medium)
Seen.88mm (Meduntieavy)

Blue 1.00mm (Heavy)

099-0810 Tele Bridge Kit, 3 to 6-section
bridge conversion
099-2049 Tremolo Bridge, Vintage
Stratocaster
099-2051 Bridge Sections, Vintage

Stratocaster (6)

Purple 1.14mm (Extra Heavy)
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Miscellaneous
Guitar Hardware

Vintage Hardware
String Guide ^
099-2010 String Guide, Vintage

Stratocaster (2)

099-2011 String Guide, Vintage
Telecaster
099-2012 String Guide, Vintage
P-Bass & J-Bass

c'^'&ssSg

Fret Wire
099-2014 Fret Wire, Vintage Guitar
099-2015 Fret Wire, Vintage Bass

Additional Vintage Small Parts
099-2039 Tremolo Arm,
Vintage Stratocaster
099-2040 Machine Heads,

Vintage Strat/Tele (6)

099-2041 3-Way Switch, Vintage StraVTele
099-2042 Bone Nut, Vintage
Stratocaster & Telecaster
099-2016 Pickguard Screws,
Vintage Guitar & Bass
099-2036 Thumbrest,
Precision & Jazz Bass
099-2055 Control Plate, Chrome,
Jazz Bass
099-2058 Control Plate,
Vintage Telecaster

American Standard

'^

Hardware

Strap Button
099-2013 Strap Button, Vintage

Guitar & Bass (2)

Telecaster:
/52 Telecaster - 6 Hole
099-2019-000 Black 1-Ply

Pickup Selector Switches

Jaguar

099-2250-000 4-way Tele Mod

099-1353-000 Tortoise Shell

Tuners & Machine Heads -

Jazzmaster

Set of 6

099-1354-000 Tortoise Shell

099-2040-000 Kluson Style Strat/Tele
099-0818-000 Fender/Schaller
Locking Tuners

Pickguards
Pickguards-vintage or custom-in tradi-

tional and non-traditional configurations.

Precision Bass:
/57P-Bass-10Hole
099-2020-000 Gold Anodized

/62P-Bass-13Hole
099-2021 -000 '62 Tortoise Shell, 4-Ply
099-1361-000 3-Ply White

Stratocaster:
/57/SRVStratocaster-8Hole
099-2017-000 White 1-Ply
099-2143-000 Gold Anodized
TBA: Tortoise Shell,
White Pearl, Black
Pearl, Black 3-Ply

/62 Vintage Stratocaster -

<&

Knobs
099-1366
099-2056
099-2035
099-1365

11 Hole

099-2018-000 White 3-Ply
TBA: Black 3-Ply,
Tortoise Shell,
Mint Green,
White Pearl, Black Pearl

Chrome Knobs,
Tele & P-Bass (2)
Dome Knobs,

Vintage Telecaster (2)
Vintage Stratocaster,
1 Vol./2 Tone Knobs, White
Black, Strat,
1 Vol./2 Tone Knobs

TBA: Mint Green

099-2052 TBX Tone Control Kit

Includes tremolo tip, switch tip, two

plate(not shown), three pickup covers.

099-0831 250KO potentiometer,

^^ •' -': \
•

Strat Accessory Kits
tone knobs, one volume knob, back
099-1362 Stratocaster White
Accessory Kit
099-1363 Stratocaster Black
Accessory Kit
099-1368 Stratocaster Aged White
Accessory Kit

•

Split Shaft

Solid Shaft

099-0840 Bridge Sections, American

Standard Strat/Tele (6)

Roller Nut

Stratocaster (3)

099-2037 Pickup Covers, Vintage

Precision Bass (2)
099-2038 Pickup Covers, Vintage

Jazz Bass (2)

099-1364 Pickup Covers, Black,

Stratocaster (3)

Hipshot® Trem-Setter

099-1359-000 Black 3-Ply
099-1360-000 White 3-Ply

Innovative new bridge keeps guitar in
tune while retaining the feel of a vintagetremolo.O.E.M.inStratPlusand

Ultra. Easy retrofit for all previous
American Standard and Plus'models.
Best w/LSR nut and locking keys.

American Standard J-Bass -

10 Hole

099-1351-000 Black 3-Ply
099-2170-000 White Pearl
099-2171-000 Black Pearl

TBA: White 3-Ply

099-2140-000 White Pearl
099-2141-000 Black Pearl
099-2144-000 Mint Green

099-2221-000 Black Pearl 2MB

099-2231 -000 Black Pearl 2HB/1 SC

Lone Star Strat - 1 1 Hole
TBA: White Pearl,

Fender-Fjoyd Rose
Locking Tremolo

199-6510-100 Fender-Floyd Rose
Locking Tremolo Assembly
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11 Hole

Strat Plus/Deluxe Strat Plus/Strat
Ultra/Strat Special & Standard Strat
(Mexico)

099-2145-000 White Pearl 1 HB/2SC
099-2220-000 White Pearl 2KB
099-2230-000 White Pearl 2HB/1SC
099-2146-000 Black Pearl 1 HB/2SC

099-0811 Hipshot Trem-Setter Kit
099-2034 Pickup Covers, Vintage

American Standard Strut -

099-0812 LSR Nut, universal,

Adds return to pitch and. string
stability to tremolo systems.

Pickup Covers

11 Hole

099-2022-000 Tortoise Shell 4-Ply

099-2142-000 Tortoise Shell

•

.^.

Jazz Bass: /62 Jazz Bass -

Lets strings slide easier, reducing
tremolo intonation problems.
8 to 56 string gauge

13 Hole

099-1352-000 3-Ply Black
099-2160-000 White Pearl
099-2161-000 Black Pearl

099-1367 5-Way Selector Switch,
Stratocaster
099-2050 Tremolo Bridge, American
Standard
099-2053 Guitar Cable, American
Standard, 10 ft.
099-2054 Tremolo Arm, American
Standard
099-0818 Fender-Schaller Locking Keys (6)
099-0830 250KQ potentiometer,

American Standard P-Bass -

Tortoise Shell

Telecaster

Pickups
The pickups that started it all.
099-2043 Pickup,
'57 and '62 Stratocaster
099-2044 Pickup, Neck,
Vintage Telecaster
099-2045 Pickup, Bridge,
Vintage Telecaster
099-2046 Pickup, Precision Bass
099-2047 Pickup, Neck,
Vintage Jazz Bass
099-2048 Pickup, Bridge,
Vintage Jazz Bass

099-1355-000

White 3-Ply

Stratocaster

099-1356-000
099-2150-000
099-2151-000
099-2152-000
099-2153-000
099-2154-000

Black 3-Ply

099-2130-000 American Standard (3)

White Pearl
Black Pearl
Tortoise Shell
Gold Anodized
Mint Green

099-2130-001 American Standard

Bridge DeltaTone

099-2130-002 American Standard

Middle

099-2130-003 American Standard

Bridge/Neck

"CustomiShqpw
Custom /54 Strat
Custom '54 Strat pickups provide
vintage Fender tone circa 1954.

FloydRo

Acoustic Guitar Cases
Economy Cases
Lightweight and convenient for
carrying a guitar anywhere.

099-2112-000 Custom'54 (3)
099-2112-001 Custom '54 Bridge
099-2112-002 Custom '54 Neck/Middle

Other Humbuckers

Floyd Rose Bridges

099-2135-000 Seymour Duncan
Pearly Gates Plus

Extremely wide. Width: 1-y4"; Height:
.275"; Spacing: 1.50; Radius: 10".

091-9475 Economy Case, fits:
California and DG series
091 -9465 Economy Case, fits

Bridge Kits

199-6815 FR #5 nut assembly

Same as Nut #2, but with bullet nut
relief. Width: 1-9/16"; Height: .225";
Spacing: 1.30; Radius: 10".

Electric Guitar Cases

199-6816 FR #6 nut assembly

"Custom Shop" Texas Special

Bridge/Neck
099-2121-001 Texas Tele - Bridge
099-2121 -002 Texas Tele - Neck

Fender-Luce Sensors
Low noise, high output units with
incredible response and sustain.
Available to retrofit most Fender style

guitars. Black (506), Chrome (100)

in chrome (100), gold (200) and

black (300), (Note: PRO' Nut
Assemblies must be used with PRO
Bridge Assemblies, and have different color numbers.) Each kit comes
complete with all mounting hardware
and instructions. Order nut to match
your specific guitar.

Bridge Assemblies
Floyd Rose PRO tremolo bridges

offer Floyd's most recent innova-

tions, like low profile construction
for playing comfort.

or White (000) covers as indicated.

Acoustic

Floyd- Rose "Original" tremolo
bridges—the incredible units that
started it all.

Easy mount, drop-in units for acoustic

Bass
099-2006 Silver J-Bass™ [Neck], Black
099-2007 Silver J-Bass™ [Bridge], Black
099-2008 Silver P-Bass™, Black

Telecaster

199-6210

FR "Original"

Bridge Assembly

Floyd Rose II tremolo bridges: same
look and feel as the originals, but
with a mellower tone.
199-6410 FR II, Bridge Assembly

Nut Assemblies

099-2065 Blue Tele Bridge, Black
099-2066 Red Tele Bridge, Black
099-2067 Silver Tele Neck, Chrome
099-2068 Blue Tele Neck, Chrome

099-2060 Red-Biue Dually, Black, White
099-2061 Red-Silver Dually,

Black, White

099-2062 Blue-Gold Dually,

099-2063
099-2064

Black, White

Red-Red Dually, Black, White
Gold-Gold Dually,
Black, White

PRO

005-0515 Stratocaster/Telecaster Case
005-0516 Jazzmaster/Jaguar Case

Average Vintage Stratocaster width.
Width: 1-^8"; Height: .225"; Spacing:
1.37; Radius: 10".

Deluxe

199-6812-110 FR #2 nut assembly, Chrome
199-6812-210 FR #2 nut assembly, Gold
199-6812-310 FR #2 nut assembly,Black

Hardshell and molded cases protect
guitar from almost anything, with
locking latch and metal hinges.
002-3637
Tweed Case, Strat, Tele
(Right Hand only)
004-0901
Deluxe Molded Shaped

Wide width, wide space. Width: 1-1VI6";
Height: .275"; Spacing: 1.43; Radius: 10"
199-6814-110 FR #4 nut assembly, Chrome
199-6814-210 FR #4 nut assembly, Gold
199-6814-310 FR #4 nut assembly,Black

Same as Nut N, but flatter radius.
Width: 1-11/16"; Height: .225";
Spacing: 1.43; Radius: 15".

003-8977

Replacement Arm Kits

005-0309

Replacement Arm Kits include new
bushings.

004-0153

Acoustic Guitar Cases

Wide nut, narrow spacing for binding. Width: 1-11/16"; Height: .275";
Spacing: 1.40; Radius: 10".
199-6813 FR #3 nut assembly

Wide width, wide space. Width: 111/16"; Height: .275"; Spacing: 1.43;
Radius: 10".

199-6814 FR#4 nut assembly

003-6555

199-6818-110 FR #8 nut assembly, Chrome
199-6818-210 FR #8 nut assembly, Gold
199-6818-310 FR #8 nut assembly.Black

199-6811 FR#1 nut assembly

199-6812 FR #2 nut assembly

Drop-in replacements for traditional
humbucking mounting.

199-6818 FR #8 nut assembly

Narrow nut. Width: 1-9/16"; Height:
.225"; Spacing: 1.30; Radius: 10",

Deluxe "Originals'7
Black tolex cases with burnt orange
plush-lined interior and amp logo—
just like the originals.

Ceases

"Original" and II

Average Vintage Stratocaster width.
Width: 1-5/8"; Height: .225";
Spacing: 1.37; Radius: 10".

Dually's

Same as Nut #4, but flatter radius.
Width: 1-11/16"; Height: .225";
Spacing: 1.43; Radius: 15".

199-7000-100 Chrome
199-7000-200 Gold
199-7000-300 Black

Stratocaster
099-2000 Gold Strat™, Black, White
099-2001 Blue Strat™, Black, White
099-2002 Red Strat™, Black, White
099-2003 Silver Strat™, Black, White

Cas

199-6817 FR #7 nut assembly

All Floyd Rose® parts are available

199-6010 FR PRO bridge assembly

guitars.
099-2080-506 Bronze Acoustic, Black

llor'9'na/"

Same as Nut #2, but with bullet nut
relief. Width: 1-M"; Height: .225";
Spacing: 1.37; Radius: 10".

Texas Special pickups provide classic
Fender tone with higher output.
099-2111-000 Texas Specials (3)
099-2111-001 Texas Special/Bridge
099-2111-002 Texas Special/Middle
099-2111 -003 Texas Special/Neck
099-2121-000 Texas Tele-

.°e^e.,

Hardshell Cases
Hardshell and molded cases protect
your guitar from almost anything, with
locking latch and metal hinges.
091-9461 Hardshell Case, fits:
Newporter, Redondo,
Catalina, Malibu, Del Mar,
La Brea, Santa Maria,
Concord
091-9462 Hardshell Case, fits:
Montara

091-9463 Standard Molded
Acoustic Case

002-5917

005-0308

002-8586

Case, heavy duty hard
ware, fits: all Strats
and Teles
Hardshell Case, gray
textured "lizard-like"
Tolex, fits: Strats and
Teles
Hardshell Case, black
Tolex, fits: Strats, Teles
Hardshell Case, black
Tolex, fits: Jazzmaster
and Jaguar
Hardshell Case, black
Tolex, fits: left-handed
Jazzmaster and Jaguar
Hardshell Case, black
Tolex, fits: Mustang
Hardshell Case, black
Tolex, fits: left-handed
Mustang
Hardshell Case, black
Tolex, fits: Stratocaster XII

Standard
004-0900

Molded Shaped Case,
fits: all Strats and Teles
005-0509 Standard Case • P Bass
Black Acrylic Interior
005-0510 Standard Case - J Bass
Black Acrylic Interior

w
®
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Bass Guitar Cases

w

Deluxe "Originals"
Black tolex cases with burnt orange
plush-lined interior and amp logo—
just like the originals.
005-0517
005-0518

Precision Bass Case
Jazz Bass Case
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Twedd Case

Harmonica/Harp Cases | | Mini Amp
//MiniTwin//
Fender's "Mini
Twin" features two

Deluxe

speakers, 1W, four

Hardshell and molded cases protect
your bass from almost anything,
with locking latch and metal hinges.
002-3640 Tweed Case, J-Bass

(Right Hand only)

002-3639 Tweed Case, P-Bass

(Right Hand only)

002-5781 Hardshell Case,J-Bass,

P-Bass (Left Hand only)

005-0310 Hardshell Case, black
tolex, fits: Bass VI
002-5001 Hardshell Case, fits 32"
Precision Bass
002-5873 Hardshell Case, fits 32"
P-Bass (Left Hand only)
004-9479 Deluxe Molded Standard
Case, heavy duty hardware, fits P- and J- Bass

(Right Hand only)

skirted Fender-style knobs (Gain,
Volume, Tone, Power). Battery operated.

Tilt-back stand included.
Briefcases with internal organizer.

Red Poodle Plush Lining

099-1005-506 Briefcase, Black tolex, 5"
depth, Amp Logo, Orange

Plush Lining

Effects Bug
Musician's Effects Bag
Durable Cordura with padded compartments for effects, tickets, magazines, etc.

099-1550 Musician's Effects Bag

Standard

023-4809-000 "Mini Twin"

Ideal for picks, strings, accessories, or
paperwork.
099-1005-000 Briefcase, Tweed, 5" depth,

Strap & Strap Accessories
Harp Cases
Harp cases hold two trays of nine
harps each (18 total), plus a chromatic
harp and a Bullet mic. Locking clasps.
099-1003-000 Mississippi Saxophone
Case, Tweed, Deluxe Red
Poodle Plush Interior
099-1003-506 Chicago Tool Box,
Black Tolex, Deluxe
Burnt Orange Plush
Interior

004-1692 Standard Molded Shaped

Case, fits: Jazz Basses and
Precision Basses (Right

Hand only)
004-8318 Small Body Molded Shaped
Case, fits small bass

Black Tolex Hardshell Cases
005-0509-000 Standard Case • P Bass
Black Acrylic Interior
005-0510-000 Standard Case • J Bass
Black Acrylic Interior

General
Accessories
Cleaning And Tuning Guitar & Amp Stands
Polish Cloth

^^0-

Guitar Straps
Our woven strap has a silver Fender
"running" logo. Monogrammed straps

(shipped with Fender's American-made
guitars) are 2"-wide and include Fender
and Fender headstock logos. The 1"wide Deluxe Vintage Leather strap is an
upgraded version of the standard model
with high-quality leather, improved feltlined shoulder pad and an original '50s
style cast buckle. Our 2" Tweed (Fender's
guitar case/amp cover material) has an
"F" Logo on the end.

Fender's famous soft cloth.
099-0400 Polish Cloth
099-0404 Deluxe Polish Cloth
099-0405
Single Polish" Cloths

099-0671-000

099-0681-000

Woven Strap, Black/Silver
Monogrammed Strap,

099-0681-500

Monogrammed Strap,

Black/Yellow/Brown
Black/Yellow/Red

099-0681-502

•^ '
Polish '^A^^....,...,:..,.:

Polish, safe for use on all instruments.

GOOD Cordura Nylon with 20mm foam
padding, three-zipper front pocket,
double' removable shoulder straps,
protective interior nylon panels for
headstock and bridge, brass p^ate with
vintage Fender logo, luggage ID tag.
099-1512-000 Gig Bag, Electric Guitar
099-1522-000 Gig Bag, Electric bass
099-1532-000 Gig Bag, Dreadnought
099-1562-000 Gig Bag, Classical

Standard
Durable Cordura gig bag with 12mm
foam padding, front "pocket, removable
shoulder strap, protective interior
panels for headstock and bridge.
099-1412-000 Gig Bag, Electric Guitar
099-1422-000 Gig Bag, Electric Bass
099-1432-000 Gig Bag, Dreadnought
099-1462-000 Gig Bag, Classical
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099-0681-543

Monogrammed Strap,

099-0682-000

Monogrammed Strap,

Black/Light Gray/Dark Gray
Red/White/Blue

099.0683-000

Monogrammed Strap,

Guitar Stands

099-0684.000

Tuning Forks

Guitar Stand features sturdy construction
for safety. Black with padded supports.

099-0689-000

099-0955 Tuning Fork, A 440.0 Hz.
099-0956 Tuning Fork, E 329.6 Hz.

099-1800 Electric Guitar Stand
099-1810 Acoustic Guitar Stand

099-0687-000

Slides TBA: Glass, Chrome,

Amp/Guitar Stand

099-0501 Polish, 4 oz. Pump Spray

Deluxe

Monogrammed Strap,

Black/Light Gray/
Medium Blue

Bottle Neck,

Pill Bottle

Deluxe String Winders
TBA: Guitar, Guitar
w/Wrenches, Bass

AX-5000 Chromatic Tuners
For electrics or acoustics. Include
sharp/flat/in-tune LEDs, in/out jacks
and microphone.

023-9996 AX-5000 Chromatic
Automatic Tuner, variable
"A" reference (435-446Hz),

Chromatic pitch display

023-9997 TX-1000 AutomatiGuitar/
Bass Tuner, 6 pitch indicators

Amp/Guitar Stand raises amp at any
angle, holds one or two guitars, folds
up for portability.
099-1825 Small Amp Stand

099-1826 Amp/Guitar Stand, large,
amps to 27.45"

099-0668-000
099-0669-000
099-0662-070
099-0662-015
099-0662-080
099-0662-043

White/Brown/Yellow
Standard Vintage Leather
Strap, Black
Deluxe Vintage Leather
Strap, Black

Tweed Strap
2-1/7'Poly,Blac?ir logo
2-1/Z'Poly.BlackAioldlogo
Z'Poly,Black/Yellowlogo

2"Poly,Black/Redlogo
2"Poly,Black/Whitelogo
2"Poly,Black/Pewterlogo

Premium Guitar Straps

Guitar Hanger

These high-quality leather and cotton
straps were designed with the player's
comfort in mind—tailored to rest
comfortably on the shoulder while
balancing the instrument to decrease
fatigue.

"Swivel" design safely holds instruments
with any headstock, surgical tubing protects finish.

099-0663- Strap, Leather w/Gold Logo
(-006 black,-050 walnut)
099-0664- Strap, Super Deluxe

099-1827 Additional Electric
Guitar Holder
099-1828 Additional Acoustic
Guitar Holder

099-1850 Guitar Hanger, Slatwall
099-1860 Guitar Hanger, Plate Mount

Vintage Style (-006 black,
-021 walnut)

099-0665- Strap, Deluxe Leather w/Pad
(-006 black, -050 walnut)
099-0666- Strap, Leather w/Pad (-006
black, -050 walnut)
099-0667- Strap, Cotton w/Fender Oval
(-009 red,-073 navy,
-062 olive, -021 natural,

-005 white, -006 black)

Strap Security Lock Systems
Provides a secure connection

between strap and guitar, but snaps
on and off easily at the touch of a
button. Chrome covered.

099-0690 Locks & Buttons Set
099-0691 Buttons

Educational
aterials
099-5009 Guitar Classics, Bass,
Volume I
099-5010 Ultimate Chord User's Guide
099-5011 Fender Amplifiers, The First
50 Years
099-5012 Fender Custom Shop
099-5013 Fender Classic Moments
For every musician's library.
Fender Stratocaster,
40th Anniversary Edition

099-5000
099-5001
099-5002
099-5003

Guitar Identification

099-5004
099-5005
099-5006

The Fender Bass
The Fender Telecaster
The Fender Book,

099-5007

Guitar Classics, Strat,
Volume I
Guitar Classics, Tele,
Volume I

099-5008

Fender Chord Finder
Guitar Method, Fender

Edition

Complete History

How to string, tune, clean and adjust
your guitar to factory specs for maximum playability.
099-5020-000 Video—Caring For Your
Guitar, VHS
099-5020-040 Video—Caring For Your
Guitar, PAL

Amplifier
ls^

Special design speakers—such as
those used in the Blues DeVille, '59
Bassman, Princeton Chorus, The

099-5093 6V6GT,Pair

099-5094 5U4GB
099-5095 6550A, Matched Pair
099-5096 6CA7/EL-34, Matched Pair

099-5097 5AR4
099-5098 EL84

Standard
Replacement Speakers

099-0930 Amp Knobs, skirted,
1-10, package of six
099-0931 Amp Knobs, Red Pointer,
package of six
099-0932 Amp Knobs, Black Pointer,
package of six
TBA: Roc«Pro skirted knobs
TBA: Black chicken head
TBA: White vintage knobs
TBA: Brown vintage knobs

Twin, et. al—can be installed to bring
your amp back to factory specs, or to
upgrade your sound!
099-0780 10" vintage replacement spkr,
alnico magnet, 80., 30w

099-0781 10" vintage replacement spkr,
ceramic magnet, 80,30w
099-0782 10" original Oxford
replacement spkr, 8Q, 30w
099-0783 10" standard replacement
spkr, 80, 75w
099-0790 12" vintage replacement spkr,
ceramic magnet, 80,50w
099-0791 12" standard replacement
spkr, 80,75w
099-0792 12" standard replacement
spkr,4Q,100w
099-0793 12" standard replacement
spkr, 80,100w

Amp Corners
Amp corners for amp and speaker
cabinets with 3/4" walls; Universal
model for closed cabinet backs and
other three-screw applications. Sets
of four, mounting screws included.
099-1348 Amp Comers, two-screw with
lip, fits most amp fronts
099-1350 Universal Corners, threescrew, fits most amp backs

Sphinx Glides
Glides include rubber inserts and screws.
099-3900 Sphinx Glides, Set of four

Casters
Casters make moving heavy amps easy.
099-4000 Casters, Set of four with
Hardware

Amp Handle

Amp Legs

Include handle caps, screws, steel
insert and vinyl handle.

Replacement "tilt back" legs for ^
vintage and Reissue amps. ^

099-0946 Amp Handle, Molded
Brown, with Hardware
099-0947 Amp Handle, Vintage, with
Hardware -1 screw
099-0948 Amp Handle, Standard,
with Hardware - 2 screw

Amp Jewels

099-0712 Amp Legs, 1 6", with Hardware
099-0713 Amp Legs, 1 9", with Hardware

TBA: Red jewel
TBA: Green jewel

Amp Covers
Fender
standard
amplifier
covers are

made of
treated
nylon that

protects amps from wear and tear.

Black except where noted. Premium
amplifier covers made of fleecebacked Boltaflex™ material coated
with PreFixx™ protective finish.

(Brown)

Replacement Speakers

099-5090 5881/6L6WGC, Pair
099-5091 7025/12AX7A
099-5092 12AT7

(»

Amp Knobs

003-7965 Cover, '59 Bassman (Brown)
004-7485 Cover, Blues Deluxe (Brown)
003-7965 Cover, Blues DeVille 410

Amplifier Tubes

Finest quality available, consistently
producing the best sound.

Amplifier Hardware

004-8916 Cover, Blues DeVille 212
005-0279 Cover, Blues Jr. (Brown)
004-8913 Cover, BXR 60
004-1539 Cover, BXR 1 00, side handles
top handle (004-1539-100)
005-0281 Cover, BXR 200
003-7967 Cover, BXR 300C
002-9880 Cover, Champ 12
004-0156 Cover, Champ 25
004-0155 Cover, Champ 25SE
004-1529 Cover, Champion 1 10
004-1532 Cover, Concert
002-9881 Cover, Deluxe 85
002-9881 Cover, Deluxe 112
004-7483 Cover, '65 Deluxe Reverb
004-8918 Cover, Dual Professional
002-9886 Cover, Dual Showman Head
005-0696 Cover, Hot Rod Deluxe
005-0697 Cover, Hot Rod DeVille 410
005-0698 Cover,HotRodDeVille212
005-0282 Cover, KXR 100
005-0283 Cover, KXR 200
004-1598 Cover, M-80 Bass
003-7964 Cover, M-80 Chorus
003-7962 Cover, IVI-80 Combo
003-7963 Cover, M-80 Head
002-9881 Cover, Performer 650

•^

n

002-9888 Cover, Performer 1000
004-1531
002-9885
002-9883
002-9883
005-0280
002-9888
002-9885
004-7484

005-0696

Cover, Performer 1000 Head
Cover, Power Chorus
Cover, Princeton 85
Cover, Princeton112
Cover, Princeton 112 Plus
Cover, Princeton Chorus
Cover, Pro 185
Cover, Pro Junior (Brown)
Cover, Prosonic

004-1534 Cover, Roc'Pro GE 412
004-9881 Cover, Roc'Pro 700
004-9888 Cover, Roc'Pro 1000
004-9051 Cover, Rumble Bass,
Enclosure (premium)
004-9050 Cover, Rumble Bass, Head

(premium)

002-9888 Cover, Stage 112SE
002-9888 Cover, Stage 185

004-1533 Cover, Super
002-9891 Cover, Super 60 (1-12' version)
003-7961 Cover, Super 112
003-7961 Cover, Super 210
002-9885 Cover, The Twin
004-1537 Cover,ToneMaster212
Enclosure (premium)
004-1538 Cover,ToneMaster412
Enclosure (premium)
004-1536 Cover, ToneMaster Head (premium)
004-8915 Cover, '63 Tube Reverb (Brown)
002-9885 Cover, '65 Twin Reverb
002-9885 Cover, Twin Amp
002.9885 Cover, Ultimate Chorus
002-9885 Cover, Ultra Chorus
004-1535 Cover, Vibro-King (premium)
004-8917 Cover, Vibro-King 212

003-7966
005-0278
003-7966
002-9887

(premium)

Cover, Vibrolux Reverb (Brown)
Cover, Vibrasonic Reverb (Brown)
Cover, '63 Vibroverb (Brown)
Cover, all 412 Enclosures
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ACQUStiCS (US/Canada)
Six-String Acoustics

M

DG Series Steel-String Dreadnoughts

You get exceptional value from
this particular combination of satinfinished mahogany body and select
spruce top. The sound and look of this
instrument is astounding.
095-0900-021 DG-9

DG-3

DG-10LH

A complete Fender acoustic outfit including a guitar
with a nato body and a spruce top. You also get a gig
bag, tuner, polish, cloth, picks, a chord book and an
extra set of Fender bronze strings!

We were so knocked out with the rich tone
from this particular combination of satinfinished mahogany body and spruce top

095-0300-021 DG-3 Value Pak

southpaws should be able to get one, too!
DG-3

(with its just-right bracing) that we decided

095-1020-021 DG-10LH, Left-Handed

?
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DG-5
An ideal first acoustic, this
all-nato dreadnought has a
rosewood bridge and fretboard.
It's easy to play and very affordable. Smooth, satin finish and a black
plastic pickguard.
095-0500-021 DG-5

DG-15
Great looking, great sounding
guitars. The DG-15 features your
choice of either a gloss
•sunburst or jet black finish.
095-1500-032 DG-15 Sunburst
095-1500-006 DG-15 Black
095-1500-021 DG-15 Natural

./•

DG-7
The combination of meranti
back and sides and a spruce top
are highlighted by the highgloss_ finish and chrome tuning
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DG-20S

machines. Consistently a best-seller, the
sound, look and value are excellent.

The sound of all of our solid
spruce top guitars improve as
they age. On this, our most
affordable solid top guitar, the
mahogany neck, back and sides add a
warmth and clarity you'll hear and feel.

095-0700-021 DG-7

095-2000-021 DG-20S

DG-21S
This beautiful Indian rosewood
guitar also has a solid spruce
top. The two woods working
together produce a powerful combination of strong bass and brilliant
treble. Die-cast machine heads make
tune-ups quick and easy, too.
095-2100-021 DG-21S

DG-31S
You rarely find fine solid Englemann
spruce and Honduran mahogany on guitars
in this price range. The exceptional tone and
nice details of this model compete with
other guitars costing hundreds more.
095-3100-021
095-3120-021

DG-31S
DG-31S Left-Handed

Flame-maple back and sides are
matched to a solid spruce top
for a bright, "unplugged" tone

that cuts through with lots of mid

and just enough bass. Three finishes,
all with gold die-cast tuners.
095-2200-021 DG-22S Natural Finish

095-2200-030 DG-22S Cherry Finish

^
8

095-2200-032 DG-22S Sunburst Finish

•a

DG-41S
Our finest six-string acoustic.. Gorgeous

DG-24
Bucking tradition, the satinfinished, mahogany top, back and
sides produce a sound that has to
be experienced. The pearl diecast
machine heads, wood binding and wood
inlay sound hole purfling adds to the beauty.

rosewood body with a solid Englemann
spruce top, gold tuners and special
inlays. Strong bass and clear treble with
plenty of volume and complex tone.
095-4100-021 DG-41S
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095-2400-021 DG-24

DG-25S
This six-string dreadnought also
features a satin-finished, solid
cedar top with mahogany back
and sides and all-new pearl
diecast tuning machines. The appearance is
further enhanced with wood binding and
attractive wood inlay sound hole purfling.
095-2500-021 DG-25S
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GC Series Steel-String Grand Concert

DG-31-12

GC-23S

A beautiful, high-gloss mahogany
12-string with a select spruce

Featuring a solid spruce top with
mahogany back and sides, this
smaller-body grand-concert size
guitar produces an amazing sound.
Chrome diecast machine heads add to

top and die-cast tuners.

tone with a nice low-mid
warmth makes it easy on your
ears. Your fingers will appreciate the
comfortable neck and easy action.

precise tuning.
095-2300-021 GC-23S

DG-31-12
12-String

CG Series Nylon-String Acoustks
DG-41S-12
Our best 12-string is equipped
with gold die-cast tuners and
special inlays. But it's the beautiful
Indian rosewood and "Grade A" solid
spruce that make it sing. With powerful
bass and crystalline highs, you may never
want to put it down!
095-4112-021 DG-41 S-1 2 12-String

s0

Acoustk-Electrics

|G
^

CG Series Nylon-String
Acoustics
The CG models are nylon string
guitars with great feel and sound.
Body: classic shape; Neck: Nato,
rosewood fretboard.

10
It/t

DG Series Cutaway Dreudnoughts

094-0500-021 CG-5, mahogany top,
meranti back and sides
094-0700-021 CG-7, spruce top,
meranti back and sides

Twelve-String Acoustics

DG Series Steel-String Dreudnoughts

DG-10CE
Our most affordable acoustic-electrie, this model features a satinfinished neck, mahogany body
and spruce top. The Fender Transducer
pickup system has onboard volume and
tone controls for convenience and
flexibility.
095-1005-021 DG-10

DG-10-12
Our lowest price 12-string
sounds and plays like a much
more expensive guitar. The
satin-finished spruce top and
mahogany body have just the right balance of warmth and brightness and the
comfortable action makes it easy to play.
095-1012-021 DG-10-1 2 12-String
FENDER FRONTLINE .SUMMER 1997

Equipped with a Fender piezo pickup
and an onboard preamp with
active EQ, this guitar is ready for
stage or studio. There's beautiful, highgloss finished mahogany on the back and
sides and a select spruce top. Die-cast
tuners, too!
095-2005-021 DG-20CE

JG Series Cutaway Mini-Jumbo

DG-22CE

JG-26SCE

The beautiful flame-maple top,
back and sides are available in
three colors. All have a Fishman
Acoustic Matrix pickup teamed with an
onboard preamp and powerful EQ for
excellent tone and control. Midas-touch
gold tuners, too!

This Mjnj-Jumbo cutaway electric
has Fishman Acoustic Matrix
electronics. The satin-finished, solid
cedar top with mahogany back and sides
feature all-new pear] 'diecast machine
heads. A must for every acoustic artist.

095-2205-021 DG-22CE Natural

095-2605-021 JG-26SCE

095-2205-030 DG-22CE Cherry Stain
095-2205-032 DG-22CE Sunburst

CG Series Nylon-String Acoustic-Electrk

CG Series

Nylon-String Acoustic

The best plugged-in sound starts
with great acoustic tone. This
model has both, thanks to the
Fishman Acoustic Matrix system, a solid
Englemann spruce top and premium
mahogany back and sides. The sturdy
end-pin jack is a nice pro feature, too.

The CG 25SCE is an acoustic-electric
nylon string guitar with a great feel and
sound, both acoustically and electrically.
Body: cutaway, solid cedar top, ovangkol
back and sides; Neck: nato, rosewood
fingerboard; Electronics: one-way mono;
Other: gold tuners.
095-2505-021 CG-25SCE

095-3105-021 DG-31SCE Natural

095-3105-006 DG-31SCE Black
095-3105-031 DG-31SCE

Cherry Sunbrst

^
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Acoustic-Electric Bass

VI
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DG-41SCE
It's the top-of-the-line and proudly
looks, feels and sounds the part!
This rosewood and solid Englemann
spruce cutaway has the Fishman Acoustic
Matrix Professional pickup and preamp
system. With gold tuners, end-pin jack and
special inlays, look no further

This sleek, shallow-body cutaway
acoustic-electric bass, fitted with a
Fishman Acoustic Matrix, sounds
warm and full, and plays like a dream.
095-2900-306 BG-29 Black
095-2900-321 BG-29 Natural

095-4105-021 DG-41SCE Natural

Fender acoustic-electrics
All Fender DG-31SCE and DG-41SCE acoustic-electric guitars come equipped
with the Fishman Acoustic Matrix® pickups and Fishman-designed
preamps. With a high-sensitivity copolymer material that senses the motion of
the entire guitar saddle, and a preamp with volume, bass and sweepable
mid-frequency controls—plus an end pin/output jack that preserves the structural
integrity of the instrument—your Fender acoustic is ready to sing at any volume.
Far left: DG-41SCE Electronics. Left: DG-41SCE end-pin jack.

/ State-of-fhe-urt
electronics

7 Fishmun Acoustic
Matrix® pickup
/ Excellent response, balance

and tonul adjustability
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ACQUStkS (Expert Only)
Six-String Acoustks
CG-7
Sounds great, plays great. Looks
great too, with a gloss finish over
a spruce top and meranti back and
sides. Chrome covered machine
heads. A real beauty.
094-0700-921 CG-7

DG-17
Made in both an acoustic and an
acoustic/electric version, the
DG-17 is an incredibly versatile
instrument at an outstanding price.
Both feature spruce tops and nato back
and sides. The acoustic/electric includes a
piezo pickup with volume, treble, mid and
bass controls.
095-1700-921
095-1701-921

>

I
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DG-17
DG-17E

An exceptional value with a spruce top, lauan
back and sides and rosewood fingerboard and
bridge. Available in three beautiful finishes.

VI

1 n^

s*

095-0300-932 DG-3 Sunburst
095-0300-921 DG-3 Natural
095-0300-906 DG-3 Black

s
1^»

CG-3

la"

Our most affordable nylon string classical
guitar features a spruce top, lauan back
and sides, rosewood fingerboard and
bridge and three in-line tuning machines..

i3

094-0300-921 CG-3
DG-3 Sunburst

DG-7
One of our most popular
acoustics, the DG-7 combines a
spruce top with meranti back
and sides and rosewood fingerboard and bridge for exceptional tone.
095-0700-921 DG-7
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Spruce and mahogany combine to
provide the DG-18 with rich, full tone.
Available in three finishes, with a
left-handed version too!
095-1800-932 DG-18 Sunburst
095-1800-921 DG-18 Natural
095-1800-906 DG-18Black
095-1820-906 DG-18LH Natural

DG-18-12
Twelve strings sparkle with
brilliant highs and deep, resonant

lows on the DG-18-12. Spruce

and mahogany again provide an
outstanding sound chamber. Gorgeous
tone in an affordable twelve-string guitar.

CG-17
The spruce top, nato back and
sides and rosewood fingerboard
and bridge on the CG-17'produce
smooth and mellow tones any
classical guitarist will love.
094-1700-921 CG-17

095-1812-921 DG-18-12

Our most affordable cutawayelectric, the DG-18CE features a
spruce top, mahogany back and
sides, rosewood fingerboard and
covered machines. The electronics
include a Piezo pickup with volume,
treble, mid, bass and presence controls
and a battery check LED.

A mahogany body and spruce
top combine to produce excellent tone in this classical beauty.
A rosewood fingerboard and bridge
make the CG-18 ultimately playable.
094-1800-921 CG-18

wl

095-1805-921 DG-18CE

01
DG-19
This six-string dreadnought
J features a solid spruce top with
rosewood back and sides,
mahogany neck with rosewood
fingerboard and bridge and chrome
diecast tuning machines.

CG-19
Three in-line gold tuning
machines, a spruce top, rosewood

back and sides and rosewood
fingerboard make this good-looking
guitar sound even better.
094-1900-921 CG-19

095-1900-921 DG-19

.^

DG-19CE
The sound of all of our solid spruce top
guitars improve as they age. The
rosewood' back and sides and
mahogany neck add a_warmth and
clarity you'll hear and feel. This cutaway
acoustic/electric also features a Piezo pickup
with volume, treble, mid, bass and presence
controls and a battery check LED.

CG-19CE
Featuring a solid spruce top with
rosewood back and sides, this
classic cutaway/electric guitar produces an amazing sound. Three in-line
gold machine heads add to precise tuning.
094-1905-921 CG-19CE

095-1905-921 DG-19CE Natural
095-1905-932 DG-19CE Sunburst
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Mixers

SR-6520P

Portable Powered Console

SR-8520P

SR-6520PD

PX Series Powered Console

PX Series
(USA) Unique and innovative, these pack everything you
need'in one unit. The console and power amplifiers are
built into a road case that folds out into a stand. Each
channel has controls for TRIM, MON1, MON2, AUX,
EFFECTS and LEVEL, as well as a SOLO button, PAN
control, 3 band EQ, and MIC, LINE and INSERT jacks.
The master section features an extensive patch bay with
over 20 inputs and outputs dual 9-bandEQs for use with
your choice of L/R, MONO or MONITORS, 2x12 segment LEDs, phantom power, BNC lamp connector, over
100 digital effects, and multiple controls.

SR-8520PD

071 -2207-000 PX-2208, 8 ch, Spring Reverb,

2x150W@4Q

071-2208-000 PX-2208D, 8 ch, 2x150W@4n
071-2212-000 PX-2212D, 12 ch, 2x300W@4^
071-2216-000 PX-2216D, 16 ch, 2x300W@4n

SR-4150P

SR Series
(USA) Sophisticated powered mixers with our own DeltaComp™ protection
circuitry, spring reverb ('D' models have digital effects), phantom power and a
9-band master EQ. Each Channel has level controls for EFFECTS/REVERB, MAIN
and MONITOR, as well as a three-band EQ, and V4" phone and XLR input jacks. The
Master section includes multiple master level controls, MAIN, MONITOR,

Powered Box-Top

EFFECTS and EQ output jacks; and EQ, POWER AMP, AUX and TAPE input jacks.

071-4100-000 SR-4150P, 4 ch, 150W@4n
071-6521-100 SR-6520P, 6 ch, 520W@2n
071-8521-100 SR-8520P, 8 ch, 520W@2Q
071-6521-200 SR-6520PD, 6 ch, 520W@20

071-8521-200 SR-8520PD, 8 ch, 520W@2Q

6302

LX-1506

LX Series
(USA) Simple and flexible, these units offer a user-friendly panel with a built-in
spring reverb and extensive _patcNng capabilities^ _Each Channel has level
controls for EFFECTS/REVERB, MAIN and MONITOR, as well as a two-band
EQ, and 1/4" phone and XLR input Jacks^ The Master section includes multiple
master level'controls, MAIN, MONITOR and EFFECTS output jacks, and

POWER AMP, AUX and TAPE input jacks.

071-1504-000 LX-1504, 4 ch, 150W@4fl
071-1506-000 LX-1506, 6 ch, 150W@4Q

Fender electronics are covered
by a limited 5-year transferrable warranty (U.S.A. and
Canada only). See back of
warranty tag for details.

SRM Series
(Mexico) Clean, quiet, dual 150 Watt @ 4n power amps can be run in tandem or
configured mains/monitor with the push of a button. Assignable 9-band
graphic EQ, Channel features: mic/line inputs, main level, monitor level, 3-band
EQ, and EFX send. Footswitchable 3-spring reverb, convection cooling, RCA input
jacks for audio playback, record out control adjusts tape level for capturing live
performances, and 48V phantom power. These powerhouses deliver high quality
sound, and are incredibly reliable.
071-6321 SRM 6302, 6 ch, Dual150W@4n
071-8521 SRM 8302, 8 ch, Dual150W@4Q
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Passport

SPA-3000 Front

SPA-7500 Front
SPA-3000 Back

Passport

SPA-7500 Back

SPA Power Amplifiers
Passport
Totally self-contained and road tough, Fender's Passport portable audio system
includes everything you need to provide great sound anywhere. Perfect for voices, musical instruments, CD, tape playback and more. It is powerful, easily set
up in minutes, covers large audiences, is extremely simple to operate and works
on any AC voltage. Specs: 250W of dual power, four high-efficiency 6.5"
(165mm) speakers per cabinet: Features: built-in digital reverb, V.I.P.™ (Vocal
Input Priority)—music is lowered when someone speaks into a mic.

High power, low profile amplifiers that deliver. All models incorporate multi-rail
technology, ground lift terminals, our proprietary DeltaComp™ circuitry, dual
front panel level controls and an optional D-sub accessory port .1/4" phone, XLR
and barrier strip (except 7500) inputs.
071-0030-000 SPA-3000,1 space, 150W/ch@4n, 300W@8n Bridged Mono
071-0075-000 SPA-7500,1 space, 375W/ch@4Q, 750W@8n Bridged Mono

069-1001-003 Passport
SPL-M500 Front

Power Amps
SPL-6000 Front

SPL-M500 Back

SPL Monitor Amplifiers
(USA) Powerful feedback control is essential for monitors and these two-space
amps have what it takes. Features include sweepable low and high pass filters,
DeltaComp™ speaker protection, three sweepable notch filters with -25 dB of
notch, input level fader and patch points between the control section and amp.
071-5000-000 SPL-M500, 500W@2Q

PCN2 Front

SPL-9000 Back

SPL Power Amplifiers

PCN4 Front

(USA) These rugged and durable amplifiers have withstood the test of time with
exceedingly lowTHD and high power. Features include silent, delayed turn on
and off, fwb-speed fan, triacspeaker protection, high current design and soft
clipping. W 'phone and XLR inputs.^ V4" phqne^and binding post outputs.
Stereo,"dual mono and bridged mono (down to 4^1) operation.

(USA)TDM design and -24 db per octave Linkwitz-Riley filters make these units a
magnificent value. Features include balanced XLR inputs and outputs, plexiglass
security covers and a CD horn boost switch.

071-6000-000 SPL-6000. 2 space, 300W/ch@4^, 600W@8n Bridged Mono

071-5510-000 PCN2, 2-Way Stereo, 3-Way Mono

071-9000-000 SPL-9000, 3 space, 450W/ch@4Q, 900W@8n Bridged Mono

071 -5520-000 PCN4, 3-Way Stereo

PCN Series
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Speakers

Main Systems

Monitor Systems

Artist Series
Xpander100

PowerStage Series
Features a detachable three-channel mixer with inputs for two mics, CDAape,
keyboard, instruments and effects. Includes 100W power amp, 12" Eminence
speaker, pole-mount adapter and handles.

Features include a Kapton voice coil bobbins on woofers, wide angle horns with
dual piezos, metal feet and corners, pole mount adapters, daisy chain inputs,
rugged tolex or carpet covering, and a grill protecting entire front_of cabinet
60"-20kHz ±6dB: 1HOA" and "110-ELC "have 94dB@1W/1m
sensitivity and 113dB maximum output. 1201A and 112-ELC have

95dB@1W/1m sensitivity and 115dB maximum output. 1205A and 115-ELC
have 95dB@1W/1m sensitivity and 117dB maximum output.

071 -1110-100 111 OA, 1 x10", Tolex, 160, 200W Program

071 -0100-000 PowerStage 1 00

071-0101-000 Xpander 100 (w/line input only)

071-1201-100 1201A, 1x12", Tolex, 8Q, 200W Program
071-1205-100 1205A, 1x15",Tolex, 8Q, 300W Program

115 ELC
1272A

112 ELC

Artist Series
Features include a sealed baffle, Kapton voice coil bobbins on woofers, wide
angle horns with dual piezos, daisy chain inputs, front panel level controls,
30760790° tilt, metal feet for 30° and 60° angles, 60-20kHz ±6dB,

071-1100-000 110-ELC, 1x10", Carpet, 8Q, 200W Program

95dB@1W/1m sensitivity and 115dB (117dB for 1275A) maximum output.

071-1200-000 112-ELC, 1x12", Carpet, 8Q, 200W Program

071-1272-100 1272A, Carpet, 1x12", 160, 200W Program

071-1500-000 115-ELC, 1x15", Carpet, 8Q, 300W Program

071-1275-100 1 275A, Carpet, 1 x15", 16fl, 200W Program
nssA
SPL-1285Mk

SPL-1282 Mk. ll

SPL Series
Features include an internal 4th order (24dB/octave) Linkwitz-Riley crossover,
biamp or full-range operation, dual 1/4" phone and Speakon™ jacks, vented
baffle, cast frame woofer with Kapton voice coil bobbin, 40° x 90°'horn with 1"
exit titanium compression driver, 30760790° tilt, pole mount adapter, metal feet,
50-20kHz ±6dB and 95dB sensitivity @ 1W/1m. 1282 MR. II features a 2.5"
woofer voice coil and 120dB maximum output SPL. 1285 Mk. II features a 3"
woofer voice coil and 123dB maximum output SPL. Rugged carpet covering. An
optional lid with casters is available for each model.

115sA and 118sA Subwoofer
Theses subs feature one 15" (115sA) or 18" (118sA) 8 ohm woofer with a 2.5"
voice coil, bandpass design naturally rolls off high frequencies, so there's no need
for crossover networks. Parallel 1/4" inch jacks for "daisy chaining" additional
speakers, mounted side handles, rubber feet, covered in durable black carpet to

071-1282-100 SPL-1282 Mk. II, 1x12", 80, 300W Program

withstand "on the road" use.

071-1285-100 SPL-1285 Mk. II, 1x15", 80, 400W Program

071-1150-000 115sA, 1x15" Subwoofer, 80, 700W Program
071-1180-000 118sA, 1x18" Subwoofer, 80, 900W Program
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Fender electronics are covered
by a limited 5-year transferrable warranty (U.S.A. and
Canada only). See back of
warranty tag for details.

SPL Series
Features include an internal 4th
order (3rd order Butterworth for
1211 'Mk.ll) Linkwitz-Riley
crossover, biamp or full-range

Accessories

RigSafe™ Flying Hardware
ATM Fly-Ware™ for use with the Tour Series and Contractor Series loudspeakers.
For descriptions of each part, refer to our "Flying with Fender RigSafe™" manual
(part number 004-9646-000 four pages).

operation, vented baffle, cast
frame woofer (except 1211 Mk. II)
with Kapton voice coil bobbin, 40° x 90° horn with 1" exittitanium compression
driver, pole mount adapter (except 1226 Mk. II), metal feet and corners. 1211 Mk.
II features a 2.5" woofer voice coil,50-20kHz ±6dB, 95dB sensitivity @ 1W/1m,
117dB maximum output SPL.1225 Mk. II features a 3" woofer voice coil, 50-20kHz
±6dB, 95dB sensitivity @ 1W/1m, 123dB maximum output SPL. 1226 Mk. II
features 2.5" woofer voice coils,38-20kHz ±6dB, 100dB sensitivity @ 1W/1m,
126dB maximum output SPL.

071 -1349-000 RS-1/2-SPA Shackle

071-1211-100 SPL-1211 MR. II, 1x15", 8Q, 300W Program, Rectangular,
Carpet Covered

071-1357-000 RS-FEB1 Forged Steel Eye Bolt
071 -1358-000 RS-Set Round Sling (6 feet)

071-1225-100 SPL-1225 Mk. II, 1x15", 8^2, 400W Program, Trapezoid,
Carpet Covered
071-1226-100 SPL-1226 Mk. II, 2x15", 4^2, 400W Program, Trapezoid,
Carpet Covered

071-1350-000 RS-2912-T Truss Module
071-1351-000 RS-1 x2-40 Connecting Bar
071 -1352-000 RS-1 x2-SB Stacking Bracket
071 -1353-000 RS-1 X2-SME Shackle Mount
071 -1354-000 RS-1 X2-SME-AP Attachment Kit
071 -1355-000 RS-QRP-2.5 Quick Release Pin
071 -1356-000 RS-LSC9000 Carabiner

Gooseneck Lamp
Gooseneck lamp. 12 volts, 5 watts, 12" (30.5 cm) flexible
neck length with an easily replaceable light bulb for use on
MX and PX series mixers.

Gooseneck Lamp

071-1360-000 Gooseneck Lamp

Speaker Stand

2915c

Tour Series
High-end flyable, painted loudspeakers
designed for the most discerning customer. A special B&C
Italian 1" exit compression driver produces
clean, crisp highs for the
full-range cabinets. The
lows are reproduced by
Eminence woofers with
massive motor struc-

tures. Features include a
13-ply Baltic birch cabinet, multiple flypoints
(except 215s), pole mount adapter

(2912/2915), 4th order (24dB/octave) Linkwitz-

Riley crossover, biamp or full-range operation, dual 1/4" phone and Speakon™
jacks, vented baffle, cast frame woofer with Kapton voice coil bobbin, 40° x 90"
horn (with inserts it narrows to 60°).
071-1310-000 118s, 1 x18" Subwoofer, 80, 800W Program
071-1320-000 215s, 2x15" Subwoofer, 4u, 1600W Program
071 -1330-000 2912, 1 x12" Two-way, 80, 300W Program
071 -1340-000 2915, 1 x15" Two-way, 8Q, 400W Program

Tour Series Lite
Carpet covered versions of our popular Tour Series—without the flying hardware.
See Tour Series above for description.
071-1320-100 215SC
071-1310-100 118sc
071-1340-100 2915c
071-1330-100 2912C

ST-75
Speaker Stand

The Ultimate Support Systems™ tripod stand
fits both 1-3/8" and 1-1/2" standard adapter
cups. The Ultimate Support Systems™
mounting pole fits 1-1/2" adapter cups and
fits securely in the base of the CS-215 and
215s(c) to mount speakers above the subwoofer. A convenient gig bag with room for
two stands and more makes transport easy.
071 -0271 -000 USS ST-75, Black
071 -1359-000 Mounting Pole for

215s(c)Subwoofer
069-9001 -000 Oig Bag and Two Stands
Speaker stand adapter. Changes the
Fender mounting cup diameter from
1-1/2" to 1-3/8".

005-0508-000 Adapter

Educational Materials
A complete self-teaching course on pro audio.
Covers' mixing consoles, block diagrams, Ipudspeakers, sound basics, microphones, amplifiers,
noise and distortion, specs on specs, gain structure monitor mixing, grounding, equalizers
reverb and delay, mic placement, cables and
cable making, balanced inputs and outputs and
determining the house system.
991-7000-000
991-7000-002
004-9646-000

'Making the Connection'—

English (250 pages)
'Conectando' —

Espanol (200 pages)
Flying with Fender Rig SafeT
(4 pages)
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I Amp Custom Shop
These all-tube amplifiers are the result of 50 years of tube-tone knowledge. Hand-made
in the USA with features like point-to-point wiring, Birch plywood construction, custom
designed speakers and—Fender tone!—Custom Shop amplifiers are dripping with the
sound and feel that every guitarist's dreams are made of.

Dual Professional
Big brother to the Vibro-King, the Dual-Pro uses classic
Fender tone-shaping, vibrato and reverb circuitry to create
a truly wondrous sound, with serious volume. Specs:
100W RMS, 2-12" speakers; Features: Tube Reverb [controls: Dwell, Mix, Tone], "Fat" switch, vintage Vibrato
[controls: Speed, Intensity], effects loop, dual selectable
Volume and "Fat" controls, Treble, Bass, Mid, Footswitch
for Volume select and Vibrato on/off. Weight: 76
Size:19.87"Hx26.15"Wx10.37"D

-ay

Vibro-King
The Vibro-King is 60 watts of pure tube heaven. Sporting
the classic 3x10" combo format first seen in the Tweed
Bandmasters of the '50s, it's a feast for the ears a/?ofeyes.

Specs: 60W RMS, three 10" "vintage blue" speakers;
Features: Tube Reverb [controls: Dwell, Mix, Tone], "Fat"
switch, Tremolo [controls: Speed, Intensity], Effects loop,
Volume, Treble, Bass, Mid, footswitch for tremolo and
"Fat." Weight: 73 Ibs. Size: 23"H x 25"W x 10.5"D

Tone Master
The Tone Master is everything its name implies: great upfront sound, with power to spare.
Specs: 100W RMS; Features: Point-to-ppint wiring, Two
channels ("Vintage," "Drive") each with [Volume, Treble,
Bass, Mid, "Fat" switch], 2 effects loops (1 per channel),
chrome-plated slides for mounting_ to enclosures,
footswitch. Weight: 45 Ibs. Size: 9"H x 24"W x 9.5"D

i1(|':^l^ll':/H?.
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Fender electronics are covered
by a limited 5-year transferrable warranty (U.S.A. and
Canada only). See back of
warranty tag for details.

Tone Master Enclosures
Tone Master enclosures feature Celestion speakers,
Birch plywood closed-back cabinets, Blonde Tolex
covering and Oxblood grill cloth. Tone Master 412
Enclosure Weight: 88 Ibs. Size: 27.75"H x 27.25"W x
13"D. Tone Master 212 Enclosure Weight: 74 Ibs.
Size:21"Hx32"Wx12"D
Tone Master 412 Enclosure, 4-12" speakers
Tone Master 212 Enclosure, 2-12" speakers
Tone Master 212 Enclosure, 2-12" Vintage
30 speakers

Vibro-King 212 Enclosure
Features two 12" Celestion Vintage 30 speakers,
birch plywood closed-back cabinet, Blonde Tolex
covering, Oxblood grill cloth. Specs: 4^2, 140W
power handling. Weight: 59 Ibs. Size: 22"H x 25"W x
11.25" D

Rumble Bass Head

!
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The Rumble Bass is the ultimate bass player's
machine: classic vintage looks, modem features and
brutal power. Mercy! Specs: 300W into 2 or 40.
Features: All-tube circuitry, dual channels [parallel
or independent operation, tone controls, mid cut
switch], parallel effects loop with channel assign

EU^;^;:^.:^.^.^t

switch and mix control, blonde tolex, oxblood
cloth, footswitch (channel select).Weight: 70
Size:10"Hx24.5"Wx13.5"D

Rumble Bass Enclosures

n

Overload protected bullet horn tweeter with threeposition level switch. When mated with the Rumble
Bass 410, the 410 Sub Enclosure may cause involuntary muscle spasms in the back rows. Rumble
Bass 410 Enclosure Weight: 78 Ibs. Size: 24.5"H x
24.5"W x 18"D. Rumble Bass 410 Sub Enclosure
Weight: 78 Ibs. Size: 24.5"Hx24.5"Wx18"D
Rumble Bass 410 Enclosure
Rumble Bass 410 Sub Enclosure
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Guitar Amplifiers
F.A.T. Series (Fender American Tube)
..-f"-'
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Hot Rod
Fender's Hot Rot Amps take you from '57 Chevy to fuel
injected rail with a stomp of the pedal, and are fueled by
three channels of unadulterated Fender American Tube
tone: Normal spans the clean, smooth tone of a '59
Bassman; Drive duties it up and cranks it out; More Drive
takes that Fender Tone to the red line, smokin' the tires all
the way. These amps come fully loaded from the factory
with three-function/two-button footswitch, durable nylon
cover, genuine Fender reverb, extension speaker jack,

effects loop, and all the other player's extras that make
them race-ready out of the showroom. (Nomex suit
optional...). Hot Rod DeVille 410 Weight: 50 Ibs. Size:
23.5"H x 23.5"W x 10.75"D. Hot Rod De'Ville 212 Weight:
53.5 Ibs. Size: 21 "H x 24.25"W x 10.75"D. Hot

Deluxe Weight: 45 Ibs. Size: 18.75"H x 23.5"W x 10.5"D
Hot Rod DeVille 410, 60 watts, 4-10" Spkrs
Hot Rod DeVille 212, 60 watts, 2-12" Spkrs
Hot Rod Deluxe, 40 watts, 1-12" Spkrs
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Fender electronics are covered
by a limited 5-year transferrable warranty (U.S.A. and
Canada only). See back of
warranty tag for details.

Blues Junior
The Blues Junior is proof that great tone comes in small
packages. All-tube preamp and power amp circuitry
creates fat tone at moderate volumes. Specs: 15W, 12"
speaker. Features: All-tube circuitry, "Fat" switch, spring
reverb, footswitch jack for "Fat" on/off. Weight: 31 Ibs,
Size:16"Hx18"Wx9.18"D

Pro Junior
The all-tube Pro Junior is a small amp in the classic
tradition of the Model "600" and "Champ": simple and
very effective. Specs: 15W, 10" speaker. Features:

All-tube circuitry, unique "clean" to "drive" volume control, tone. Weight: 20 Ibs. Size: 14.5"H x 15.25"W x
8.75"D
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Standard Series
.1'^

From their signature clean sound to fluid overdrive, the Standard Series amplifiers
provide a range of Fender tones that cover every base. Innovative "loose damped"
power amp circuitry in every model controls the speaker in much the same way as
a tube amp, producing the warm musical sound you'd expect from Fender.

Fender electronics are covered
by a limited 5-year transferrable warranty (U.S.A. and
Canada only). See back of
warranty tag for details.

Bronco
The Bronco is ideal for practice and recording. Classic
Fender clean as well as screaming distortion sounds are
easily coaxed frcmjhis little beauty. Specs: 15W, 8"
speaker. Features: Tweed covering,' dual selectable
channels (npmal, drive) w/separate volume controls,
three-band EQ, external speaker jack, headphone jack.
Weight: 14 Ibs: Size: 12"H'x 13.5"Wx7.5"Dr

Bullets
The Fender Bullets... Great sound and affordability make
a killer combo. Specs: 15W, 8" speaker. Features: Tube
emulation power amp, dual selectable channels (normal,
drive), three-band EQ, Volume, Gain, Drive, headphone
jack, external speaker jack. Weight: 15 Ibs. Size: 12.5"H
x13.25"Wx7.25"D

^^\:W^\:^\i'.\:'l:V -'©SQ

Bullet
Bullet Reverb, Internal Spring Reverb
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Champion 110
The Champion 110 is perfect for practice, home or studio.
Great sound in a deceptively small package. One of our
most popular amplifiers. Specs: 25W RMS, 10" speaker.
Features: Dual selectable channels, reverb, external
speaker jack, headphone jack. Weight: 25 Ibs. Size:
15.5"Hx'17"Wx8.25"D

Princeton 112 Plus
The Princeton 112 Plus is a mid-sized amp with great
sound. Specs: 65W RMS, 12" speaker. Features: Dual
selectable channels with independent tone controls,
reverb, effects loop, headphone jack. Weight: 28 Ibs.
Size:16.5"Hx18.75"Wx9"D
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Deluxe 112 Plus
The Deluxe 112 Plus has been designed to produce a broad
palette of great tones. Heard in clubs and garages 'round the
world. Specs: 90W RMS, 12" speaker. Features: Dual
selectable channels independent tone controls, reverb,
effects loop, headphone jack, two-button footswitch.
:33ibs.Size:16.5"Hx20.75"Wx9"D

Stage 112 SE
The Stage 112 SE's "tube emulation" power_amp offers all
the warmth of tone you would expect from a Fender. Packed
full of features that let you dial in a full spectrum of sounds.
Specs: 160W RMS @ 4 ohms, 12" speaker; Features: channel
switching, Channel one [three-band EQ with Mid Shift,
Volume],'Channel two [three-band EQ, Gain, Vol, Contour],
Reverb, effects loop, line out, two-button footswitch. Weight:
45lbs.Size:18.5"Hx22.5"Wx10.25"D

Princeton Stereo Chorus
Compact and highly efficient, the Princeton Chorus couples
rich sound and smooth distortion with Fender's
spacious stereo analog chorus. Specs: 2 x 25W RMS, two
10" speakers. Features: Channel switching, Ch 2 [Gain, Mid
boost, Limiter, Presence], three-band EQ, master volume,
stereo chorus, reverb, mono/stereo effects loop, two-button

footswitch. Weight: 48 Ibs. Size; 17.5"H x 22.5"W x 10.5"D

Ultimate Chorus
Our most sophisticated chorus amp. Analog chorus and
extensive tone-shaping features make the Ultimate Chorus
an amp that truly lives up to its name. Specs: 2 x 65W RMS,
two 12" speaker. Features: Channel switching, Channel one
[Volume three-band EQ, Reverb], Channel two [Volume,
Gain, three-band EQ with Mid boost, Presence, Reverb],
Chorus rate and depth, mono and stereo effects loops, twofootswitch [chorus, channel select].
Size:18.5"Hx26.25"Wx10.25"D
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Automatic Series
Automatic Series: Two fully automatic 25 watt
amps, each voiced for a cross section of musical
tastes. Push-button controls call up five perfect
Fender tones.

Automatic SE
The Automatic SE is programmed to produce a wide array
of classic Fender tones... from clean to overdrive. Specs:

25W RMS, one 12" speaker; Fender reverb, mono
chorus, push-button selectable channels, tape/CD input
jacks, optional footswiteh. Weight: 28 Ibs. Size: 17.5"H x
17"Wx9.5"D

Automatic GT
The Automatic GT is an over the top demon, with two
clean channels and three crunchier settings ranging from
totally volcanic to apocalyptic. Specs: 25W RMS, one 12"
speaker; Fender reverb, mono chorus, push-button

selectable channels, tape/CD input jacks, optional
footswitch. Weight: 28 Ibs, Size: 17:5"H x 17"Wx9.5"D

num wau MB. aw** {—UMU—)
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Battery-Powered Portable Amp
The Amp Can
The ultimate in portable amplifiers, this is the amp for
musicians on the go. The Amp Can was created for the
player looking for a small, high quality amp for acoustic
guitar, voice, electric guitar, keyboard, etc... SPECS: 15W

RMS, Battery/AC power, one'Fender Special Design 6"
speaker; Features: Two fully independent channels
(guitar & line-with distortion/mic), Line/Mic channel has
1/4" input that will accept an assortment of microphones,
synths, drum machines, etc... Battery charger included.
13lbs.Size:8,75"Hx7.75"Wx6.75"D
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Frontman Guitar Amp

Fender electronics are covered
by a limited 5-year transferrable warranty (U.S.A. and
Canada only). See back of
warranty tag for details.

Real Fender tone and craftsmanship have never been more
affordable. All Frontman amplifiers feature solid joined
cabinets, expanded metal grilles, headphone and extension
speaker jacks, and black Tolex covering.
Frontman 15G

Specs: 15W, 8" speaker; Features: three-band EQ,
volume, gain, drive. Weight: 15 Ibs. Size: 12.375"H
x13.25"Wx7.125"D

Frontman 15R
Specs: 15W, 8" speaker; Features: dual selectable
channels (normal and drive), three-band EQ, volume,
gain, drive, reverb. Weight: 15 Ibs. Size: 12.375"H x
13.25"Wx7.125"D

Frontman 25R
Specs: 25W, 10" speaker; Features: dual selectable
channels (normal and drive), remote channel switching,
three-band EQ, volume, gain, drive, reverb. Weight: 25
lbs.Size:15.5"Hx17"Wx8.5"D
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Roe Pro
These tough lookin' tube-driven hybrid amps are designed to rock from the inside out!
Deep within the molten core of the Tube Drive channel a real 12AX7/ECC83 tube glows
hot and heavy, creating tones most amps can only dream of.The Normal channel can
be set for pristine, or coaxed into edgy overdrive for that tone that has kept Fender
amplifiers at the top of the tone heap for 50 years.

Roe Pro 1000
The Roc'Pro 1000 offers real tube distortion and enough
wattage to let clean tones sparkle and distortion tones
claw through the band. Specs: 100W RMS, one 12"
speaker; Features: Channel switching, Normal channel
[treble, mid, bass], Tube drive channel [tube preamp,
dual selectable gain, treble, mid, bass], reverb adjustable
effects loop with mix control, line out, external speaker
out, three-button footswitch, Roc'Pro Combo

41 lbs.Size:17.5"Hx22.5"Wx10,25"D.Roc.Pro Head

Weight: 24 Ibs. Size: 9.5"H x 22.5"W x 10.25"D

GE-112 Speaker Enclosure
The GE-112 speaker enclosure is designed for use with
Roc*Pro amps. Specs: 80, SOW power handling, one
12" speaker; Features: Closed-back, stacking cups, cast
metal logo, heavy perforated metal grille, black Tolex
covering:GE-112 Weight: 41 Ibs. Size: 18"H x 22.5"W x
11 "D,
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Fender electronics are covered
by a limited 5-year transferrable warranty (U.S.A. and
Canada only). See back of
warranty tag for details.

Roe-Pro 1000
The Roc-Pro 1000 Head offers real tube
distortion and enough wattage to let clean tones
sparkle and distortionjones claw through the band.
Specs: 100W RMS. Features: Channel switching,
Normal channel [treble, mid, bass], Tube drive
channel [tube preamp, dual selectable gain, treble,
mid, bass], reverb adjustable effects loop with mix
control, line out, external speaker out, three-button

footswitch. Roc'Pro Combo Weight: 41 Ibs. Size:
17.5"H x22.5"Wx10,25"D, Roc.Pro Head Weight:
24lbs.Size:9.5"Hx22.5"Wx10.25"D

GE-412 Speaker Enclosure
The GE-412 Speaker Enclosure is designed for use
with Roc*Pro amps. Specs: 80, 300W power
handling, four 12" speakers; Features: Closed-back,
stacking cups, cast metal logo, heavy perforated
metal grille, black Tolex covering. GE-412 Weight:
60lbs:Size:27.5"Hx27.5"Wx13"D

WQQ.a

Roe* Pro 700
The Roc'Pro 700 is the 70w combo version of the
1000 models. Specs: 70W RMS, 12" speaker.
Features: channel switching, Normal channel
[treble, mid, bass], Tube Drive channel [tube
preamp, treble, mid, bass], reverb adjustable effects
line out, two-button footswitch. Weight: 33
lbs:Size:16.5"Hx20.5"Wx9,75"D
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Professional Tube Series
An awesome combination of Fender tube-tone, "Black-Face" styling and real "player's"
features, Pro-Tube Series amplifiers offer all the performance "extras"—like all-tube

circuitry, tube spring reverb, welded steel chassis, multiple gain and effects loop
options (on some models). All the useful features that modern players demand,
without the useless bells and whistles that pollute pure tone.

Vibrolux Reverb
The Vibrolux is a worthy heir to the name. Not a reissue,
but an update of the sound and specs that have made the
Fender Vibrolux Reverb one of the most
collectable of vintage amps. The simple design and warm
overdriven tone are pure Fender heaven. Specs:
RMS at 4n two 10" blue Alnico speakers. Features: Dual
channels (normal, bright) both with tube reverb and
vibrato, all-tube circuitry, two-button footswitch (reverb,
vibrato). Weight: 46 Ibs: Size: 19,37"H x 25"W x 8.62"D

Twin Amp
Known as the "Evil Twin," this 100w gladiator is one of
the most versatile amps we make. A complete palette of
tone-shaping features lets you go from jazz fusion to
country, from blues to rock. Make no mistake- this Twin
don't surf! Specs: Switchable power levels (100W/25W),
two 12" speakers, selectable 4/8/160 imp; Features:
Dual selectable channels with independent tone controls,
dual selectable gain in normal channel, spring reverb
with assign switch, variable effects loop with mix control
and channel assign switch, line out, external speaker out,
three-button footswitch. Weight: 77 Ibs. Size: 20,75"H x
26.25"Wx11.5"D
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Fender electronics are covered
by a limited 5-year transferrable warranty (U.S.A. and
Canada only). See back of
warranty tag for details.

Prosonic
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What do you get when you cross a classic Fender amplifier
with a flame-thrower? The Prosonic. 'Two
channels: Normal takes jou from vintage clean to
swampy grunge; nail the Drive channel's dual cascading
Gain controls and wait for the cops to arrive! Specs:
a[l-tube circuitry, 60W RMS, three-way rectifier switch
(Class ^A/cathode bias, tube^rectifier; Class AB/grid

bias/tube roctjfie^ Class AB/grid bias/SS rectifier);

Features: Dual selectable channels (Normal, Driver
independent cascading Gain controls '(Drive channel),
effects loop, external speaker out, two-button footswiteh,
birch/maple ply cabinet. Prosonic (combo) has two
custom-designed Celestion speakers and all-fube spring

^ ic-v ^ v cv ^ '. v ^, v ^ ^ ^<^^
reverb. Prosonic Weight: 54 Ibs. Size: 18.5"H x 24"W x
10.5"D, Prosonic Head Weight: 35 Ibs. Size: 9"H x 24"W

x9.5"D

Prosonic
Prosonic Head
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Prosonk/Tone Master Enclosure
The Prosonic/Tone Master enclosures are designed for
use with Prosonic heads. Specs: 280W power handling,
four 12" Celestion Vintage 30 speakers, 16n imp;
Features: Birch ply construction, removable casters.
s,Size:27.75"Hx27:25"Wx13"D
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Vintage Reissue Series
Back to the source! Original schematics and circuits from the archives—when
possible, original vendors and materials—were used to re-create the instruments that
helped define the sound of modem music. A nostalgic feast for the eyes and ears, our
line of Vintage Reissues will take you back to a time when simple circuits and a "less
is more" approach gave birth to the timeless sounds of rock, country and blues. All
Fender Reissue amplifiers feature solid steel welded chassis, plywood construction,
all-tube circuitry and carefully reproduced cosmetics like: tilt-back legs; genuine
Fender tweed covering; "dog bone" handles; Alnico speakers..,

'59 Bassman
The '59 Bassman is a reissue of the legendary "narrow
panel" Bassman amp of the late '50s. Utterly simple in
design and operation, this magnificent tone-dog can take
you on a tweed carpet ride back in time. Specs: 45W, four
10" speakers with Alnico magnets; Features: Chrome
control panel, controls that go to "12," Oxblood grill
it:53lbs.Size:19:87"Hx23,5"Wx10.5"D
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Fender electronics are covered
by a limited 5-year transferrable warranty (U.S.A. and
Canada only). See back of
warranty tag for details.

/65 Twin Re verb
The '65 Twin Reverb is an authentic reproduction of the
original amp to ride the wild surf, one of the all-time "hall
of fame" amplifiers. Clean as you want it to be with tone
fatter than the butcher's dog. Specs: 85W, two 12"
speakers. Features: two channels, all-tube circuitry,
tube-generated vibrato, spring reverb, tilt-back legs.
"Black Face" cosmetics, two-button footswitch.

Weight: 64 Ibs. Size: 19.87"H x 26.5"W x 10.5"D

/65 Deluxe Reverb
The '65 Deluxe Reverb is the ultimate "club amp" for
blues, rock or country. Big enough to cut through the
mix, but small enough to turn up and wail. Features: two
channels (normal, vibrate), all-tube circuitry,
tube-generated vibrate, tube reverb, "Black Face"

cosmetics, two-button footswitch (reverb, vibrato).
it:42lbs.Size:17.5"Hx24;5"Wx9.5"D

/63 Fender Reverb
The Fender Reverb is a replica of the_original 1963 tube
reverb unit. Features: Dwell, Mix and Tone control, brown
with tan grillcloth. Weight: 13 Ibs. Size: 10.5"H x
18.825"Wx7.5"D
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Bass Amplifiers
Frontman Bass Amps
Real Fender tone and craftsmanship have never been more affordable.
All Frontman amplifiers feature solid joined cabinets, expanded
metal grilles, headphones and extension speaker jacks and black
tolex covering.

Frontman 15B
Specs; 15W, 8" speaker; Features: three-band EQ.
Weight: 21lbs. Size: 15"H x 13.25"W x 9.75"D

BXR Series
Bass amplifiers present some of the biggest design challenges in
terms of volume, quality of tone and reliability. Some companies
simply recycle their guitar amps, add a few tricks, a bigger speaker and
that's it. At Fender we've been working on perfecting bass amplification
since day one—after all, we invented the electric bass guitar. Fender
bass amplifiers are serious business—we couldn't have it any other way.

BXR25
Great for practice and recording, the BXR 25 has been
turning up in some of LA'S top studios where it's being
used to "...give the tone some air." Features:

Three-band EQ, headphone jack, Tolex covering, 25W
RMS, 0" speaker, Hi/Lo inputs, tape inputs, effects loop.
it:32lbs.Size:18"Hx14,75"Wx10"D

BXR60
Our exclusive Delta-Comp™ power amp limiting keeps
the BXR 60 clean, letting you use all 60 watts. Specs: 60w
RMS, 12" speaker. Features: Four-band EQ, mid notch
button, Delta Comp™ limiter, headphone jack effects
loop, tape-in jacks, line out jack 15WRMS,
8" speaker, external speaker jack. Weight: 45 tbs.
Size:22.5"Hx18"Wx12"D

BXR 100
(USA) With enough power for home, rehearsal and club
dates', the mid-sized BXR 100 bass amp is one of our best
sellers. Specs: 100W RMS, 15"^speaker Features: Delta
Comp™ limiter, Seven-band EQ, high/low shelving,
high/mid/low enhance switches, headphone jack,_eff_ects
loop, line out jack. Weight: 64 Ibs. Size; 25.5"H x 21.5"W
x13.5"D
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Fender electronics are covered
by a limited 5-year transferrable warranty (U.S.A. and
Canada only). See back of
warranty tag for details.

BXR 200
Available in either combo or head formats, the BXR 200
is atass amp to be reckoned with. Specs: 200W
RMS@40 Features: Nine-band EQ, selectable Delta
Comp™ limiter, high and low shelving, high/mid/low
enhance selector switch, chorus with'rate "and depth
controls, line out, effects loop, footswitch (chorus select),
15" Eminence speaker. BXR 200 (combo) Weight: 72 Ibs.
Size: 25.5"H x 21.5"W x 13.5"D. BXR 200 Head Weiaht:
27lbs.Size:7"Hx21.5"Wx13.5"D.

BXR 200
BXR 200 Head, 200W RMS@8£2

BXR 200 Enclosures
The BXR 200 enclosures are designed to be used with
the BXR amplifiers. Specs; 8Q impedance. Features:
Heavy perforated metal speaker grill, black carpet
covering, handles. BXR 115B Weight: 62 Ibs. Size:
25.5"Hx 25"W x 18.75"D. BXR 410H Weight: 75 Ibs.
Size: 25.5"H x 25"W x 18.75"D. BXR 210H'Weight: 58
lbs.Size:16.75"Hx25"Wx18.75"D

BXR 115B, 15" speaker, 300W Peak Power Handling
BXR 41 OH, four 10" spkrs, Bullet Horn Tweeter,

600W Peak Power Handling

BXR 21 OH, two 10" spkrs, Bullet Horn Tweeter,

300W Peak Power Handling

BXR 300
The BXR 300 is a deep-throated powerhouse which
proudly stands at the top of the BXR line.
Specs: 300W RMS, 15" Eminence speaker. Features:
Three-band EQ with sweepable mid, high frequency
boost/cut, low frequency boost/cut, high frequency low
frequency enhance, volume, selectable Delta Comp™
limiter, effects loop, external speaker jack, fan cooling.
107lbs.Size:25.5"Hx22"Wx16"D
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plifiers
A full range amplifier must be able to reproduce the most natural sound possible.Jn tiiat
sense theKXR series amplifiers can be categorized as self-contained PA systems. Besides
performing .great for electronic keyboards and drums, they are perfect for amplifying voice,
acoustic guitar or any other acoustic/electric instrument.

KXR60
Medium powered and small enough to fit in the back
seat. The KXR 60 is an ideal amp for club or single gigs,
Specs: 50W_RMS, 12" speaker and piezo-electrlc horn.

Features: Two channels with independent volume,
four-band master EQ, Delta Comp™ limiter, master
reverb, master volume, effects loop, tape-in jacks (RCA),
headphone jack, Tolexcovering.Tolex'covering. Weight:
46lbs.Size:22"Hx18"Wx12"D

KXR 100
Great sound and lasting value make the KXR 100 one of
our best sellers. Specs: 90w RMS @ 4Q, 15" speaker
plus dual piezo horn, three channels with independent
volume, XLR in (channel one), four-band master EQ, Delta
Comp™ limiter, master reverb, master volume, effects
loop, record-out jacks (RCA), headphone jack, Tolex
covering. Weight: 55 Ibs. Size: 27.5"H x 20.5"W x 12"D

i^J ^ <§) :ft @ :ft
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KXR 200
Guitar players a problem? Not to worry. The KXR 200 has
what if takes to let your sound be heard. Specs: 200W
RMS @ 4^2, 15" speaker plus dual piezo horn, four
channels with independent [EQ, volume, insert, reverb
send, effects send], XLR input in channel four, switchable
Delta Comp™ limiter, master reverb master volume,
pop-in casters, recessed^handles Tolex cpyeringTplex
covering. Weight: 88 Ibs. Size: 29.75"H x 21 "W x 12"D
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Fender electronics are covered
by a limited 5-year transferrable warranty (U.S.A. and
Canada only). See back of
warranty tag for details.

llbscoe Beck Signature
5 String Bass
'Whether it's Robbeh Ford's smooth blues
or Erie Johnson's tonal soundscapes,

Roscoe Beck gets the call. So when
Fender called;R.68£,Qe to create a

signature tsasjfhe, designed it to be as
versatile :as his.unique styles demand.
With balanced'teel,: wide-ranging tone

control and an earth shaking bottom
end, the Roscoe Beck signature 5 string
model is an inc,redible bass no matter

what style of music you play.
Custom Fender .wide spaced, tri-pole pickups with low stnpg attraction for consistent intonation and increased sustain.
Alnico V magnets for deep vintage tone.
• Each pickup.features a 3-way mini toggle
for series, parallel or single operation.

' Push / pull tone control activates pickups
into a preset, classic Jazz Bass' growl.

• "Modern / Vintage" designed Alder body
available in three-tone Sunburst, Candy

Apple Red, Shoreline Gold and Teal
Green (shown).

• Graphite reinforced Maple neck with a
9.5" radius, 22 jumbo frets, Pao Ferro
fingerboard.

Roscoe Beck plays bass with Eric Johnson on the G3
tour and on Eric's new album "Venus Isle."

For more info on Fender Electric Guitars & Basses, send $3 shipping & handling to:
Fender Electric Guitars & Basses, 7975 N. Hayden Rd., C-100, Scottsdale, AZ 85258
Also Visit our websjte @ http://www.fender.cQm

Strutocaster
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Robert Cray
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Stratocaster
(USA Custom Shop)
The Robert Gray

-;;;^>*;u.'>'

Stratocaster, with its
non-tremolo bridge and
special neck shape (based on the
best qualities of his two old Strats), gives him
the sound, sustain and expression he's known for.
Features: Three custom wound vintage pickups,
white/black/white pickguard, gold hardware, brown
tolex case.
Robert Gray Stratocaster

Colors: 800, 824, 826

Contemporary Strat
(USA Custom Shop) Contemporary Strat

models are down-sized modern guitars
capable of putting your sound where you want
it... In their face! Features: Down-sized alder body with
contoured heel, figured maple top option, deluxe tremolo
or Fender Floyd option, two Texas Special single coils, one
Seymour Duncan double-screwJB humbucker.

Dick Dale Stratocaster
(USA Custom Shop) The Dick Dale

Stratocaster (or as Dick calls it, "The
Beauty") honors the pioneer of Surf Guitar
and his unique sound and playing style. Features:
Reverse headstock, vintage tremolo, three custom '50s
pickups (bridge pickup is reverse angled), brown tolex
case with gold plush lining,
vssssss

010-6100

Dick Dale Stratocaster

Color: 814

010-9900
010-9902
110-9900
110-9902

Contemporary Strat, Rosewood fretboard, Deluxe Tremolo (not shown)
Contemporary Strat, Maple neck, Deluxe Trem (not shown)
Contemporary Strat, Rosewood fretboard, Fender Floyd Option
Contemporary Strat, Maple neck, Fender Floyd Option (not shown)
Colors for 4 guitars above: 844, 859, 883

010-9970
010-9972
110-9970

Contemporary Strat FMT, Rosewood fretboard, Flame Maple Top
Contemporary Strat FMT, Maple neck, Flame Maple Top
Contemporary Strat FMT, Rosewood fretboard, Flame Maple Top

110-9972

Contemporary Strat FMT, Maple neck, Flame

and Fender Floyd Option

Maple Top and Fender Floyd Option

Colors for 4 guitars above: 821,831,848

ISSSKI

Set Neck/Contemporary

Set Neck Strut
(USA Custom Shop) The Set Neck Strat is

a beautiful pairing'of fine woods and a
rockin' pickup combination that results in
an instrument of tonal pleasure. Features:
Ash body, highly-figured maple top, two Texas
Special single coils, one Seymour Duncan double-screw
JB humbucker.
010-2700 Set Neck Strat
Colors: 821, 837

B3si@Sg
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Carved Top Strat
(USA Custom Shop) The Carved Top

Strat's highly-figured bookmatched
maple top and internal electronics are
proof positive that it's not just for show. This
guitar has the stuff and looks gorgeous to boot!
Features: Ash body with carved highly figured flame
maple top, lightly-figured maple neck, Deluxe tremolo, two
Texas Special single coils, one Seymour Duncan double-screw
JB humbucker.
010-9700 Carved Top Strat, Rosewood fretboard
010-9702 Carved Top Strat, Maple neck
Colors: 821, 831, 837, 838, 848
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Relic Stratocasters
(USA Custom Shop) Relic Stratocaster gui-

tars? Check it out! Awesome reproductions
of classic '50s and '60s Strats that are cosmetically aged by our Custom Shop. You have to see 'em to
believe 'em. Great feel, tone, and the time worn look of a
classic, Features: Ash body, maple neck, aged gold hardware
and Custom '54 pickups on the Relic '50s Strat. Alder body,
msewood slab board, aged nickel or gold hardware and Custom '60s
pickups on the Relic '60s Stratocaster.

/69 Stratocaster
(USA Custom Shop) The '69 Strat represents

a pivotal time for both music and Fender
guitars. With its late '60s style large headstock, maple neck with maple or rosewood
round laminated fretboard, and a set of three custom
wound '69 single-coil pickups with staggered pole pieces,
this Stratocaster took us from Woodstock into a new era.
010-6900 '69 Stratocaster, Rosewood fretboard
010-6902 '69 Stratocaster, Maple neck
Colors: 800, 805, 806

010-5802 Relic '50s Stratocaster, Maple neck
Color for guitar above: 807
010-6400 Relic '60s Stratocaster, Rosewood slab
fretboard
010-6410 Relic '60s Stratocaster, Rosewood slab fret
board, gold hardware option
Standard Colors for 2 guitars above: 800,805

Optional Custom Colors: 802,804, 840,866

1954 Stratocaster
(USA Custom Shop) 1954 Stratocaster

models take you back to a year that witnessed the birth of an era. True -to form,
these too are built to stand the test of time.
Features: Ash body, lightly-figured maple neck with
soft "V" shape, custom '50s pickups, gold hardware option,
flame maple top option.
010-5402 1954Stratocaster
010-5412 1954 Stratocaster, gold hardware option
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Colors for 4 guitars above: 803, 807, 878

010-5472 1954 Stratocaster FMT
010-5482 1954 Stratocaster FMT,
gold hardware option
Colors for 2 guitars above:

803,821,831

American Classic Stratocaster
(USA Custom Shop) American Classic

Stratocaster guitars are Custom Shop versions of Fender's American Standard mode^s.
They offer a choice of custom colors, custom detailing
and a gold hardware option. Build yourself a classic!
Features: A classic Fender body shape, lightly-figured hard
rock maple neck, three Texas Special single'coil pickups, an
American Standard tremolo. Comes with a black tolex case.
010-4700 American Classic Stratocaster, Rosewood
fretboard
010-4702 American Classic Stratocaster, Maple neck
010-4710 American Classic Stratocaster, Rosewood
fretboard, gold hardware option
010-4712 American Classic Stratocaster, Maple neck,
gold hardware option

Colors: 800, 801, 803, 805

*See color chart for Custom color options

'58 Stratocaster
(USA Custom Shop) The'58 Strat has all

of the distinctive qualities that make
instruments from this period so sought
after by vintage collectors. Check out the
tone! Features: Special '58 neck shape, Custom
Shop "Fat '50s" single coils, aged knobs and pickguard,
gold hardware option, custom color options.
010-0802 '58 Stratocaster
010-0812 '58 Stratocaster, gold hardware option
Colors: 800, 801, 806
*See color chart for Custom color options
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Artist Signature

Jimi Hendrix Sfratocaster

1960 Stratocaster
(USA Custom Shop) The 1960 Strat purrs

with a smooth, warm tone but can still rock
the house when needed. A true classic in
every sense of the word. Features: Alder body,
lightly-figured maple neck with '60s "C" shape, set of
three Texas Specials with aged covers, custom color
options, flame maple top option, gold hardware option.

AtlasttheJimiHendrixStratocaster
takes its rightful place among our
Tribute/Signature series of instruments!
A mirror image of the Stratocaster that gave a "Star
Spangled" performance at the '69 Woodstock Music
Festival, this guitar features the late '60s style large headstock on a maple neck and reverse staggered vintage pickups.
Feel the "experience"!
010-6822 Jimi Hendrix Stratocaster
Color: 805

010-6000 1960Stratocaster
010-6010 1960 Stratocaster, gold hardware option
Colors for 2 guitars above: 800, 805, 806
*See color chart for Custom color options

010-6070
010-6080

1960 Stratocaster FMT
1960 Stratocaster FMT, gold hardware option
Colors for 2 guitars above: 800, 821,831

Jeff Beck Stratocaster
(USA) The Jeff Beck Stratocaster is the cul-

mination of Jeff's ultimate guitar needs. A
wide array of sounds can be coaxed from this
beauty. Incredible harmonies and so much
more. Features: Alder body, deep '50s neck shape, two
Gold Fender-Lace Sensors in the neck and middle positions,
dual Gold Fender-Lace Sensor in the bridge, deluxe tremolo.
010-9600 Jeff Beck Stratocaster
Colors: 841, 857, 876

/57 Left Hand
Strat and '62

Left Hand Strut
(USA Custom Shop)

The '57 and '62 Left Hand
models are vintage classics built for
all the southpaws out there who want to
bend those strings and make 'em sing.
Features: Alder body, left handed Texas
Special pickups, soft "V" shape maple neck on the '57, '60s "C" shape
on the '62, aged knobs and pickguard on '62.
010-5722
010-6220

'57 Stratocaster Left Hand
'62 Stratocaster Left Hand

Colors: 805, 806
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Erie Clapton Stratocaster
-„. (USA) The Clapton Model was designed to
re-create the look and feel of Eric's favorite
Strat,,Blackie, but with modem electronics
that could produce a fatter sound when needed.
Features: Special "V" shape neck, three Gold Fender-Lace
Sensors, active mid-boost circuit, blocked vintage tremolo.
010-7602

Eric Clapton Stratocaster
Colors: 805, 806, 843, 858, 871
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1997 Collector's Edition

010-1997 1997 Collector's Edition Stratocaster
Color: 800
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Stratocaster
A classic guitar and a new tradition
rendezvous in the 1997 Collector's Edition
Stratocaster. Styled after a vintage '62 Strat with
?-color sunburst nitrocellulose lacquer finish, tinted neck
and medium jumbo frets and outfitted with gold hardware and
three Texas Special single-coil pickups, it is'both familiar and
fiery. A special oval-shaped pearl inlayatthe 12th fret and serialized
neck plate mark the guitar as special for "1997." Each guitar will be
one of only 1,997 made and distributed worldwide.
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Buddy Guy Stratocasfer
(USA) The Buddy Guy model is a red hot

blues unit. Buddy's legendary sound
comes through. So can yours! Features: A
custom shaped maple neck, light ash body,
25db boost preamp, three Gold Fender-Lace Sensors,
vintage tremolo, tweed case.

010-7802

Buddy Guy Stratocaster
Colors: 803, 867
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Yngwie Malmsteen Stratocaster
(USA) The Yngwie Malmsteen Stratocaster
incorporates all of his favorite features,
resulting in a unique and truly innovative
design. Contemporary/ classic tone. Features:
Alder body, scalloped fretboard, two DiMarzio HS-3
pickups (neck & bridge), vintage pickup (middle), brass

nut, vintage tuners.

010-7700 Yngwie Malmsteen Stratocaster, Rosewood
fretboard
010-7702 Yngwie Malmsteen Stratocaster, Maple neck
Colors: 809, 841, 872
;'•&
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Bonnie Raitt Stratocaster
(USA) The Bonnie Raitt Stratocaster emulates her favorite old Strat with some attractive additions. A narrow neck shape and flatter fretboard radius make for excellent playaFeatures: alder body, three Texas Special single coils, white moto pickguard.
010-9300

fSS?

Bonnie Raitt Stratocaster ^ * *; ^
Colors: 800, 888

Stevie Ray Vaughan
Stratocaster
(USA) The Stevie Ray Vaughan

signature model respectfully reproduces
Stevie's old guitar. Pure Texas blues guitar...Stevie

Richie Sambora Stratocaster
(USA) The Richie Sambora Stratocaster

combines flash with classic designs. Rock
the world with this one. Features: Alder
body, maple neck with "Star" inlays, two
Texas Special single coils (neck/bridge), one
DiMarzio P.A.F. Pro (bridge), Floyd Rose Original double
locking tremolo, mid-range boost circuit.
-2702

style. Features: Select alder body, special oval neck
shape, Pao Ferro fretboard, set of three Texas Special single
coils, vintage gold hardware, vintage gold left-handed tremolo,
"SRV" initials engraved on white/black/white pickguard.
010-9200 Stevie Ray Vaughan Stratocaster

Color: 800
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Richie Sambora Stratocaster
Colors: 830, 880

Jimmie Vqughan Signature
Tex Mex Stratocaster
Richie Sambora Standard
Stratocaster
The Richie Sambora Standard Stratocaster
is modeled after his U.S. signature version.
Similar pickup combo, locking tremolo and
standard colors. No problem rockin' on this one
either. Features: Poplar body, rosewood fingerboard, two
special design single coils, one DiMarzio P.A.F. Pro, Floyd
Rose II double locking tremolo.
113-2700 Richie Sambora Standard Stratocaster
Colors: 502, 506, 525, 580

The Jimmie Vaughan Signature Tex Mex
Stratocaster features simplicity of design,
directly reflecting his deep roots and traditional
playing style.'Features include a poplar body, special
shaped tinted maple neck equipped with jnedium jumbo
frets, U.S. vintage hardware, straplock ready, "Tex Mex" single

coil pickups (neck'and middle) plus an extra hot Tex Mex bridge
pickup, special wiring, single ply white pickguard. Deluxe gig bag
included.
013-9202 Jimmie Vaughan Signature Tex Mex
Stratocaster, Maple neck
Color: 305
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U.S. Vintage Reissue

0
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'57 Stratocaster and
'62 Stratocaster

Lone Star Stratocaster
(USA) U.S. Lone Star Strat guitars are fat
sounding Blues/Rock tone machines. With a
"Rockin' in Texas" pickup combo that just
won't quit, cool colors and shell guards—you can't
lose3. Tone on the Range! Features: two Texas Special single coils, one Seymour Duncan "Pearly Gates Plus"
humbucker, American Standard tremolo.

(USA) U.S. Vintage Reissue models re-create

Fender's most famous '50s and '60s designs.

Combining various specifications of
Stratocasters from these periods, two instant classics
were born. The maple neck '57 Stratocaster and the rosewood
fingerboard '62 Stratocaster represent just two examples of
legendary pieces in Fender and music history. Features: Rich
lacquer finishes, vintage frets, nickel plated hardware, three
American vintage single coil pickups with staggered pole pieces and

010-7900 Lone Star Stratocaster, Rosewood fretboard
010-7902 Lone Star Stratocaster, Maple neck

Colors: 800, 805, 806, 809, 844, 845 ^g^ ^ \ , ^

cloth-wrapped wire, tweed case.
010-0908 '57 Stratocaster
010-0909 '62 Stratocaster
Colors: 803, 806, 809, 840, 841, 844

U.S. Plus/Deluxe
Big Apple Strat
(USA) The Big Apple Strat has a vibe all its

U.S. Strat Ultra
(USA) The ultimate in versatility best

describes the U.S. Strat Ultra. A multiple
Fender-Lace Sensor combination and some
special switching provide for a noise-free recording
or live playing instrument with a wide tonal palette.
Features: Alder body with figured maple top and back, ebony
fretboard with mother of pearl dot markers, shell pickguard,
locking keys, LSR nut, Fender/Floyd tremolo.

own with an awesome combination of
classic and modern tones. Dual Seymour
Duncan humbuckers in conjunction with a
super 5-way switch travel the tonal streets from crystal
clean to warm sustain to pure aggression. Includes
pearl/shell pickguards, cool colors, and American Standard
hardware, body and neck features.
010-7200
010-7202

Big Apple Strat, Rosewood fretboard

Big Apple Strat, Maple neck

Colors: 800, 805, 806, 809, 844, 845

110-9800 U.S. Strat Ultra
Colors: 806, 828, 836, 837

U.S.Strat Plus and U.S.
Deluxe Strut Plus

Roadhouse Strut
(USA) The Roadhouse Strat is a true workhorse of a guitar. Sure to have pickers
blowing the roofs off every honkytonk, nite
club and big stage all across the country.
Includes three Texas Specials, 5-way switch, pearl/shell
y pickguards, cool colors, and American Standard hardware,
f^ body and neck features.
010-7300 Roadhouse Strat, Rosewood fretboard
010-7302 Roadhouse Strat, Maple neck
Colors: 800, 805, 806,

809, 844, 845
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(USA) Special enhanced versions of our
American guitars come to light in the Strat
Plus and Deluxe Strat Plus models. Beautiful
finishes combined with locking tuners, advanced electronics, roller nuts and Fender-Lace Sensor pickups make
these fine-tuned instruments the choice of many of today's modern players. Features Strat Plus: three Gold Fender-Lace Sensors,
LSR nut, shell pickguard, American Standard tremolo, ash veneer option
(by color). Features: Deluxe Strat Plus: one Red Lace Sensor, one Blue Lace Sensor, one Silver
Lace Sensor, shell pickguard, LSR nut, Fender/Floyd Rose tremolo, ash veneer top and back.
010-7500 U.S. Strat Plus, Rosewood fretboard
010-7502 U.S. Strat Plus, Maple neck
Colors for 2 guitars above: 802, 805, 806, 809, 821, 824, 832
110-9500 U.S. Deluxe Strat Plus, Rosewood fretboard
110-9502 U.S. Deluxe Strat Plus, Maple neck
Colors for 2 guitars above: 806, 828, 836, 837, 844
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Floyd Rose Classic Stratocaster
(USA) The Floyd Rose Classic Stratocaster

American Standard Stratocaster

guitar's blend of signature Fender sound, a
hot rockin' humbucker, and genuine Floyd
Rose Original tremolo with locking nut is the
match between traditional design and modern
rock and roll. Features: DiMarzio PAF Pro humbucker, two
American Standard single coils, vintage tuners, alder body.

(USA) American Standard Stratocaster
models combine the classic look and feel
of Fender's original design with hardware and
electronics reflecting the evolution of today's player's
needs. Truly an industry standard! Features: Alder body, 22
frets, American Standard tremolo, three single coil American
Standard pickups.
010-7400 American Standard Stratocaster,
Rosewood fretboard
010-7402 American Standard Stratocaster, Maple neck
Colors for 2 guitars above: 702, 705, 706,
709,721,724,732
010-7420 American Standard Stratocaster, Rosewood
fretboard. Left Hand
010-7422 American Standard Stratocaster, Maple neck,

Left Hand

Colors for 2 guitars above: 705, 706, 709, 732

110-6000 Floyd Rose Classic Stratocaster,
Rosewood fretboard
110-6002 Floyd Rose Classic Stratocaster,
Maple neck Colors: 800, 806, 809, 841

California Series
A direct result of the combined efforts of Fender's Corona, California, factory and its
Baja California, Mexico, facility, the California Series of instruments repre-

sent an excellent value in an affordable, quality U.S. made guitar. Bodies , ^QQ ^* *,,

and necks shaped in Fender's Corona, California, factory are ^J ' ^'
painted in Mexico, final assembly being done in Corona
with U.S. vintage hardware
and electronics.
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California Strat
(USA) The California Strat features classic

Strat design combined with our'"Tex-Mex
Trio" pickups. A vintage feel and tone that
smokes with a south of the border flavor! Features
7 include an alder body, tinted maple neck equipped with
medium jumbo frets, U.S. vintage hardware and electronics,
plus a deluxe gig bag.
010-1400 California Strat, Rosewood fretboard
010-1402 California Strat, Maple neck
Colors: 306, 309, 332, 340, 341 ^ „ y^^

American Standard Strat OR Ready
(USA) The American Standard Strat GR

Ready guitar is our U.S. standard with the
addition of the Roland GK2 pickup system, A
plethora of sounds can be obtained via this unit. Drive
Roland's GR synthesizers—changing patches directly from
the guitar's onboard controls—play it as straight guitar, or utilize both sounds playing them simultaneously! Features: Alder
body, 22 frets, American Standard tremolo, Roland GK2 pickup.
010-7460 American Standard Strat GR Ready, Rosewood
fretboard
010-7462 American Standard Strat GR Ready, Maple neck
Colors: 705, 706, 709, 732

California //Fat// Strat
(USA) A U.S. made Tex Mex humbucker
paired with two single_ coil pickups (neck
and middle) from the "Tex Mex Trio," gives
the California "Fat" Strat its extra
firepower.Jrom jalapeno to habanera! Features
include an alder body, tinted maple neck equipped with
medium jumbo frets, U.S. vintage hardware and electronics,
plus a deluxe gig bag.
010-1500 California "Fat" Strat, Rosewood fretboard
010-1502 California "Fat" Strat, Maple neck
Colors: 306, 309, 332, 340, 341
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Fender Standard Stratocaster
The Standard Stratocaster is the foundation
from which all our models come. Classic
shape, traditional three single coils, vintage
style bridge. Where the tradition began and still carries on today. Features: poplar body, five-way selector,

Traditional Stratocaster
Traditional Stratocaster guitars are affordable, fine quality versions of Fender's
Standard models. Classic three single coil version, left-handed model, and bridge position humbucker "Fat" Strat models are available in this series.
Features: Poplar body, three-ply guards.

chrome hardware.
013-4600 Fender Standard Stratocaster, Rosewood
fretboard
013-4602 Fender Standard Stratocaster, Maple neck
Colors: 502, 506, 525, 532, 580
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013-3600
013-3602
013-3700
013-3620

""'^fry,

Traditional Stratocaster, Rosewood fretboard
Traditional Stratocaster, Maple neck
Traditional "Fat" Strat, Rosewood fretboard
Traditional Stratocaster, Rosewood fretboard,

Left Hand

Colors: 506, 558, 580
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Floyd Rose Standard
Stratocaster
The Floyd Rose Standard Stratocaster
expands on the Standard model with the
addition of a bridge postion humbucker
and locking tremolo unit. Hot rodded and
still pure Stratocaster. Features: Poplar
body, five-way selector, two single coils
and a humbucker, locking nut, Floyd
Rose II tremolo, chrome hardware.
113-1100

113-1102

Floyd Rose Standard

Stratocaster,
Rosewood fretboard
Floyd Rose Standard
Stratocaster,
Maple neck
Colors: 506, 580

'68 Stratocaster
The U-shaped neck, large headstock and
glossy maple fingerboard are unmistakable
features that defined an era. This beautiful
reproduction has it all... Vintage tuners and tremolo,
three-ply white/black/white pickguard and an ash body in all
the right finishes.
027-9202
027-9222

Floyd Rose Standard Stratocaster,
Rosewood fretboard
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'68 Stratocaster
'68 Stratocaster, Left Hand
Colors: 500, 521, 541

limited Edition"
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/60s Stratocaster
Aged knobs, pickup covers, pickguard,
tremolo and switch tips lend authenticity to
this classic collectable. U-shaped maple neck
with rosewood slab fretboard, vintage tuners and
tremolo, basswood body and lots of '60s vibe.
027-1000 '60s Stratocaster
Colors for guitar above: 500, 505, 506,

509, 556, 572

027-1020

'60s Stratocaster, Left Hand
Color for guitar above: 500

Ritchie Blackmore Limited

%

Edition Stratocaster
Replicatedjrom the instrument played during his Deep Purple career, this Stratocaster is
now available with all of Ritchie's personal custom touches: distinctive oversized vintage headstock, unique partiallyscalloped fretboarjj and no middle pickup (cover only!),
Basswood body, two Seymour Duncan "Quarter Pound" pickups,
70s style tremolo.
025-8400 Ritchie Blackmore Limited Edition Stratocaster

Color: 505
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You can find even
more detailed info
on our Website at:
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Hellecasters "Jerry Donahue"
Stratocaster

www.fender.com

A wolf in sheep's clothing, this guitar gives
the string-bending king Tele and Strat sounds
one axe. Numerous special features include a
Seymour Duncan custom Tele-voiced single-coil pickup at
the bridge with a steel tone plate under the pickguard for
enhanced tone, and a custom-wired five-way pickup selector with
an added two-position rotary switch. Wilkinson "Wilkaloid" selflubricating nut.
025-8900 Hellecasters "Jerry Donahue" Stratocaster

/50s Strutocuster

Color: 527
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The axe that started it all... This
gorgeous replica is true to its school in
every detail. V-shaped maple neck with
"skunk stripe," plugged headstock, single ply
eight-hole pickguard, aged knobs and pickup covers,
vintage tuners, tremolo and the tonal flexibility that would
become an industry standard.
027-1002

'50s Stratocaster
Colors for guitar above: 503, 505, 506, 509,

027-1022

'50s Stratocaster, Left Hand
Color for guitar above: 503

556, 572

Hellecasters "John
Jorgensen// Hellecaster
This highly-individualized instrument
reflects the eclectic taste and awesome technique of fret-wizard John Jorgensen. Gold sparkle dot
inlays, three Seymour Duncan custom-voiced "split" coil
hum-cancelling pickups, Schaller locking tuners, two-pivot
point tremolo, back-routed body top (for extra tremolo travel),
Wilkinson "Wilkaloid" self-lubricating nut and much, much more!
Hellecasters "John Jorgensen" Hellecaster

Color: 550

'sssss^

Danny Gutton Telecaster
(USA Custom Shop) The Danny Gatton

Telecaster is based on his heavily
customized '50s Tele. The cubic zirconium
side markers on the neck reflect light on any
darkened stage. A set of custom twin blade Joe
Barden pickups provide a brilliant tone with zero hum. A
terrific guitar from the late, great Telecaster master. Features:
Swamp ash body, stainless steel bridge.
010-8700

Danny Gallon Telecaster
Colors: 867, 879

Albert Collins Telecaster
(USA Custom Shop) The "Ice Man's" '66

Custom Tele is faithfully reproduced in the

Albert Collins Telecaster. The ash body
a natural finish is complemented with white
binding on the top and back. The rich dark tone of the
humbucker in the neck position combined with the classic
vintage bridge pickup produces the essence of Collins tone.
010-8800 Albert Collins Telecaster
Color: 821

Jerry Donahue Telecaster
(USA Custom Shop) The beautiful birds-

eye maple neck, top and back of the Jerry
Donahue Tele complemented with a cool electronic and pickup combination makes for one
gorgeous looking, unique sounding guitar. Features: Ash
body with b[rdseye maple top and back, gold hardware, custorn Seymour Duncan Strat style single coil neck pickup and
custom Tele-style bridge pickup.
Jerry Donahue Telecaster
Colors: 800, 827, 838

Clarence White Telecaster
(USA Custom Shop) Pedal steel and rock

and country tones will emanate once you
get your hands on the Clarence White
Tele. His famous Tele lives on in this
custom model with its Texas Tele bridge pickup,
'54 Strat neck pickup, Scruggs tuners on both "E" strings,
and the most unique Parsons/White B-Bender mechanism.
010-5602

Clarence White Telecaster

Color: 803

Waylon Jennings Tribute
J.D. Telecaster
An affordable version of Jerry Donahue's
Custom Shop Tele. Features: Basswood
body, rock maple neck, chrome hardware,
vjntage-style bridge with brass saddles, special
five-position selector switch, custom-wound pickups.
027-9702 J.D. Telecaster
Colors: 500, 506, 527, 538
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Series Telecaster
(USA Custom Shop) The

Jennings Tribute Series Telecaster is
based on Waylon's floral patterned '63 Tele. In
addition to the leather "White Rose" inlay, the guitar
comes with Texas Tele pickups, Scruggs tuner on the low
"E" string, and Waylon's trademark "flying W" logo inlayed at
the twelfth fret. In honor of country music's famous Outlaw.
010-0302 Waylon Jennings Tribute Telecaster

Color: 806
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(USA Custom Shop) Cut loose and cut

through with the Custom Set-Neck Tele Jr.
A Honduran mahogany body equipped
with 11-tone chambers and a pair of
Seymour Duncan "Hot Soapbar" P-90s, together
with our Custom Shop's novel type "set neck" process,
gives this model a powerful "fat" tone.
010-3400

Tele Jr.
Colors: 821, 837, 838, 841

Relics

/50s Telecaster
(USA Custom Shop) The classic '50s

Telecaster gujtars conjure up images of
eariy Rock & Roll and Country musfc. The
'50s Tele has an ash body, vintage '50s
pickups and optional gold hardware, These "models
I honk and talk with the best of them.
010-5002
010-5012

'50s Telecaster, nickel hardware
'50s Telecaster, gold hardware option
Colors: 801, 803, 806

€W
^ /50s//Relicw Nocaster
(USA Custom Shop) In the same manner as
our "Relic" Strats comes the '50s "Relic"
Nocaster. Cosmetically aged by our
Custom Shop, this reproduction of the early
'50s transitional model Tele features custom '50s pickups, aged vintage bridge and nickel hardware, and a honey
blonde ash body.
010-5102 '50s "Relic" Nocaster

Color: 867

'60s Telecaster Custom
(USA Custom Shop) The classic '60s

Telecaster guitars conjure up images of
early Rock & Roll and Country music. The
'60s Telecaster Custom has an alder body,
bound top and back, Texas Tele pickups; plus gold
hardware and custom color options.
010-6300 '60s Telecaster Custom, nickel hardware
010-6310 '60s Telecaster Custom, gold hardware option

Color: 800,806

*See color chart for Custom color options

American Classic Telecaster
[USA Custom Shop) American Classic

Telecaster guitars are Custom Shop
versions of Fender's American Standard models.
They offer a choice of custom colors, custom detailing,
and a gold hardware option. Build yourself a classic!
Features: A classic Fender body_shape, lightly figured hard
rock maple neck, two Texas Special Strat pickups, one'Texas Tele
Bridge pickup, American Standard Tele bridge, black tolex case.
010-4800 American Classic Telecaster, Rosewood
fretboard
010-4802 American Classic Telecaster, Maple neck
010-4810 American Classic Telecaster, Rosewood
fretboard, gold hardware option
010-4812 American Classic Telecaster, Maple neck,

Bajo Sexto Telecaster
(USA Custom Shop) Vary your tone with the

totally unique BajoSexto "baritone" Telecaster.
A thick, meaty sound comes from a pair of
Texas Tele's wired in series. This 30.2" scale
length beauty features a two-piece ash body and a
lightly figured maple neck.
010-4002

Bajo Sexto Telecaster

Color: 803, 867

gold hardware option
Color: 800, 801, 803, 805

*See color chart for Custom color options
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James Burton
Standard Telecaster

Telecaster XII
(USA Custom Shop) Want a big, full

sounding electric 12-string that stays in
tune? Our custom Telecaster XII is just the
ticket. Precision design went into this model
featuring a two-piece ash body, figured maple neck with

a '60s "C"~shape, and a set of Texas Tele's wired in series.

A more vintage look is found on our
James Burton Standard Telecaster. A model
that reflects this great player's roots with it's 50s styling
and with a set of Texas Tele's that deliver pure Tele tone!
013-8602

010-4100 Telecaster XII, Rosewood fretboard
010-4102 Telecaster XII, Maple neck (not shown)
Colors: 800, 803, 807, 849

James Burton Standard Telecaster
Colors: 503, 506, 541, 509

U.S. Vintage Reissue

/52 Telecaster
Custom Classic
'52 Left-Handed Tele
(USA Custom Shop) A left-

version of our most classic Telecaster
comes in the form of the Custom Classic '52 Tele Left Hand.
A rich lacquer finish and a set of left handed Texas Tele's wired
in series are featured. The soft "V" shape maple neck will lay
perfectly in any southpaw's hand.
010-5222 '52 Telecaster Left Hand
Colors: 803, 867

Artist Signature

(USA) U.S. Vintage Reissue guitars
recreate Fender's most famous '50s and
'60s designs. The '52 Telecaster is a standout
from this era, the ultimate classic Telecaster because
its tone. Features include an ash body, vintage style
pickups with cloth wrapped wire, and a kit of modern
retrofitting parts.
010-1303 '52 Telecaster
Colors: 806, 850, 884

U.S. Plus/Deluxe
*?.
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James Burton Telecaster
(USA) The James Burton Telecaster is

equipped with a few of the modern
features found in our instruments today but
retains the same vintage feel and sound'that
James likes. A new look "to James' trademark
paisley graphic and solid color options with black or gold
hardware lend a distinctive appearance.
010-8602

James Burton Telecaster
Colors: 810,811, 823, 877

Telecaster Plus
-H (USA) The Telecaster Plus provides the

ultimate in features and design. Zero in on
a multitude of tones via the special design
wiring and three custom Fender-Lace Sensors. The
alder body is capped top and back with an ash veneer,
single ply white bound on the top.
010-8500 Telecaster Plus, Rosewood fretboard
010-8502 Telecaster Plus, Maple neck
Colors: 806, 828, 836, 837, 845
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California Series

U.S. Standard
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A direct result of the combined efforts of Fender's Corona,
California, factory and its Baja California, Mexico, facility,
the California Series of instruments represent an excellent
value in an affordable, quality U,S. made guitar. Bodies
and necks shaped in Fender's Corona, Califomia^factory
are painted in Mexico, final assembly being^ done in
Corona with U.S. vintage hardware and electronics.

American Standard Telecaster
(USA) American Standard Telecaster
guitars combine the classic look and feel of
Fender's original design with hardware and
electronics reflecting the evolution of today's
player's needs. Truly an industry standard.
010-8400 American Standard Telecaster,
Rosewood fretboard
010-8402 American Standard Telecaster,
Maple neck
Colors for 2 guitars above: 702, 705,
706, 709, 724, 732
010-8422 American Standard Telecaster, Maple
neck,Left Hand
Colors for guitar above: 705, 706,

709, 732

California //Fatw Tele
(USA) The California "Fat" Tele features a
U.S.-made Tex Mex Tele neck position
humbucker paired with a Tex Mex Tele
bridge pickup. Features include an alder body,
a tinted maple neck equipped with medium jumbo frets,
U.S. vintage hardware and electronics, plus a deluxe gig
bag. From warm sustaining leads and cool, clean single
notes to vintage Tele "snap."

010-1702 California "Fat" Tele, Maple neck
Colors: 306, 309, 332, 340, 341

/90s Telecaster Custom
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A modern version of the luxurious
Telecaster Custom, with special attention
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to details like pearloid body binding and
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shell pickguard. Body: Basswood with double
binding; Neck: oval-shaped maple neck with
rosewood fretboard, 21 frets, 7.25" radius; Electronics:
two vintage style Tele pickups, volume, tone;
Other: three-position selector switch, six-section modem

American Standard B-Bender Telecasfer

"string-thru-body" bridge, gold hardware.

(USA) The American Standard B-Bender Tele is our U.S.
Standard Tele with the addition of the Parsons B-Bender
system. The smooth action of the bender allows for effortless control. Add a whole new arsenal of steel guitar
sounds to your repertoire: bent single notes, double stops,
and chimed harmonies.

025-2500 '90s Telecaster Custom
Colors: 505, 506

010-8442 American Standard B-Bender Telecaster,
Maple neck
Colors: 705, 706, 709, 732

'90s Telecaster Deluxe
American Standard
B-Bender Telecaster

The best of both worlds, this Telecaster
borrows some of the Strat's most popular
features. Body: Alder with Strat-style
contours; Neck: Maple neck with rosewood
fretboard, 21 frets, 9.5" radius; Electronics: two
_vintage Strat-style single coil pickups (neck, mid), vintage
Tele-style pickup (bridge), five-position selector switch,
modern Tele bridge with six individual saddles, white shell
pickguard.
025-9000 '90s Telecaster Deluxe
Colors: 500, 506, 509, 541, 572
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Standard Telecaster

Telecaster Acoustic-Electric
Want the rich sound of an acoustic with the
convenience of an electric? Try this
semi-hollowbody Telecaster, which looks as
good as it sounds. Body: Bound with spruce
top and' mahogany back and "F" hole, Neck:
Rosewood fretboard, 22 frets, 12" radius, 25.125" scale;
Electronics: piezo pickup system (bridge)Jngle coilpickup (neck), active electronics, Volume, TBX, Pan; Other:
Rosewood string-thru-body bridge.
025-2400

The Standard Telecaster is the foundation
from which all of our other Tele models
come. Classic shape, traditional two single coils and a vintage style six-saddle bridge.
The Tele tradition starts here.
013-5202 Fender Standard Telecaster,
Maple neck
Colors: 502, 506, 525, 532, 580

Telecaster Acoustic-Electric
Colors: 500, 506

^n?

Telecaster Classical Thinline
Part classical guitar, part electric, the
Telecaster Classical Thinline gives you the
best of both worlds, yet maintains a sound
all its own. Body; Basswood single-bound;
Neck: Rosewood fretboard, 22 fret; Electronics:
piezo saddle pickup, active electronics; Other: Gotoh
Rotomatic tuners, rosewood bridge.
025-2600

Telecaster Classical Thinline,
nylon string
Colors: 500, 506

Traditional Telecaster
Traditional Telecaster guitars are
affordable, fine quality versions of
Fender's Standard models. Traditional two
single coil pickup combination, poplar body,
chrome hardware.
013-3202 Traditional Telecaster, Maple neck
Colors: 506, 558, 580

limited Edition'
Hellecasters "Will Ruyw Jazz-a-caster™
Designed for the unique super-charged country-blues licks
made famous by Will, this Tele includes two Seymour
Duncan special designed reversed-wound Jazzmaster
pickups, _asmall-sty Ie Strat headstock, Hip Shot Will Ray
model "B" Bender, Vintique™ knob on 'master volume

control (with added capacitorto maintain consistent tone at
all volume levels), gold foil leaf finished basswood Tele
body—plus additional custom features.

72 Telecaster Thinline
Exquisite natural finished ash semi-hotlow
body Telecaster. Humbucking pickups,
white shell pickguard, string-through-body
bridge, maple neck and signature F-hole accent
this faithful 70s reproduction.
027-3202 '72 Telecaster Thinline
Color: 521

025-8700 Hellecasters "Will Ray" Jazz-a-caster
Colors: 550

/69 Telecaster Thinline
Hellecasters "Will Ray"
Jazz-a-caster

Selected mahogany graces this semihollow body collectable. Vintage Tele
bridge, two single-coil pickups, white shell
j, maple neck and a look all its own.
027-7702 '69 Telecaster Thinline
Color: 521
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/50s Telecaster
/62 Custom Telecaster
Bound for glory... White binding front and
back sets this Tele apart from the crowd.

Vintage bridge, white/black/ white

pickguard, rosewood fingerboard, two
single-coil pickups and chrome plated hardware
highlight this classic.
027-5100 '62 Custom Telecaster
027-5120 '62 Custom Telecaster, Left Hand
Colors: 500, 509

Pomona Avenue 1950.. .The genesis of the

electric solid-body guitar is artfully captured in this timeless reissue. Basswood
body, maple neck with tinted finish, two
single coil pickups, single-ply black pickguard,
three barrel saddles and round string retainer.
027-1202 '50s Telecaster
Colors for guitar above: 501 , 503,
506, 509, 556, 572
027-1222

'50s Telecaster, Left Hand
Color for guitar above: 501

You can find even
more detailed info
on our Website at:

^^

www.fender.com

//Paisley// Tele
Basswood body
"summer of love" paisley pattern. Maple
neck, vintage bridge with brass barrel saddles,
single-coil pickups, vintage tuners and nickel
hardware complete this tasty reproduction of a
sought after instrument.
027-4902 "Paisley" Tele

Color: 550

<P"S

72 Tele Custom
Ready to rock! This guitar delivers a Tele
twang with a brawny neck-position
humbucker. Two volume, two tone, three-

way toggle switch, black/white/ black pickguard.
027-7602

'72 Tele Custom
Color: 500, 506
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Other Fender Electrics
Jag-Stang
A collision of contemporary features fused
together. This model was
co-designed by the late Kurt Cobain of
Nirvana fame. Body: Basswood; Neck:
Rosewood fretboard, 22 frets, 7.25" radius,
24" scale; Electronics: vintage Strat pickup

(neck), humbucking pickup (bridge), two

Jaguar
The Jaguar is a re-creation of Fender's premier guitar from the '60s, re-popularized by the recent
spate of Alternative bands. Body: Basswood,
Neck: Rosewood fretboard, 22 frets, 7.25"
radius, 24" scale; Electronics: Two single-coil pickups each with on-off slide switch, "Lead" circuit [Volume, Tone,
Tone switch], "Rhythm" circuit [Volume, Tone], circuit selector
switch; Other: Floating bridge tremolo with "Tremolo Lock."

three-position selector switch, volume, tone;
Other: Floating bridge with "Dynamic" Fender
vibratotail-piece.
025-4200 Jag-Stang
025-4220 Jag-Stang, Left Hand
Colors: 540, 572

027-7700 Jaguar
Colors for guitar above: 500, 509, 541
027-7720 Jaguar, Left Hand
Color for guitar above: 500

Jazzmaster
A remake of the guitar that was at the heart of surf
and other'60s instrumental music. Plug in your
amp and ride the wave! Body: Basswood; Neck:
Rosewood fretboard, 21 frets, 7.25" radius;
Electronics: Two single-coil pickups, "Lead" circuit
[Volume, Tone, three-position toggle], "Rhythm" circuit
[Volume, Tone], circuit selector switch; Other: Floating bridge

tremolo with "Tremolo Lock."

027-7800 Jazzmaster
Colors for guitar above: 500, 509, 541
027-7820 Jazzmaster, Left Hand
Color for guitar above: 500
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Mustang
A reissue of Fender's deluxe 24" short-scale
guitar from the '60s—perfect for smaller
hands; Body: Basswood; Neck: Rosewood
fretboard, 22 frets, 7.25" radius; Electronics: Two
single-coil pickups, 6n-off slide switch for each pickup,
Volume, Tone; Other: Mustang Dynamic vibrato.
027-3700 Mustang
027-3720 Mustang, Left Hand
Colors: 541, 572
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The Duo-Sonic guitar revisits Fender's
original short-scale electric from the '50s.
Features include a poplar body with two
single coil pickups and a maple neck. The
instrument results in easier playability, perfect for the
player new to the guitar.
013-0202

Duo-Sonic
Colors: 506, 558, 580

Robben Ford Ultra and Elite
(USA Custom Shop) The Robben Ford

signature models are cutting tone guitars
featuring Seymour Duncan humbuckers,
versatile electronics, and Honduran mahogany set in
necks and bodies. The Ultra models have multi-bound
ebonyfretboards, special tone chambers and are available
with flame maple or carved spruce tops. The Elite features a
Pao Ferro fretboard, hand-carved figured maple top and solid
Honduran mahogany body.
010-3060 Robben Ford Ultra FM.
Colors for guitar above: 800, 838

010-3050 Robben Ford Ultra SP

Colors for guitar above: 800, 806, 838

010-3040 Robben Ford Elite.
Colors for guitar above: 800, 838

D'Aquisto Deluxe and Ultra
(USA Custom Shop) The late master

luthier James D'Aquisto collaborated
with our Fender Custom Shop on this
line of absolutely beautiful Jazz guitars.'The
D'Aquisto Deluxe features a lam'rnated figured
maple body (15.75"), bound ebony fretboard, and a
special design humbucker for a cool mellow tone.
The D'Aquisto Ultra is a gorgeous hand-carved model
featuring a spruce top, figured maple back and sides, multiple
bound, gold hardware, and a bridge and tailpiece made
of ebony. A custom Kent Armstrong floating pickup is available
as an option.

010-2030 D'Aquisto Deluxe.
Colors for guitar above: 821 , 837,838

010-2070 D'Aquisto Ultra
010-2080 D'Aquisto Ultra w/Kent Armstrong pickup
Colors for 2 guitars above: 821,837
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Precision Basses
Custom Classic

Vintage Precision Custom Bass
(USA Custom Shop) The Vintage Precision

Custom Bass has the look of the classic '51
P-Bass with its Tele-style head-stock and
vintage hardware. It comes with a semi-figured
hard rock maple neck, 2-piece swamp ash body and a
pickup combination of one vintage P-Bass and one Vintage
J-Bass pickup, neck and bridge respectively.
019-5602

/57 Precision Bass Left Hand
(USA Custom Shop) The '57 Precision Bass

Vintage Precision Custom Bass

Colors: 803, 867

U.S. Vintage Reissue

Left Hand model is a vintage classic built
for all those southpaws out there holding
down the bottom end. An alder body, vintage
nickel hardware, and vintage P-Bass
electronics are featured.
'57 Precision Bass Left Hand

Colors: 805, 806

'57 Precision Bass and
/62 Precision Bass
(USA) U.S. Vintage Reissue Precision bass
models are available in two familiar forms. The '57
P-Bass features a traditional maple neck, alder body,
vintage hardware and gold anodized pjckguard The '62
P-Bass has a rosewood fingerboard, an alder body, vintage
hardware and 3-ply or tortoise shell pickguards.
019-0115

'57 Precision Bass
Colors for guitar above: 803, 806, 841

019-0116

'62 Precision Bass
Colors for guitar above: 800, 806, 841

U.S. Plus/Deluxe

'57 Precision Bass

Left Hand

Precision Bass Deluxe
(USA) Precision Bass Deluxe models offer tons
of tonal variations. The three-band active EQ
electronics combined with a vintage P-Bass pickup
and a special design humbucker make this an axe that
can cut any gig. Other features include a graphite reinforced
neck, downsized alder body with ash veneered top and back, and
a strings-thru-the-body or top-load bridge.
019-4200 Precision Bass Deluxe, Rosewood fretboard
019-4202 Precision Bass Deluxe, Maple neck
Colors: 806, 828, 836, 837, 844, 845
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Spedal/Deluxe

American Standard Precision Bass
Precision Bass //Lytew

(USA) American Standard Precision Bass
models combine the classic look and feel of
Fender's original design with subtle changes
reflecting the evolution of today's player's needs. A
vintage P-Bass pickup, graphite reinforced neck, and the
strings-thm-the-body bridge provide a distinctive tone for all
bottom dwellers! Lefty and fretless versions available,

The Precision Bass "Lyte" [s a smaller, lighter, updated version of a classic P-Bass, But don't think any
sound is sacrificed for the "Lyte" body weight! Body:
"downsized" modern contour shape (very lightweight); Neck:
Rosewood fretboard, 22 frets, 9.5" radius, "slim" shape;

Electronics: one P-Bass (split coil) pickup, one J-Bass pickup,
Master Volume, Pan, active Bass boost/cut, active Treble
boost/cut; Other: Graphite nut, special design bridge, Gotoh
"mini" tuning keys, no pickguard.

019-2200 American Standard Precision Bass,
Rosewood fretboard
019-2202 American Standard Precision Bass,

Maple neck (not shown)

025-9500 Precision Bass "Lyte" Standard, basswood
body, chrome hardward
Colors: 537, 555, 564, 577

Colors for 2 guitars above: 702,705,

706, 709, 724, 732

019-2208 American Standard Precision Bass,
Fretless w/fretline markers
019-2220 American Standard Precision Bass, Left Hand
Colors for 2 guitars above: 705,706,709,732

025-9800 Precision Bass "Lyte" Deluxe, mahogany
body, goldplated hardware, USA-designed

electronics and humbucking pickup (bridge)
Colos: 521

Standard

Standard Precision Bass

'51 Precision Bass
A recreation of the original "Tele Bass": the first solid body
electric bass. With its invention, bass players could finally be
heard—and get their instrument in a car! Ash body in blonde
or two-color sunburst, single coil pickup, maple neck and
fingerboard, vintage two-saddle bridge.
027-1902

.<rr"

The Standard Precision Bass is the foundation
from which all our P-Bass models derive. It
features familiar classic styling, a poplar body,
maple neck with a rosewood fingerboard, and one standard
P-Bass pickup. The original "new playing sensation".
013-6000

Standard Precision Bass
Colors: 502, 506, 525, 532, 580

'51 Precision Bass

Colors: 501, 503

51 Precision Bass

Traditional Precision Bass
Traditional Precision Bass guitars are
affordable, quality versions of Fender's
Standard models. Classic design, traditional single
P-Bass pickup, a poplar body, maple neck with" a
rosewood fingerboard.
013-3400 Traditional Precision Bass

Colors: 506, 558, 580
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U.S. Plus/Deluxe
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Jazz Bass
(USA Custom Shop) The "Relic" '60s
Jazz Bass conjures up images of almost
every classic electric group one can
think of. Cosmetically aged by our
Custom Shop, this model features an alder
body, vintage Jazz pickups and aged nickel hardware.
Great feel, warm, throaty tone, feels like home.

SSSSB

019-6300

'60s "Relic" Jazz Bass
Colors: 800, 805
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Jazz Bass Deluxe
Jazz Bass Deluxe models incorporate many
design updates into the classic Jazz Bass. A threeband active EQ electronics system and special design
Jazz pickups are featured along with a graphite reinforced
neck and a downsized vintage style body with ash veneer top and
back. Shell guards and cool colors make these models a beautiful
combination of function and form.

Custom Classic

''SsgSSSS

019-4400 Jazz Bass Deluxe, Rosewood fretboard
019-4402 Jazz Bass Deluxe, Maple neck (not shown)
019-4500 Jazz Bass Deluxe V String
Colors for 3 guitars above: 806, 828, 836,
837, 844, 845
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019-4408 Jazz Bass Deluxe Fretless (not shown)
Colors for guitar above: 806, 837, 844, 845

'62 Jazz Bass Left Hand
(USA Custom Shop) The classic '62 Jazz

Bass left hand is our Custom Shop version of
the U.S. Vintage right hand '62 model. It features an
alder body with a "C" shaped maple neck equipped w
a rosewood fingerboard. All the right stuff in your left hand.
019-6120 62 Jazz Bass Left Hand
Colors: 805, 806
l^s^^;

U.S. Vintage Reissue
American Standard Jazz Bass

/62 Jazz Bass
(USA) The '62 Jazz Bass recreates the
revolutionary bass design that shook the
foundations of the music world. Incorporating
the "stacked" concentric controls of the early sixties
with two vintage Jazz pickups, this model features an alder body
available in classic finishes, vintage hardware, and three-ply or
tortoise shell pickguards.
019-0209 '62 Jazz Bass
Colors: 800, 806, 841
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(USA) The American Standard Jazz Bass models
are a combination of the classic look and feel of
Fender's original design with some subtle changes
reflecting the evolution of today's player's needs. Graphite
reinforced necks, strings-through-the-body bridge, and vintage style
pickups enhance the tone of these industry standards.
019-2400
019-2402
019-2500

American Standard Jazz Bass,
Rosewood fretboard
American Standard Jazz Bass, Maple neck

(not shown)

American Standard Jazz Bass V String
Colors: 702, 705, 706, 709, 724, 732

Collectable

Limited Edition
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75 Jazz Bass
The continuing evolution of Fender electric
basses, revisited. Rectangular block inlays and a
bound fretboard are standout features of this 70s
J-Bass. Two volume and one master tone control, 34"

scale, 20 frets, 7.25" radius ash body and all that Jazz.
027-3500 '75 Jazz Bass, Rosewood fretboard
027-3502 '75 Jazz Bass, Maple neck
Colors: 500, 521

Noel Redding
Limited Edition Jazz Bass
A meticulous reproduction of the one-andonly bass that was Noel's sunburst soul mate
during his Jimi Hendrix "Experience"
career. Vintage '65 specs, alder body,

Standard

rosewood fretboard with 20 frets, two volume

controls, master tone, two single-coil Jazz

Bass pickups.
Noel Bedding Limited

Edition Jazz Bass
Colors: 500
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Standard Jazz Bass
Nothing extra—just the time-tested features that
have rendered the Jazz Bass one of the most
played instruments in modem musical history.
Body: "offset" waist shape; Neck: Rosewood slab
fretboard, 20 standard frets, 7.25" radius, polyester finish;
Electronics: two J-Bass pickup, two Volume, Tone; Other: trilaminate (white/ black/white) pickguard, chromeplated hardware.
013-6500 Standard Jazz Bass,
Colors for guitar above: 502, 506, 525, 532, 580
013-6508 Standard Jazz Bass, Fretless,
Colors for guitar above: 502, 506, 525, 532, 580

027-6720

Standard Jazz Bass, Left Hand, Rosewood
fretboard (not shown)
Colors for guitar above: 500, 541

Traditional
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Traditional Jazz Bass
The Traditional Jazz Bass model is an
affordable, quality version of Fender's Standard
model. Classic designs, traditional two Jazz bass
pickups, a poplar body, maple neck with a rosewood
fingerboard.
Traditional Jazz Bass

Colors: 506, 558, 580
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Artist Signature

Stu Hamm "Urge" Bass
(USA) The Stu Hamm "Urge" Bass combines all of
the tonal magic of classic Jazz and Precision basses
with active electronics and contemporary contours and
styling. Features include a down-sized alder body, Pao Ferro
fretboard, and white pearl pickguard.
019-1400 Stu Hamm "Urge" Bass
Colors: 802, 846, 864, 866

Roscoe Beck V Bass
(USA) The Roscoe Beck V String is truly a
»one-of-a-kind design. Players will love the

traditional Jazz feel combined with a graphitereinforced neck, special dual Jazz V pickups
and special switching for a wide variety
of killer tones!
Roscoe Beck V

(Five String) Bass

Colors: 800, 809, 844, 845

Stu Hamm "Urge" Standard Bass
The Stu Hamm "Urge" Standard is modeled
after the U.S. version and features a poplar body,
rosewood fretboard, and active electronics.
013-1400 Stu Hamm "Urge" Standard Bass
Colors: 502, 506, 525, 580

Bass VI
bass... half guitar... all Fender. Tuned one

octave below a guitar, this six string baritone is
in a league of its own. 30" scale, 21 frets, three
special full range single coil pickups, alder body with
rosewood fingerboard.
027-7600

Bass VI
Colors: 500

Roscoe Beck V Bass

How To Use The Color Chart:
Color code numbers have a single digit

prefix (not shown on chart) which signifies
if the guitar comes with or without a case.
Ask your Fender dealer for the type of
case shipped with each guitar.
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I Color Chart
tejilonde Lake Placid Blue 2-ColorSunburst Daphne Blue Olympic While Black Vintage^Blonde Ocean Turquoise "Candv Aoole Red

Black w/Gold Paisley Black w/Candy Red Paisley Chartreuse Sparkle Champagne Sparkle Mystic Black Nalural Natural Natural Foto Flame Pearl^White Inca Silver Crimson Red Metallic
10
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'14

16

'

19
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'21'

21

23

24
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Viojet Sapphire Blue Transparent Crimson Burst Cherry Sunburst Aged Cherry Sunburst Brown Sunburst Autumn Burst Blue Burst Antique Burst Crimson Transparent Ebony Transparent
27
28
30
^
31
32
34
36
37
38
'
'
39

Fiesta Red Vintage White
Pewter Shoreline Gold Metallic Teal Green Metallic Sherwood^Metallic Teal Green Transparent Sea Foam Green Butterscotch Blonde Pink Paisley ~~~S\ack Sparkle
41 43 44 45 46 '"' —-1^---1-" -" • ""^ --11 —--53*--- . .....^.-.-, -.-.^-
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Gold Foil Leaf
50*

11

^s^^w!^S"Dakota Red
54

Frost White
55

Shell Pink
56

Black Pearl Monlego Black Black Holoflake Burgundy Mist Metallic Honey Blonde

Surf Green

57

65

"

'

66

67

Candy Green
71

* Special color by model.

The following colors are
optional on Custom Shop
guitars where noted in copy:

60,000 Guitar Players Can't Be Wrong.

(02) Lake Placid Blue Metallic
(04) Daphne Blue
(09) Candy Apple Red Metallic

Since its

(24) Inca Silver Metallic

introduction,

(40) Fiesta Red

the Princeton

(44) Shoreline Gold Metallic
(45)Teal Green Metallic
(49) Sea Foam Green

Chorus has

by 60,000
for its tone,
features and

(83) Blue Ice Metallic
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guitar players

(56) Shell Pink
(72) Sonic Blue
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been chosen

(54) Dakota Red
(66) Burgundy Mist Metallic
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value.
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Prices and specifications
subject to change without
notice.

So what are you waiting for?
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The Kinq of fiurf Guitar. Dick Dalo. with his Siqnaturo Sorips fitrat and Tone Master hqlf slack.
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and hi<; Ron Jimmij with his Custom Shop fifrat aiKEFandpr Bronco amp. ' ; ^^i^lr
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